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Woodwind instruments played an important and varied role in FTench music 
during the reign of 1, ouis XIV. The years 1690-1750 were vital in the develop- 
mont of woodwind instrument makingt the major advances took place in Franceq 
and the individual who was an instrument makerp theoreticiant virtuosop and 
composer was uniquely typical of this period. 

The recorder and musette were the fashionable-instruments of Parisian soo- 
iety. Important people had lessons on them, and professionals featured them 
in pastoral ballets. The Hautbois et Musetten du Poitou were included in the 
Royal Band. These instrumental traditions gave French woodwind making an un- 
paralleled stimulus-towards now inventions and remodelling the old, consort and 

, band instruments,: -The results the emergence of. the. classical woodwind-typeas 
The opening Chapters of Volume I deal with various aspects of Woodwind pro- 

duction in and around Paris c, 1700, Chapter I describes the birth of the wood- 
wind industry in France at this time, and quotas from original documents (not 
previously published'in English) on-the formation of Instrument makers' unions. ' 
Chapter 2 recounts the achievements of French makers in Instrument construction 
and design. Although relying to some extent on modern souroeog this Chapter 
collates ý widely- dispersed ý information ý unavailable in. any, other, single, mouroe. __ýA-,, Material from an instrument maker's manual is translated and commented on in 
Chapter 39 and in the same Chapter the professional approach is contrasted with 
Jacques Hottaterre's instructions for the amateur on the maintenance of a mus- 
ette. Chapter 4 takes principles of wind instrument tuning suggested by Theo 
Wyatt and J. C. Nederveen and applies them to instruments of the Hotteterre era 
in an_analysis of early fingering charts. 

Chapters 5 to'7 summarise and comment on interpretive information given in 
French woodwind tut6rs'of the period-1690-1750- Fingering charts are compared 
4n an exteni3ion'of D*'ýLasockiln work on tabulating finprings from all early tut- 
ors. Tonguoing patterns are discussed in relation to (I) rhythmic alteration, 
and (ii)-the performance of noten Inerales in wind music. The section on orna- 
mentation assembles all early k'rench woodwind source materialg. and attempts to 
distinguish'specifically woodwind performance praotices, -Chapter 7 presents 

ýthree new fingering charts for the one-keyed transverse flutevýtwo or three- 
keyed oboe# and the musettee 

An assessment of'the music in'which the instrument making techniques and-'-'"' 
theorising discussed-in previous'Chaptero were involved is given in Chapters 8-" 
to 10. 'A broad survey of composers' output for woodwinds during the period, 

' 
1690-'ý_ 

1750 in attempted in. Chapter 8# andýthis inoludes'proviouBly uncollated infor- -- 
mation on Court-musioal'organisations and productions-from the writings of Carlez9-' 
Thoinant Maugert Cuouel, Brenetl'and others, Chapter 9 discusses orchestral scor-'ý, 
Ing_for windog, illustrated by transcriptions from original Man,. The development, 
of wind scoring in traced from the'sadate Mersennet'-through', the instrumental, _, "', transformatione, of the Hottaterre group a. 1700o' to the galant-twitterings of the, -, flutes in Rameaule 'Ramage don ciseaux"from La TemDle do Is Glolre. '. Chaptsr_, '10_, 

_, deals with a most important, aspeot of the French wind tradition est; ilished-by 

Use other'. v1de if riecessary. 
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Fraillon-POnceint Hotteterret and Boismortier - the beginnings of a French 
wind concerto tradition. As illustrationp Boismortier's Concerto for five 
flutes OP-'15t No- I has been newly transcribed from the original edition, 

-- 
Volume 11 presents a short anthology of unpublished French woodwind 

music written c. 1700. Introductory notes accompany each sectiong and a 
detailed Textual Commentary concludes the Volume. At least two composers 
anticipated particular aspects of Jacques Hotteterre's compositions-for wood- 
windsp and'the first four extracts in Volume II juxtapose the music of Hott- 
eterre with that of his models: Charles Borjon's musette music and Freillon- 
Poncein's unaccompanied solo Preludes for woodwinds. The musical examples 
from the second part of Jacques Hotteterre's Methode pour la Musette were 
studiously ornamented for an amateur publicq and most were suitable for any 
melodic instrument. 
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Christophe Weig8l, NUrnberg 1698, 'The Woodwind Maker' 

WeigL'l shows a variety of woodwinds including bassoons, 
recordersq and cornetts piled around the maker who is 
fashioning the top joint of a bassoon. Note the acc- 
urate (but in perspective over-large) drawings of tools 
hanging on the wall behind. 
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Woodwind instruments played an important and varied role in 

French music during the reign of Louis XIV. The years 1690-1750 

were vital in the development of woodwind instrument makingg the 

major advances took place in Prance, and the individual who was 

an instrument maker, theoretician, virtuoso, and composer was un- 
iquely typical of'this period. 

The recorder and musette were the fashionable ir-str=ents of 
Parisian society. Important people had lessons on them, and pro- 
fessionals featured them in pastoral ballets. The Hautbois et 
Musettes du Poitouwere included in the Royal Band. These ins- 

trumental traditions gave French woodwind making an unparalleled 

stimulus towards new inventions and remodelling the old consort 

and band instruments. The result: the emergence of the classical 

woodwind types. 

The opening, Chapters of, Volume I deal with various aspects of 

woodwind production in and around Paris c, 1700. Chapter 1 des- 

cribes the birth of the woodwind industry in France at this time, 

and quotes from original documents (not-previously published in 

aglish), on the formation, of instrument makers', unions. Chapter 2 

recounts, the achievements of French makers in instrument constr- 

uction, and design, Although relying to some extent on modern 

sourcesq this Chapter collates widely dispersed information un- 

available in any other single source. Material from an instru- 

ment maker's manual is translated and commented on in Chapter 3t 

and in the same Chapter the professional approach is contrasted 

with Jacques Hotteterre's instructions for the amateur on the 

maintenance of a musette. Chapter 4 takes principles of wind ins- 

trument tuning suggested 
by Theo Wyatt and J. C. Nederveen and' 

applies them to instruments of the Hotteterre era in an analysis 

of early fingering charts. 

Chapters. 5 to 7 summarise and comment on interpretive infor- 

mation given in French woodwind, tutors, of,, the period 1690-1750. 
Fingering charts are compared in an extension of D. Lasocki's 

work on tabulating fingerings from. all early tutors. Tongueing 



patterns are diac=aed in relation to (i) rhythmic alterationg and 
(ii) the performance of notes ine"'gales in wind music. The section 

on ornamentation assembles all early Rcench woodwind source mat- 

erial, and attempts to distinguish specifically woodwind perfor- 

mance practices. Chapter 7 presents three new fingering charts 

for the one-keyed transverse flute, two or three-keyed oboop and 

the musette. 

In assessment of the music in which the instrument making 
techniques and theorising discussed in previous Chapters were in- 

volved is given in Chapters 8 to 10. A broad survey of composers' 

output for woodwinds during the period 1690-1750 is attempted in 

Chapter 8, and this includes previously uncollated info=ation on 
Court musical organisations and productions from the writings of 
Carlez, Thoinan, Maugerg Cucuel, Brenet, and others. Chapter 9 

discusses orchestral scoring for winds, illustrated by transcript- 

ions from original Mss. The development of wind scoring is traced 

from the sedate Mersenne, through the instrumental transfo=ations 

of the Hotteterre group c. 1700, to the galant twitterings of the 

flutes in Rameauls 'Ramage des oiseauxl from La TepMle do la Gloire. 

Chapter 10 deals with a most important aspect of the French wind 

tradition established by Preillon-Ponceint Hotteterret and Bois- 

mortier - the beginnings of a French wind concerto tradition. 

As illustrationt Boismortier's Concerto for five flutes Ope 15, 

No. I has been newly transcribed from the original edition. 

Volume II presents a short anthology of unpublished Prench 

woodwind music written c. 1700. Introductory notes accompany each 

section# and a detailed Textual Commentary concludes the Volume. 

At least two composers anticipated particular aspects of Jacques 

Hotteterre's compositions for woodwinds9 and the first four ex- 
tracts in Volume II juxtapose the music of Hotteterre with that 

of his models: Charles Borjon's musette music and Freillon- 

Poncein's unaccompanied solo Preludes for woodwinds. The musical 

ex=ples from the Second Part of Jacques Hotteterre's 10thode ]2our 
la Musette were studiously ornamented for = amateur publiep and 

most were suitable for any melodic'instrument. 

Por help in cecu3: jng ma"; jerial, I tz grateful to mmy librar- 

iansp notably Mr Michael Anderson (Edinburgh University)q Mr Will- 



inm Lichtenwanger (Washington, D. C. ), Madame H. de Chambure (Par. 'Lc 

Conservatoire) and Mr Willien Tait (Perth). Mr Willien BannorMan 

and Mr John Davidson gave helpful advice on transLations of early 
French texts. The'correspondence of IIr rdgar Hunt, lie David Las-' 

ocki, Mr R. Morley Pegge, and Mr Alan Davis, and my personal con- 
tact with Mr Lyndesay Langwill (whom 1-would specially like to 
thank for having trustingly lent me his irreplacable volumes of 

'Carlez, Thoinanp Maugerq and PontO'Coulant), Mx Graham Melville- 

Mason, and IIr Prans BrUggen have stimulated and enriched my inter- 

est in early French woodwinds. The help and encouragement of 
Dr Peter Williams has been invaluable in completing this study. 

David Jenkins 
Bainburght 1973 
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(i) American Acoustical Society pitch notationg i, oo CO C, C2 

03a4C5C6C7 C81 is used throughout, C4 is middle C. 

(ii) All instruction tutors are given their 'Warner n=bersle 

See Thomas Warnerl An Annotated Bibliography of Woodwind Instruction 

Books, 1600-1830 (Detroitt 1967). 

(iii) In descriptions of fingering charts closed holes aro re- 

presented by the symbols 0 (thumb hole)'I 123 (first, socond, 

third and fourth fingers of the left hand), and 4567 (first, 

13econdl third and fourth fingers of tho right hand), 11 ropresents 

a hole left open. A half-holing is indicated by an oblique stroke 

through a numbert eg. ý. 

(iv) French woowdind tutors make no mention of tho pitch standard(s) 

current from 1690-17509 and contemporary instruments remain our 

only guide to the pitches used. Tief Camerthon (A 
4= 409 HZ-) 

was the Court Ch=ber Pitch of Pascal Taskin,, ' It was associated 

with and may wen even have originated with the exceptionally fine 

woodwinds made in France by the Hotteterre'circle. Quantz commented 

favourably on its use. 

(He did] not wish to argue for the very low French chamber 
pitch# although it is the most advantageous for the trans- 
verse flute, the oboe# the bassoon, and scme other instru- 
ments. The wiRd instruments ... owe their existence to 
tho low pitch, 4 

1 Thomasp W. R. and Phodes, J,, J,, K. 'Schlick, Praetorius and the 
history of organ pitch' The Organ Yearbook Vol. 2 (kwterdam, 
1971) PP. 58-76 

2 cýaantzo J. J. Versuch (Berlins 1752) Chapter 17p Paragraphs 6-7 

(Full titles of footnote references given in Bibliography) 
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Chapter I 

The bcgimings of a woodwind industry in Frmce. 

Woodwird instruments were probably first made commorcially in 

Franco at Poitou (see map of 17th and 18th cent. woodwind towns West 

of Parist p. 2 ). Croutolle also was well known for the skill of its 

wood-turners; they made an infinite number of everyday objects such 

as gun-buttsv bed-postsl and candle sticks, as well as musical instru- 

I bouquins [goat horný] ments including. cornets a hautbois, cornemuspa. 

The chevres-sourdes 
[kid bagpipes flageolets, piffres-ot fluster.. 

origins of craft wood-turning in the valleys of the Rivers Eure and 

Loire are obscurep but the folk legends recounting its beginnings are 

numerous. According to one legend a hawker of pipes and guns settled 

in La Couture and raised a family; they are said to have started the 

practice of wood-turning. According to another, many musical instru 

ments wore left behind by soldiers de la Ligne et do Honri IV after 

the battle of Ivry in 1590, and these relics axe supposed to have in 

spired the residents of La Couture to apply their skill as wood-turners 

in the construction of similax instruments. 

The woodwind industry can be traced with certainty back to before 

Ance a passage in the contemporary Baliverneries mentions a 1547 r 

sonneur do coutre [a player of flutes made at Croutelle The re- 

vocation of the Edict of 'Nantes caused the making of woodwind instru 

2 
ments to cease at Croutelle. Musettes and oboes of Poitout on the 

other handt at least in name still formed part of the nusiquedu roi 

Coutanto J, and P, Oeuvres (Poitierst 1628) /-t7& 

Los finesses de Crou W- Dosaivreq L. telle (Niortl 
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17th and. 18th pentury woodwind towns West of Paris 
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in 1722. -Towards the end of the 17th century the Duke of Venctme held 

many socia. 1 functions at Anet,, near La Couture. The Hotteterres were 

then manufacturing woodwindsp and flautists or oboists from Paris who 

played at Anet may have spread news of the rapidly growing Hotteterre 

reputation. The industry of instrument-making spread outwards from 

La Couture to the neighbouring villages of Ivry-la-Bataille and 

Gaxennesp a site-where water power was utilised. to drive machinery, 

Establishment of an in I dustrýial union structure, 

-In the 17th cent. *instrument-iaakers belonged to-several unionsp 

their, affiliation'depending-, on the material and the tools with which 

they worked. Flute-makers, belongedlto the union-of chair-leg 

manufacturers; stringed instrument-makerg'-belonged to the union of 

chess-board manufacturers. '', -, Individuals joined these-diverse unions to 

find in their corporate strength, a measure of protection against 

industrial-oppression. ýTo make this protection more effective members 

endowed their brotherhoods with, religious overtones; unions ware formed 

with, their own rulesl, banners, and patrons which they placed under, the 

umbrella of the Church. -She offered protection, Eýnd financial assist- 

ance to members of theýunion, in need, tand'looked favourably on'tho- 

development of music, in-its broadest sense. ' 

In 1297 the profession of m6king'brass instruments was eistab- 

lishod. In August of'that yeax Henri 1'Escot, Guillaume d'Amiensp and 

Roger L'Anglais appeared before the Provost of Paris'to point out that 

they alone-in the entire-city of Paris maintained Workshops where trum- 
a 

pets were made. They asked that, the ex6reise, of, the'professionýbe"* 

governed by the statutes of the forcetiers [wire-pullOrs] -'wrequest 

which was granted by the Provost. ' Saint'Louis, in an effort to en- - ,, 

courage the arts and industryq confirmed-the statutes'of, '-the brother- 

hood and appended several axticles,, These advocated that most i-i> 
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distinguished mastero should undertake a guiding role over the younger 

and less skilled members. The king wished the latter to be apprenticed 

for several yearev and that they should prove their ability before being 

admitted as full members to the union, Membership of these unions was 

not yet exclusive; they were considered as craft schools open to all- 

comers. In 1382 Charles VI, tired of the endless demands of various 

unions and the vast quantity of lega. 1 wrangling to which these demands 

gave risog abolished all jurtmdes 
[sworn 

memberships 
I 

and mastershipsg 

but the need-for money to be raised by taxation caused them to be re-- 

established in 1411. Henri II declaxed in patent letters of 1554 that 

hospital administrators could give certificates of mastership (without 

" masterpiece or payment being submitted) to anyone who had followed 

" trade or profession for 6 years, provided ho-had been a member of 

the institution. - The unions wished to resist this infiltration of 

their ranks by orphansq and a second patent letter appeared in 1578 

permitting all those who taught the orphans to buy all necessary 

materials as though they were articlcd masters and to employ an 

apprentice to help them. The impoverished public purse did not de- 

lay in profiting from these institutions whose aims were so praise- 

worthy. Soon the unions of axts and crafts were only considered as 

a means of obtaining taxation or of borrowing money through the creat 

ion of a rmiltitude of offices, which were as tiresome for the unions 

to administer as they were profitless for the State. 

In 1561 it was decreed that all instrumont-merchantst artisans, 

and tradesmen should form a professional body. At first no useful 

purpose could be seen to be served by the passing of this edict, but 

another edict of 1583 declared that the right to work was granted as 

a royal prerogative. It laid down (i) how one had to work# (ii) durat- 

ion of apprenticeships, (iii) the form and standard of masterpiecesp 

(iv) the methods for internal administration of the different bodies 
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which were divided and ruled by privileges, (v) the form of recoption 

into the unionv and (vi) the amounts to be paid by aspiring members. 

In order to compensate the unions for the imposition of now taxesp 

permission was granted for them to limit their membership numbers and 

monopolies were exercised. The gove = ent took further advantage of 

the situation by promoting the sale of certificates of mastershipp 

without which the titularies had neither proof of their accomplish- 

ments nor the right to take on apprentices. -It was due to this de- 

cadence in the art of instrument-manufacture that Charles IX saw fit 

to have his violins. made in Italy. ' When French makers witnessed tho 

arrival, of the 24 violins which the king had had made by the Amatial 

despite the fact that there were capable makers such as Bocquayq 

Pierrot, and Despons in France, they recognised their inferiority and 

constituted themselves into a union. Their union statutes were 

approved in patent letters from Henry IV dated Julys 1599. 

Letters for the creation of the craft of musical instrument-makerg 
setting il up into a great mastershipt with its privilege S and 
statutes. 

Henryl by the grace of God, King of France and Wavarret to all 
present and to comet greetings. ' 

By. our edict of establishment and general regulation made to 
cover all arts, trades, and craftst whether sworn or unswornt of 
this kingdomq of the month of April 1597, wet among other thingsq 
by the fourth of the latter, ordained that all merchants. 'and 
axtisans of the, towns OfIthis kingdom, whether or not sworn and 
established into a guild mastership in the saia townst should 
pay us the sum which they were taxed for this purpose in, our 
Council with regard to the quality of the said craft to be their 
sworn mastery; to Which end our well-beloved and faithful , 
instrument-makers of our said town of Paxis, asking to enjoy the 
said benefit and privileges paid us the sum to the Commissioner 
for General Receipts of the said monies, the sum to which they 
were taxed in our Council as is apparent-from the receipts of 

* Translated and paxaphrased by the author. 
la to Archive nationale, Vol. des Ordonnances cle Henri IV X 8640 fo-68 

and Receuil dlor(lonnances (Pa--ris, 1680) b. n. M. 8095 

P. 86-1 f- 
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the said Commissioner attached thereto with the said edict under 
the counterseal Of Our Chancellery, and very humbly begged and 
besought us to issue to them our letters necessary for this; we 
wish it to be known that we, in a desire to help them in this 
matter and to set up their craft from this day forward in good 
order and to avoid those abuses which had been committed in the 
past in it, that we have madet createdg set upg and established 
the said art and craft of Mister Musical Instrument-Maker; we 
make, createt set up, and establish sworn members of the craft; 
we wish and desire that the said mister musical iftstrument-makors 
of Paris should enjoy the privileges, statutes and ordinances 
which followt 

ARTICLE 1 That none shall be admitted , and received to keep 
a shop of musical instruments in our town of Paris, without having 
been received by two sworn masters currently in office, which 
sworn masters will keep papers and registers of all those who are 
received to the said craft of musical instrument-makerp and after 
duly completing a masterpiece and experience# and giving proof, 
of their capacityp good life and moralsp and the time of apprentice- 
ship carried out in our good city of Parist they will be received 
by the said sworn mastersq and, to this end, will swear the oath 
required and accustomed before our Procurator at the ClItelet, 
and registered at his office, and to be triad there when the need 
arises after having paid the tax required. 

ART, 2 Sworn members will be elected for a period of 2 
years, and will-be proposed and elected by a majority decision of 
follow-members of the said profession. 

ART. 3 It is strictly forbidden for any persong from what- 
ever profession# kind or condition to (i) own/rent a musical in- 
strument shopp (ii), sell,, or (iii) buy for resale and to debit 
profit fullyg or in partp however large or smallq if they are not 
qualified masters of the said profession and former apprentices 
in Paris; thus they may sell them to sworn masters of the pro-, 
fession and may not do otherwise at risk of confiscation of the 
said instruments should they be found on shop premises or offered 

- for sale by persons other than the said masters of the trade. 

ART. 4 Any apprentice of the said profession will not be 
employed unless he ha6 served for 6 uhole years witý one of the 
masters of the tradep and, 8 days after completion of apprentice- 
ship, the master of the apprentice must take the notice of com-' 
pletion to be registered in order to avoid abuses of the system 
which may be committed. Apprenticed sons of masters of the said 
profession may become sworn masters of the said profession by 
being judged fit and without in all cases having to complete a 
masterpiece. 

ART- 5 It is forbidden for any sworn member or master to 
retain more than one apprentice at one time. The latterv having 
completed 4 years of his apprenticeship and there remaining only 
two years to complete the said 6 years, the said sworn members 
or masters may take on in this case (and in no other) another 
apprentice.. 

ART. 6 In the case of any of the said sworn members or 
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J- masbors having opened two or more shopsq these will be closed 
forthwith without delayo notwithstanding what they may allege 
in their defence. 

ART. 7 In the event of the death of one of the masters 
of the said profession his widow would retain the chop. It 
would also be legal for her to hire a worker who had been app- 
renticed in our town of Paris, and, should she remarry, she would 
be entirely deprived of the said agreement. 

ART, 8 No one may work at the said profession at court 
in our city of Paris if he has not completed an apprenticeship in 
our city of Paris and also if he has not been made a sworn mem- 
ber as described in ART. 1. 

ART. 9 It is forbidden on pain of confiscation and arb- 
itrary fine for any of the said sworn memberss masterst or journey- 
men of the said profession to carry, or cause to be carriedo by 
no matter whom# any musical instrument for sale or rasale in the 
streets of the said city. 

ART. 10 For the attention of foroign merchants or others 
of this kingdom who carry merchandiseq be they musical instru- 
ments, raw woodt or other materials relevant to the said pro- 
fession, this merchandise may not be bought in bulk by any sworn 
member or master without giving notice to the community; to this 
end, the merchandise will be divided amongst them# and in the 
case of any member of the body who has bought the said foreign 
merchandise without warning the commnity, the said merchandise 
will be confiscatedt and the defaulter punished by the imposit- 
ion of such a fine as is deemed reasonable. 

ART. 11 To avoid the abuses which can be committed against 
the profession, the sworn members will not receive or admit into 
the said mastery anyone who has not been apprenticedp experienced 
or recognised by the masters as being capable of exercising his 
talents as outlined above and also provided with letters of qual- 
ification of the king, of princes, or of princessos. 

ART. 12 Sworn masters will make all sorts of cases for the 
said instruments and also adorn the instruments with all kinds of 
precious metalworkp marquetryl and other necessitiest which can 
be made by them according to their own designs and without being 
prevented from so doing by anyoneg no matter whom. 

ART. 13 Journeymen of the said profession who wish to be- 
come masters thereof will be received when they are of adequate 
standardl after having been apprenticed in the said city of Paris 
for the duration stipulated abovet having paid the dues of the 
king and those of the sworn masters, and after having taken the 
oath before the Procurator of the King, 

ART. 14 It will be deemod essential for all masters of the- 
said profession to avoid, on penalty of arbitrary finep all mal- 
practices which may be committed in the profession. 

Parist Julyt 1599t 10th year of the reign of Henry IV. 

Registered in the Mack Register, nine persons being in the 
Chamber of the King% Provostq Lord of the CiPatelet, 
30th Vovembert 1599, 
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Thoso regulations sc-ýxcely diff ered from those of other guild 

masteriCS, There were no subsequent modificrations to themo but for 

fear of some upset the instrument makers saw . fit to have them renewed 

80 years laterl and their relevance to the period 1690 - 1750 as a 

legal foundation for the operation of a woodwind industry can be seen, 

The instrument-makers sought and obtained from Louis XIV letters of 

confirmation, 
1 

Confirmation of the statutes of master musical instrument-makers. 

Louisq by the grace of Godo King of France and Navarre, to all 
present and to come, greetings: 

Our well-belovea master musical instrument-makers of our good 
city of Paris have pointed out to us that the late King Henry 
the Great, our very honoured lord and ancestorg in complying 
with the edicts and regulations in the matter of the merchant 
axtst artisansg and mastersq agreedý approvedt confirmed and 
authorised the statutes and regulations made by their predeces- 
sors in the matter of their art and craft by his patent letters 
of the month of Julyq 15999 registered by the Provost of Paris 
on the 20th November of that yearl which the said dealers in 
the same waly as their predecessors keep and observe without 
violation and any trouble. But, in that they have not been con- 
firmed and authorised by the late King our very honoured father, 
whom God absolve, nor by ourselves since our coming to the throne, 
the said dealers, feaxing that one might claim the lapse of val- 
idity of the letters of confirmation when there would seem to-be 
some need to act against those who were interfering with the said 
regulationst or wishing to enter the said craft without any mas- 
tery, formal roceptiont experience, or qualification to perfect 
their works asis required by the said statutes and regulations. 
This is why they axe obliged to have recourse to us and very 
humbly beseech us to issue to them our said letters necessary for 
this. To which, inclining favourably from our especial grace, 
full power and royal authority, we have agreedq approvedl con- 
firmed and authorisedt and by these present lettors signed by 
our hand we agreeg approveg confirm and 

' authorise the said stat--, 
utes and ordinances of the said art and craft of instrbment- 
makers of the said craft of musieg we wish and desire that the 
said dealers and their successors, masters of the said craft, 
should enjoy them according to their form and terms, Followingt, 
the said letters of confirmation of the month of July, 15991 and 
the registration extract of the 20th November of the said year 
attached thereto under the counterseal of our Chancelleryq just 
as they have well and duly enjoyed, enjoy, and continue to enjoy 
at the present# provided that no contrary order or regulation 
has intervened. Therefore we command our well-beloved and faith- 
ful counsellors of our Parliament Court of Parisq the Provost of 
the said place or his lieutenant, that they should register these 
present letters of confirmation, that the said dealers and their 
successors may enjoy and have the benefit of their contents as 

-11 A-icchives nationales, Volum_e of Ordoriances of Louis XIV. 
la x 86759 P- 86 
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masters of the said art and craft, fullyq peacefullyq and perpet- 
ually, ceasingp and thereby causing to cease, all difficulties 
and hindrances; for such is our pleasurep and in order that this 
may be a settled and stable situation for all timeq we have had 
our seal placed on these present letters. 

Signed by the King, April, 1679, and registered at Parliament 
Court in Paris on the 6th Septembor, 1680. 

The instniment-makers' union requested that all makers be subject 

to the jurisdiction of its sworn members, and that all aspiring makers 

be obliged to undertake apprenticeships. This was approved in an edict 

of 3rd Marchl 1691, which ordered that all makers (including organ- 

builders and flute and oboe-makers) should be subject to the authority 

of one union; but that all were unwilling to submit to the authority 

of the union was evident from a request for this matter to be dealt 

with by the King's Council dated 16th Wovember, 1692. 

From the date of the edict of 16731 which added to existing unions 

others then unknowng until 1720p industry was encumbered by an increas- 

ing. host of charges and laws. 
1 

The wart? which preceded the peacelof 

MvwLo1v and the Succossion saw the numbers of offices cren; Led increaso 

yet again. These office, were sold by the goverment to the unions, 

whichq being very poor, were'authorised to borrow money f or the pur- 

poses of payment of dues. Besides paying for the rights of mastershipt 

one had also to pay the rights for the confirmation of mastery and for 

the rights of succession for one's children to follow into the mastery. 

The state created masterships for each union. In 1637 she provided an 

additional four in the union of players and makers of instruments. On 

the birth of the Dauphin in_1645 a further two mastershipý were added, 

Legal wrangles 

Many legal processes govorning the interaction of the unions took 

place for fear of encroachment, upon each other's legal rights which 

were often ill-defined in the original patent letters, In 1730 the 
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sworn members of the Union of Woodwind Instrament-Makers o-L ' Pari s 

seized in vindication of their rights three musette sacks on the 

promises of a M. Collardq declaring that only they had the right to 

construct such, items. ý The Provost of Paris gave judgement in favour 

of the instrument-makers on 20th July, 1731. - 

A similar legal wrangle took place over-a seizure of goods at a 

shoemaker's shop in 1741. Blanchet and Villars, violin-makors and sworn 

officers of the Society of Musical Instrument-M. -Iorsp were named plain- 

tifs on a writ issued by Lambert on 5th May, 1741. The tabletiers 

stringed instrument-makers allied to the union of chess-board manu- 

facturers] had a seizure carried out at the premis s of a M. Leeevre's 

cobbler. The plaintifs-wished the seizure declared valid and the items 

confiscated to be credited to their profits. - These included 9 flutest 

9 fifesl and 4 flageolets. They also wished to sever the association 

between stringed instrument-makers and tho. tabletiersq and consequently 

to forbid them to make'musical instruments. The tabletiers were forced 

to pay damages and expenses on the grounds, of-a declaration of 

23rd Junet 17409 that-they had no further intention of making musical - 

instruments. The musical instrument-makers'wishod'thoir sole right to 

make instruments upheld. They wanted Lefevre, also declared liable to 

the payment of damages and expenses; 

At the hearing of the case neither Lefe'vre noi his agent'appearele 

The tabletiers and, their lawyers did appear and reaffirmod their de- 

claration that they no longer wished to make musical'instruments; The 

court upheld for the violin-makers (as representatives, of the Society 

of Musical-Instrument-Makers) the sole'right-to make musical instru- 
N 

ments., The, goods confiecatedg the tabletiers were free to go. Lefevre 

was declaxod liable for'exponses. -The'tabletiers, familiar-with the 

subtleties of legal chicaneryq consentod to allow the music-na 
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.I 

instnment-makers lo finish and perf cot instr=ents of which they had 

first-of all turned the outer part. Failing in this new infiltration 

attemptt they claimed the right to ornament the exterior of instru- 

ments with ivory and ebony. 

Despite numerous"Judgements'and condemnations, certain tabletiers, 

persisted'. in making musical- instruments. Jkt ý the. request of ', the, 

instrument-makerss sever . ýI'seizures were carried-out at the business 

promises of Philippe do Lavigne who repeatedly refused to stop trespass- 

ing on their profession* He was condemned for the'first time in 1723 

and again (on the grounds of a first r-eizure-of 3 bagpipesp 1-1cellot 

and 1 harpsichord carried out on 21stý-July, 1740, and of, a. second seiz- 

ure of 8 bagpipes, 2 violins, 1 bass'recorderg, l treble, recorder =d 

55 tools-carried out 5 days later)ýby-a sentence from the police court 

dated 1st Septemberg 1741. There'is no evidence of what penalties-had 

been imposed on de Lavigne for previous, convictionsl but the one which 

resulted from the seizure of 1740 was too benign to prevent. the recur- 

rence of the abuses it was intended to curb. He had to pay a mere 

20 livres damages plus expensesq and the court ordered the instrument- 

makers to return Lavigne's tools, a demand against, which they appealed 

with good reason: 

The inventory of papers relevant to the corporations and uguilds 

of Paris which were transported' from the'Town Hall- to the General 

Registery in execution of the decree of 3rd October, 1789 reveals sev- 

eral similar cases by listing various documents found in the archives 

of the Society of Instrument-lbkers. These documents have not been 

investigatedg-but it has been possible to analyse the., 32, judgements 

of the Commission of Scrutiny of-, Accountsý', --It would be of interest 

to know the grounds of the objections- ', prosentod'by the parties in 

their submissionsp just as it is of interest-to know-their observations 
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about projected new staýbutcs and investment of funds. The General 

Registery papers contain many details about the suits raised by oppos- 

ing guilds and they may contain answers to strange problems. For 

examplet while it is easy to deduce that it was because of the paint- 

ings which enrichod the beautiful harps of Vaderman that artists pro- 

tested through their guildsp it is more difficult to guess what was 

the nature of the encroachment of the haberdashers on the musical pro- 

fcssion. ' 

The instrument-makers not only had to defend themselves against 

the hostile activities of other guilds but also against dissension 

which sometimes broke out within their own community. One interesting 
I 

judgement gives details about typical customs of the communityl and 

calls into question the good fraternity of certain of its members. 

Gilles Lot, the son-in-law and journeyman of the widow Le Clore# 
anc -m whose husb, I had been a qualified master instrument akerv was 

the plaintif against Charles ]3izetg Thomas Lott Paul Villars, 
Denis Vincent, and Jacques Lusse. They opposed two decisions 
of the Society dated 3rd Maxchq 1748 and lat Septemberg 1751. 
The second of these allowed for the admission of one unqualified 
member to the Society per yeart as had (unofficially) been cus- 
tomary for some years. The plaintif, with the approval of the 
entire Societyl had applied to be received as a master. His 
apprenticeship was completed, having worked for different masters 
in Parisp married the daughter of a master, and he was then work- 
ing daily at the craft. The five opposing parties were the only 
wind instrument makers in the Sociotyq and they claimed vainly 
that Gilles had neither the skill nor the qualifications required 
for entry. 

The report of the judgement states that one must note that the 
Society is divided according to the four skills represented, viz. 
violin-makersp wind instrument-makers, organ-builderst and 
harpsichord-makers. The parties opposing the reception of Gilles 
seem to be the only wind instrument-makers in Paris at the time 
who were also members of the uniont and it was in their workshops 
that he had spent his apprenticeship, He had been an apprentice 
for 5 years with his cousino Thomas Lot, 1 year a journeyman with 
33izet, and then he had gone to work with Le Clerc, whose daughtei- 
he had subsequently married. Since the death of Le Clerct 
Gilles Lot's efforts had kept the business functioning. 

The defendants claimed that he was not articlect (his cousin, 
Thomas, had previously not been articled) and when Thomas was in 
office in the Society he had received into the Society other un- 
qualified instrument-makers. The five made the following claims 
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about their own qualifications: (i) Bizet had been received as a 
mastor in 1716, having supposedly complcted an apprenticeshipt 
(ii) Villars had boon apprenticed t'o Bizet, (iii) Vincent had boon 
articlod, and (iv) Thomas Lot had married the daughter of a master 
instrument-maker. 

In truthl according to the report, Bizet had never been articlod, 
although he had done his apprenticeship. Villars had to got a 
letter from the King to permit his reception because his apprentice- 
chip had been with Bizet, who had not been officially nxticled, 
Vincent had been apprenticed, but his articles were loott and he 
could remember neither the date nor (curiously enough) the name 
of the master with whom he had worked. No mention was made of 
Lusse's qualitications, so presumably he wasroceived without any. 
Thomas Lot had been received officially because he had married 
the daughter of a master, 

It was concluded that Gilles Lotp the plaintif, was as well qual- 
ified as any to be received into the mastery. In simple terms 
the five defendants feared his competition. Realising thisv Gilles 
challenged them to do his masterpiece, and he would withdraw his 
claim for acceptance as a master if any of them could surpass his 
efforts. 

The case of Gilles Lot had no connection with the opposition which 
the five defendants had to the decisions regarding the admission 
of unqualified memberst decisions which had presumably been taken 
after due consideration as being in the corporate inte: ýosts of the 
Society, A M, Micaut had been received as an unqualified member 
on 16th August, 17519 and the decision of 1st September of that 
year had been a consequence of this. Why then should they refuse 
Gilles Lot admission if it were not a case of professional jeal- 
ousy? Thomas Lot had been a sworn member currently in office at 
the time of the earlier decision on 3rd March, 1748; he claimed 
that he had received only one unqualified member during his per- 
iod of officop and had refused entry to one other applicant after- 
wards and two otheisearlier. It wasobviously not because of lack 
of qualification that they were refused, since the register of 
the Society both before and after this period shows that unqual-' 
ified members were regularly received at the rate of one annually. 
The reason for refusing entry to these others seems to have been 
that they had offered to pay the Society only 400 livres and not 
the 650 demanded by the decisions of the Society, Gilles Lot, 
howeverl had offered to pay the full 6r,. -O livres 'to cover all 
Society and Government fees, so there was no technical difficulty 
hindering his admission to the Society. Judgement was pronounced 
in favour of Gilles Lot's application, 

Without over-omphasising the strange attitude of the five indi- 

viduals towards a prospective colleaguet against whom they had no valid 

reason to complain, or the scant regard for correct Professional con- 

duct which they showed in objecting to the majority decision of the 

!, " Society by bringing a case against itp it is obvious that the authority 
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of the union was, procarious. It 'J-a6 =006nisod that the union could 

not function without infrincing, the, formml prescriptions of the statutes, 

and it required, of its members the homologation of the legal-deviat- 

ions., which it had allowed. itself. Unqualified masterst i. e. masters 
I 

without articles of-apprenticeship and who, had-not.. done a masterpiece 

or had, any, eyperienceg were. received into the Socioty in violation of 

Axticles-lo 3P-4t. and 8. Although. limited to., one per ye, =-,, these exemp- 

tions introduced professional dilvition. into, the Society. There were,, 

at least 30_documents,, relating-to, the formal reception of unqualified- 

masters. in the papers inventoriedin 1790. 

It was *tU -in, violation of Art - 5, Of the 
. 
ruling of 1749 

. 
(see 

p. 6) that concessions were, made, about. the, fees required. for the for, 

mal reception of a master. In the text, of the judgerrentit mentioned 

that these fees were 650 liv=es in 17519 butthat sometimes-they accep- 

ted, less. The, control, commission. was forced. to, contribute 450 livres,,,. 

towards the sum of 2t550 livres. receivedby Hemsch from--. 1747-8, due-in.. 

respect of., fees for the formal reception,, of 6 new, members., -This-indi- 

cates that entrance fees must, have been. 500 livresl. and, if,. some can- 

didates were refused entry it-was only ýecause., the sums of, 460 livres 

which they offered, were too far below the recognised fees. 

The judgement also makes-it. --clear thatAt was customary. to, exhibit 

masterpieces and that the wind instrument makers made lur'IY 5 sorts of 

instrumentsl viz, flageoletst, flutes, oboest clarinotst UA bassoons,,,, 

Union administration was very elaborate. The grades of 1-ho-internal 

promotion structure oflthe Society, of Instrument-Makers woro mujtjý, 

fariously subdividedl and admission-, to, ýthe union was achieved through, 

the equivalent of a masonic initiation into the brotherhood of the 

Society. One could not be admitted as a sworn member [, Lure ]without 

previously having been an ancien, and, the ancien must have served as- 
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maitre moderne for"a stipulated number'of years. Distinctiors were, 

clearly defined between the following grades: great and small jurandesl 

the syndicatp the gardes simpleaq and the grandes &2: rdes. Progression 
I 

from each of these status grades offered new privileges to extend 

those already enjoyedp but the key to self-impravement was. finance - 

all grades had to be bought, -"-I r" I 

During the 18th. cent. the French state had to intervene (in its 

own interests) in the busine'ss'of all guilds and s6cietiesp'and it sup- 

ervised the proper administration of them. Among. other measures intro- 

duced wai fiscal control of theaccounts. -By'decrees of the Council 

of 3rd Marchp i7l6p-'16th Mayp "17161'and'24tli'June', '1747, 'e-ach guild 

was obliged to submit tothe Procurator Generalq Berryert a statement 

of their annual'in'comeg-'debisg-and'expense6', " When'th6s'e documents had 

been examinedq each guild received'ito own' private ruling wliich'speci- 

fied the powers and responsibilities of sworn members relative to-the 

administration, of the common funds, The role of the sworn members in 

the payment of dues was laid down'l as were the rules to be'observed 

for seizuresp'law. suitso . 'admiSs . ibl 6 'exp I ensesp etc. ý Th6'ruling f. or-, 

the Society of Instrument-%kers was dated 23rd Junet 1749.1 There 

were 18 articles-&. '' 

ARTICLE 1 Accounting-books ! are t'o'be iegularly; kepfq and th e 
article prescribes the methods to be used. 

ART. 2 If the'' retiring'Finan'c' iýl'_'ýecretary "of -the Societyls" 
in debt to the Societyt his successor =st seek repaymient and be 
able to prove that he has sought this repaymentt ort if he fails 
-to recover the debtev he will then be'held personally responsible. 

ART. 3. The product of confiscationsýand fines-is'to 
- 
be"paid' 

into, the'community's funds. In the case-of a fine'levied wn some- 
one who is found to be insolventt an entry must be made accord- 
ingly. The king may also order fines to be quashed. 

ART- 4 The accounts of the communautý and the confrairie are"to 
be kept separate. 

ART., .5 Certificates of'appr6nticesýip or of formal reception 
into the gul. 1d t4 bp delivP-red only aftpreraympnt of thp 
dues. 'No credic is to be given. No reduced rater.,. 

1 Archives-nationales V7,420 
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ART. 6 Personal accounts of the Financial Secretary are to be 
kept strictly separate from those of the community. 

ART. 7A yearly roll will be preýared in three categorics. The 
first roll will list"masters and widows of masters currently in 
business and who are in a financial position to pay the dues. 
The second will list, the sons of masters working either with 
their father or with another master as a shop-assistant. The third 
roll, will list those reputedly unable to payq, or those inwhose 
case a reduction might seem appropriate. " The Financial Secretary 
is to keep note of the product of the first roll in addition to 
any product which has been recovered from the third roll. 

ART. 8 No loans; even for repayment of dues, are to be'raised 
without the written permission ofIthe Lieutenant Geners. l. of 
Police of Paris. 

ART. 9 Ebcpenses'for seizure of goods may only be claimed if the 
official reports'and receipts arelattached.,.. 

-1 
10, 

_The 
community may appeal against the judgement of the 

"' if all the members have'be Chatelet only ieri-ý6nvoked and have 
agreed_to this action. 

ART. 
_11, 

Accounts payable to., the Procurator and-other legal_ 
officers will be passed for payment'6nly'on-'produc . tion - of the"' 
relevant. papers., If no-official receipt_isgiven (asq 

-, 
for. ex- 

amplet in the case of a- consultation with a lawyer) a*certifi I 
cate must be attached signed by all. the sworn members and by. 6 
senior members of the community. ýIIý 11 

IýIIIIýI, ,. I 'ý 6r -ir, r, ;' -" ,, - 
ART, 12 Thiý 'artiol'e lays down in detail, which r ce expenses 

(1 livre, =, 10p axe allowable, up. to a maximm or 272 livres rýpp. ). 

ART. 13,, This article reinforces Article 5- Vo commissionjees 
may to claimed by sworn members relativ6 to'the indiiction'bf new' 
members into__the Society. 

ART. 14., Carriages are an allowable expense only if a certifi- 
cate stating that the casý'was urgent is attached and signed as 
in Article 11, A maximum of 24 livres''in. any, pneyear, was all- 
owed. 

-d: ice must produce a ART. -15 " T`h6 Financial Secretýry emi ting ff " 

statemont of accounts at, the'end-of his period of 
' 
offige, to,, be 

audited within three monthsv'presented to ýheFiscalvithin one' 
month, and then kept by the Society for future, reference.. 

"', 
ART. 16 If there is a book-keeping'error. in favour ofthe. re- 
tiring Financial Secretary this'may only be returned after th 
auditing. of., the accounts* 

" I), ,,, -I ý-' ý_ 1. ý: , 
ART-17 If a Financial Secretary is'appointed who, is unable to, 

-perform the book4e'epii1j in the prescrib6d manner, he"may be all- 
owed to spend 24 livres per year on secretarial, assistance. 

ART, 18 His IlbjestY enJoins the commissioners of the office est- 
ablished"' f 6i the liquidation of debts of iptilds and's6cioti-es 
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and'the auditing of their accounto and the Lieutenant General of 
Police to co-operate in the legal execution of the present regu- 
lation which will be registered with the commission and trans- 
cribed on the register of the Society of Musical Instrument-Makers 
to be executed according to its form and contents. 

The regulation was not particiLlar in its application to the-Society 

of Musical-Instrument-Makers; its dispositions reproduced more or lesis 

those of the decree. of the Council dated 4th, Mayv 1749, concerning the 

administraii-on of., com-mon funds oIf societ 
I ies and 

, the Ir1. 
endering 

- of their 

accounts. Theým_ain'difference between this. decree and that which app- 

lied to the, Society of Musical Instrument-Makers lay in the maximum 

figure for expenses authorised by Articles 12,14, and 17P which was 

significantly lower in the'case of instrument-makors than in the cases 

of other societies and unions. 

Apprenticeship's were subject to well, defined'rules and punish- 

ments for disobedience. - Independent of-the'rights which masters held 

over their apprenticesp the latter had to be; re'gistered, at the office 

of the union. ' The registration fees paid, the apprentice still had to 

I pay for the'rights of use of sealing wax for ring improssionsg-of rel- 

-'igious servicest'of welcomep and of use-of-the'secretarial services of 

the union. He was submitted throughout his period of apprenticeship 

'to an annual fee for re-registration. 

Sons of masters were exempted from doing apprenticeships; they 

became compaRmons de droit 
Ii 

ourneymen by birth] until the age of 17 

if they worked with their 'father. All If oreigners Igi. e., all who were 

not born within the'specific town or locality"in which they wished to 

- workt had, to undertake an apprenticeship in that town if, they, were to 

be employed theree' Thusq-the son of an instrument-maker from Rouen 

was considered as a-stranger to-the body of m-Aers-of Paris, -'and'vice 

versa. Having completed an apprenticeship in one town, it was neces. 

sary to recommence the apprenticeship if one wanted to continue, 

practising"in--another. "- 
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Astrange refusal of membership drew the goverz ont's attention 

to this anomaly. In 1755 a document of the Council attempted the for- 

mation of a brotherhood of all sworn members of the same profession, 

but excepted from the general statement of intent were the major cities 

of Parisi Bordeauxq Lyonq Lillep Roueng and Marseille. Thus a journey- 

man remained a $foreigner$ in-the sense of the term as described above 

to the communities of Paris or'Rouen, In the early'days, so decreed 

the royal edictl those born'outside France could never be received 

into a union. 'A Dennery in spite of his talentq could never have be- 

come a received master instrument-maker in Francep even though he had 

paid the dues demanded'by the union rules. 4 

Equality of rights was'not respected within the unions; there" 

were great discrepancies shown towards those who aspired to mastership. 

ravour was not bestowed equally'on all'masters"sons; the sons of'sworn 

members 
[Aar A ýes] 

9 of former masters 
9. 
anciens maitres 

& 9'andof new, mas- 

ters 
Fmaitres 

modernes paid more or less in fees according to the pos- 
Lo j 

ition of their father. There-were also differences between apprentices 

who were relatives of masterst those who marriea the widow of a, mas- 

tort =d the apprentico'who had termimted his period of'apprentice- 

ship. 

Union reform 

Under the leadership of Dumanoir II the union of instrument-makers 

suffered many'calamities. He abdicated the position in 16389 retain- 

ing only his honorary title of roi des menetriers. 
a 

For some', years., 

thereafter the union-governed itself without a leaderg but-so much 

aissention broke out that, the organisation was eventually totally clis. 

credited. In 1691 Louis, XIVp under the pretext of abolishing the in- 

trigues which operated in the elections of sworn members and-ofzeform- 

ing the organisation of tradel but in reality in order to raise more 
J, ('PW-Lý 

I 
ail) 

/; -0 a-ý : 
ef 
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money through taxationg supproasod all eloctiona of sworn members and 

converted these offices into hereditary positionsý 

In 1697 aft6r the death of Dumanoir II a Council disposition ab-ý 

olished the title of roi des men'e'triers. Thus also disappeared the 

position tf 25th violin in the grancle bande of 249 a position specif- 
/ '0 ically reserved for the holder of the office of roi des menotriers. 

Its constitution being under attack p1most dailyt the union's 

credibility weakened. Oboists joined the union of instrument-makersp 

having been exempted from membership of the union by a decree of 1689. 

The King's declaration of 1692 submitted these instrumentalists also 

to the conditions 
ol f mastership. The sworn memberst not-content with 

forcing the oboists to join ranks with-them, also wanted to enlist the 

cl. avecinists and the organists. The move was brought to judgement: 

the Chatelet was favourable but in Parliament the sworn members did 0', 

not receive the ratification they required to carry through the amal- 

gmation. 

In 1701 Saint-Julien's union offered to purchase the offices of 

newly sworn members and treasurer for the price of, 200000 francs. It 

obtained in 1707 new patent letters in which the King, while approving 

the concessions of the four offices of sworn members and the one of 

treasurer, also authorised the union to operate them as and how it 

wished. In the same letters the King encourrnged the teaching of all 

instruments including the flute allemlmde et traversiere in the 

Acad'emie royale. 

To be classed as-a master. it was necessary for an instrument- 

alist to demonstrate his capacity as a dmcer as well as an instru- 

mentalist. The 24 violons de la chambre and dancing masters of the 

court were exempted from this test, 

Opposition against incorporating organists and clavecinists into 
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the union, causcdý the King to produce new patent letters on 25th Junep 1707t. 

which, declared-that in'future the union would only compriso, dancing 

masterst instrumentalistsý(high and,, low) and oboists., The union grad- 

ually lost itsýpower andýinfluencep, ana the outcomes of its legal 
Y-4 

OP 
wrangles were almost-always unfortunate. ýIt attackedA 

de Masique, forbidding musicians at theýOpera the right to play out- 

side the auditorium--forýbn-Ilsoýserenadesj or-other public occasions. 

1, Council, statementof 1728, gave permission to artists-from the, Acade'mie 

to play-for'public, occasionsý'and to accept outside professional engage- 

In-1741 Jean-Pierre Guigon became'leader of-the union of instrument- 

makers, and set,, about restructuring its-functions. - 1, general assembly 

of all-instrumentalists from Paris and other towns in France took place 

in the hall of Saint-Julien. The statutes were reduced on that occasion 

to 28 in number# of which the broad aims were (i) to ro-establish the 

former supremacy of the parent union and its leader over the prolif- 

erating provincial unions, (ii) to reconstitute general mastership of 

all instruments for the whole body of union membersq (iii) to change 

the conditions of musical mastership to suit the needs of the timeý 

and (iv) to re-establish good internal administration. The problem of 

reconciling apprenticeship in some form with the demands of apprentices 

to progress more rapidly towards mastership was resolved by Guigon. 

Feeling that to retain an apprenticeship scheme of fixed duration went 

against the interests of the liberal arts, Guigon decided that all 

who were judged capable of being useful to the public through their 

talents could be admitted to mastership. All Parisians so wishing 

could stand trial for entry to the mastershipt with the exception of 

the 24 violins whot having paid the old tax of 50 livresp retained 

the privilege of obtaining mastership without trial. For all but 
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sons-or relations of masters the fee for reception into the master- 

ship in Paris was 300 livres. This was split up as follows: 

(1) 240 livres contributed towards union funds# 

(11) 60 livres paid to the leader of the union. 

For sons or relations of masters the fee was 165 livres split thuat 

W 145 livres contributed towards union fundst 

(11) 20 livres paid to the leader of the union. 

Financial deprivation was not uncommon amongst union members; 

registers of the union show that they paid dues erratically. Mem- 

bers provided generous mutual helpq however.. in illness or old age. 

'When a maker could no longer earn his livingg each member of the 

union gave 1 sou, per week# and the youngest member gathered the col- 

lection for the needy. 
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Chapter 2 

French achievements in woodwind construction c. 1700 

During the 16th and 17th centuries homogenous consorts of instru- 
%ý .1 .1 Vowtws 

ments using bass, tenori and treble pboes (as with recorders and viols) 

were preferred to broken consorts. Virtuosi gradually showed a pre- 

ference for a certain tessitura in the case of each instrument, and 

craftsmen transformed consort instruments into solo instruments. This 

trend marked the change from Renaissance to Baroque - from polyphony 

to concerto. 

D6cumentation of the history and development of woodwinds in 

France was sporadic in the years between Mersenne's Harmonie universelle 

(Paris, 1636/7) and the end of the 17th cent. when they emerged more 

or less in the form in which they were to exist for almost 100 years. 

Writing in 1752t Quantz stated that the developments in the flute 

first took place in France, and that the inventions and improvements 

brought about by French makers were at the date of his writing not 

then 100 years old. There is no doubt that the 1-keyed conical flute 

was well established in France c. 17009 since Hotteterre le Romain in 

the Preface to his Principes de la Fitte (Parisp 1707) confirms that 

the flute was then one of the most agreeable and fashionable of instru- 

ments* 

Apart from non-specific references to instrumentaI development 

in the writings of Hotteterre and Quantzo there were few references in 

contemporary literature to the developing woodwinds9 and no books were 

written similar to those of the 16th cent. which dealt systematically 

with instruments. Old woodwinds were extremely perishable because of 

their delicate bore and the thinness of the wood of which they were 

made. Constant improvements in mechanism made instruments quickly ob- 
I*j k-t4e, 

solete and usibless to future generations, and A 
therefore were discarded, 
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For these reasons few early woodwinds from c. 1700 have survivod. 

All remaining evidence suggests that woodwinds made by the 

Hotteterres and their contemporaries showed the following character- 

istics: (i) Construction in several sections. (ii) Ornamental oxtornal 

appearance. The influence of the Renaissance on wood turning was vis- 

ible in the elaborate decoration of the collars which strengthened the 

sockets at the Joints. (iii) Unusual internal bore. The. changen of 

bore from section to section resulted either from a cone and a cylinder 

meeting end to ondt or from two Joints of difforing bore diameter 

forming an abrupt step. Such bore construction had some acoustical 

offectq but thin the early makers did not consider vital, Although 

these bores produced the musical results required at the time quite 

efficiently, their unusual profiles wore not arrived at through de- 

liberate experiment; in their lack of continuity from section to soct- 

ion the instruments were indeed primitive. The Hotteterres probably 

adopted thin typo of bore construction because Jean Hottoterro (grand- 

father ofJacques Hotteterre le Romain) was a bagpipe makorl and these 

methods were traditional in musette making. 

Transverse flute 

The simple transverse flute on which the Hotteterres effected 

their improvements was a plain cylinders the intonation of which was 

corrected by embouchure control. About 1680 the cylindrical bore, was 

replaced by one which was conical (excopt in the head joint# which ro- 

mained cylindrical). Tho boro increased in diamotor towards the blow.. 

ing end, a feature which was the reverso of the shaping usually found 

in conical woodwinds. The internal diameter of the cylindrical head 

was fractionally loss than j in. The taper of the bore bog-an at the 

top of the middle joint and continued to the beginning of the foot, 

where the diameter of the tube was a little loss than j in. From 
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that point the bore varied considerablyg comctimas being cylindrical 

and sometimes increasing in diameter again. Earliest 18th cont, flutoo 

may be distinguished by the convex exterior of the foot joint; later 

(more common) models had a straight or slightly taporing foot. 

The dating of the introduction of conoidal bore in woodwindst 

mentioned above as 1680, is still by no means certain. Rockstro claims 

that conoidal bore was introduced about that date. 1 Hottoterre le 

Romain's Principes de la PlAute (Parisl 1707) contained two engravings 

of conoidal flutes and thus proves that such instruments wore in use 

c. 1700. Rockstro also suggests that the inventor of the change to 

conoidal bore in flute construction may have been J. C. Donner of 

NL=cmberg. This maker (as did French craftsmen) at first made the 

contraction of the bore towards the lower end. 

According to Rockstro the application of keys to woodwinds be- 

gan-about 1660. Many old engravings show that open-standing keys 

wore applied to instruments either to help performers' fingers reach 

, _the 
holes of laxge instrumentsl or to extend the compass of both large 

-and, 
small instruments downwards. On the flute the application of keys 

dates from 1660-70. An unknown inventor (possibly one of the Hottetorre 

family? ) introduced the d"sharp key on the Chevalier flute of 1670 

(see p. 25). Aaantz was unable to discover the inventor of the d1sharp 

keyl but added 

... there is no doubt that the invention took place in France 
: 
',, -, 

rather less than 100 years ago, The first performer to distin- 
guish himself on the 1 keyed flute was the celebrated Philibert, 
lifter hm cane la Barreq Hotteterre le Romaint Baffarding and 
Mavets 

seems impossible to reach a consensus on which individual 

Rockstro, R. The Flute (London, 1928) p. 222 

Versuch ... (Berlin, 1752) 2C antzj J. Chap. 1, Pax. 
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BAROQUE FLUTES 

These flutes are the correct instruments for an 
duthentic performance of Baroque flute music. 

0 

. 

I 

. 

. 

S 

01 11 *ý 

Chevalier Copy 
Flute by Chevalier of Paris, 
made ca 1670, now at the 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 
Modern pitch A 440. 

Kirst Copy 
Flute by E. G. Kirst of Pots- 
dim, ca 1740, now at the 
Staatliche Musikinstrument- 
ensammIung, Berlin. Five 
ivory fittings, key in sterling 
silver. Available with extra 
center piece for playing at 
old and modern pitch. 

Drawings by Friedrich von Huene 

I 
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Scherer Copy 
Flute by Scherer, made about 
1720, now in the Collection 
of the Conservatory of 
Brussels. In ivory, key in 
sterling silver. Available 
with extra center piece for 
playing at old and modern 
pitch. 

Hotteterre Copy 
Flute by Hotteterre, made 
about 1670, n9w in the T 
Musical Instrument Col- 
lection of Leningrad. 

. 
Boxwood. Cap, barrel, and 
foot in ivory. Key in sterling 
silver. One whole tone 
below modern pitch. 

I 
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maker or player was responnible for' cach of the vital woodwind invent- 

ions c. 1700, -, Edgar Hunt claims that it was probably about 1650 that 

the Hotteterres introduced conoidal bore with jointed constructiong 

and that some 20 years later they added aD sharp key for the product- 
1.4 ion of the lowest semitone. This statement is the exact reverse of 

that made by Rockstro. 

Quantz claims that the first elongated flutes which were designed 

to produce C4 sharp and Ceatura- using opon-standing keys appeared 

about 1722. He commented that this addition was more trouble than it 

2 
was worth and was soon abandoned. The U flat key,, invented shortly 

afterviards by Quantz himselfl was not popular and disappeared from use 

soon after his death. 

Wore the advent of jointed construction, long pieces of blemish- 

free wood were required for instrument-making. Extra-long boring tools 

had to be used, and these involved risks of inaccuracy due to play. 

Jointed oboel flute# and recorder construction pioncerod by the 

Hotteterres allowed shorter lengths of wood and more accurate-boring 

tools to be used. The flute was probably the least successful of the 

early 18th cent. remodellingag defects being caused by unequal distri- 

bution of note holes and the presence of closod keys, 

'My sont you know. I hate wind instruments: they are never in tunal. 3 

Scralattils comment (before hearing the masterly playing of Quantz) 

was typical of the with which woodwinds and esp- 

ecially the transverse flute - were regardod c. 1700. 

'Huntq E. The Recordor and Its Mýjjc' (Loncl'ong" 1ý62) ý-'po'51 

2 Qaantzp Jo loc. cit. Chap. 19 Par. 16 

3 Quantz 0' J. 'Versuch Eriglish "tran-'s'. by E. " ReillY (London# 1966) 

Intl. *O. 'p. xvii 
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Recorder 

The recorder was remodelled by the Hotteterres arourA 1670-80 

from the 16th cent. design which was made in three sizes: 18,24, and 

36 ins. p pitched respectively in F4tC4, andP 3* 
It was bored all in 

one piece and was conical throughout its length. 1, barrel-like 

fontagnelle protected the key mechanismy and the fact that many of these 

instruments were blown direct without the use of a crook and were prob- 

ably gripped between the player's legs for support causod such protoct- 

ion to be necessary to avoid accidental closure of a key. The fontr-mellle 

became obsolete when the use of a crook led to changes in playing pos- 

itions, ' Octave harmonics were available with a 'pinched' thumb hole, 

and fork fingering completed the range of the instrument. Hole 8 was 

bored in duplicate to accommodate right and left handed players. The 

hole not required was scaled with waxp and thus on what was known as 

the fAute "a neuf trous only 8 holes were functional. On larger sizes 

of recorder a swallow-tail key was provided for the equivalent funct- 

ion. On bass recorders the foot was sometimes rounded off and pro- 

vided with a post on which to support the instrument. When a post 

was inserted an alternative end-hole was provided in tho side of the 

foot joint# andq besides providing supportp use of the post may also 

have increased the instrument's tone by means of resonance from the 

floor of the music room. 

The Hotteterres' improved instruments introduced three-jointed 

construction. Duplicate holes became redundant since it was an easy 

mattcT to twist the foot to the desired position for right or I-eft 

handed perf onnance. It had a cylindrical head joint su=oimting a 

1 Huntq E. 'The Bass Recorder' Recorder and Music Kagazine 

(Londong 1963) P. 12 (See illustration p. 29) 
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'ecorders Renms,, ancc R 
'I I)C"e illSh-1.11111211tS CIOSCIY follow t1W design of 
Renaissance recorder makers. They are ideally 
suited for the performance of music written 
between 1400- 1650. Renaissance Recordel's 
have a larger bore, a Sti-011gel- '; OL111d and a 
smaller range than Baroque Recorders. They 
can be made in two or three sections for tuning 
and disassembling. 

I. C)Oplanillo III t'' I, Ba"sct pi 1, with (mv kcý 
2.1, oprano ill c'' 0. ill c, with one kev 
3. AIto in f' 7. Cleat Iýo,, s in F, with one kev 
4. T01)(11 Ill C" with one key 

Drawings by Friedrich von Iluene 
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Baroque Sopranino 
Recorder in 1711 

Baroque Soprano 
Recorder ill C'' 
Standard Ii 11Stl-LI IIICIlt With 
double holes and two 1vory rings. 

BaroqueTenor 
Recorder in c' 
StLIMLII'd illStl'LIIIICilt With 

double holes for d' and ci# two 
kevs for c' and c#', two ivory 
rings. 
Drawing shows an illStIAMICIlt 
with four keys eliminating 
dOLlt-)IC hOICS. 
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contracting body whose angle of taper was-approximately double that of 

earlier'designs. - This gave it a fuller# less reedyt sound which was 

ideal f orconsort playingg but less suited to expressive solo work - 

the locale for-the recorder's 18th cent. activities - and this-dis- 

crepancy between the nature ofýthe redesigned Instrument and the task 

it, was asked to perform may have in some measure contributed to the 

decline of-the recorder in the 18th cent. The new instruments oper- 

ated on'a low wind pressure, and were less exhausting to play than 

the earlier instruments had been, Its conical bore and ingenious 

fingering gave the'recorder its, sure intonation and chromatic com-- 

pletenessp and in a period of common development c. 1700 it is sur- 

prising that the transverse flute remained so long under-developed in 

this respect, 

Oboe 

After its period of development in France c.. 1660 the oboe under- 

went no major changes for 90 years. During this period of relative 

'design stability the-instrument was known as the-two and. three-key oboe. 

Three-keyed, oboes were, almost always-older than the, two-keyed typeq 

and few were made after 1750. The only difference lay in how they- 

could be hold: the three-keyed type followed the tradition, of rever- 

sible hand positiona'as used on the shawm and recorder. , 
Tho. disappear- 

ance of alternative handýpositions and the. total adoption of the left 

over right playing position may therefore be dated at-c, 1750, - 

-ý The new oboe replaced! -the shawma and cornets, of Louis. XIIIS 

Douze grands Hautbois du Rois andýthe-instr=ont-war. -illustrat'ed by, 

Tardieu, in his engraving of that elite corps taking part in the coro- 
1 

nation of Louis XV in 1722. 

1 Thoinanp E. Les Hotteterre et les Chedeville (Paris, 1894) P. 33 
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The refinement of construction and ornamental appeaxance of the 

eaxliest obocs owed more to the highly devoloped musotte of the French 

court than to members of the shawm family. Lgraceful. baluster at the 

top of the upper joint was balanced by a swelling at the socket of the 

middle joint., The baluster often ended in a funnel-shaped Mansiong 

a vestige of the detachable pirouette of the shawm. The pirouette pro- 

file was typical until c, 1750, after which the bLiluster was reduced 

to a cylindrical form. Ornamental thickenings also fulfilled the prac- 

tical purpose of strengthening the tub(- at points where splitting was 

liable to occur, Below the finger holes on the middle joint a heavy 

raised ring of square section was slotted to, provide a mounting for 

the duplicate small keys and the swallow-tail touchpiece of the great 

key. The joint ended with a further moulding. Plain wooden mouldings 

were sometimes supplemented with ivoryl but less commonly so on the 

oboe than on other woodwinds. The profile of the bell joint usually 

continued the taper of the middle joint. The waist of the. bell was 

almost cylindrical and its length was defined by two prominent raised 

rings on either side of the tuning holes. Below this a marked flare 

terminated in a cushion-like lip which was usually undercut to a depth 

of 3"or'4 mm. The tr=pet-like flaxe of the bello reminiscont of the 

shawmt was retained until the end of the 17th cent. g after which the 

curve and lip of the bell beo, -me much less pronouncedý Compared with 

the modern instr=entt the bore was large in proportion to the length 

of the oboe. Shoot metal (silver or brass) was invariably used for 

the square-headed keys which had round touchpieces. Springs were 

attached to the body and pressed upwards against the underside of the 

touchpiece. 

Towards 1750 a much_simplified version of the oboe appeared in 

which beauty of form was. subordinatod to the plain and practical., 

See Bateg P. The Oboe (London, 1962) P- 44 for an illustration 
of the bell and baluster profiles of three typical early 
oboes. 
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Sockets lost their deo-erzative quality and bocame merely functionals 

The heavy rings which supported the keys were reduced in size leaving 

ugly block mountings for the pivot wires. Two and three-keyed instru- 

ments of this type existp and museum specimens show various degrees 

of simplification suggesting that so radical a change did not occur 

suddenly. 

Bass oboe 

One reed instrument on which the Hotteterres unsuccessfully ex- 

ercised their skills was a variety of bass oboe measuring abolýt 42 ins, q 

which had a bassoon-like crook. Of three-jointed constructiong orna- 

mental turnery was prominent at the sockets. The 1stp 3rd, 4th# and 

6th holes were covered by open-standing keys to reduce the stretch of 

the hands. In this form the instrument was an anticipation of the 

heckelphonel and was designed to perform bass parts in pastoral en- 

Bembes of musettesp recorders, crumhornsp etc. An illustration of the 

instr=ent appeared on the title page of Borjonts Traitc< de la Musette 

(Lyonq 1672) (see P*34)o 

Bassoon 

The curtal was generally made of a single block of wood with 2 

parallel conical channels bored up snd down it, connected at the lower 

end, but occasionally it was made of two sections hollowed out and 

glued together and then covered with leather. 1. shortq slightly flared 

bell was set on topq and it was played with a double reed mounted on 

a short crook. In 1636 Mersenne used the term Obasson'l but he was 

describing a type of curtal with the bell lengthened to obtain a 

downward range to B-flat. Baines has suggested that this may have 
1 

been in order to match the compass of Louis XII's'cellosg tuned a 
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Charles Borjon, Traite de la Muse_tte (Lyon, 1672) Frontispiece. 
Note illustration of the bass oboe referred to on P. 33. 
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tone lower than normal. 

Sometime in the mid-17th cent. the one-piece curtal was trarls- 

formed in France into a separately jointed instrument: the bassoon. 

assoon was made in four separate joints: (i) tho buttg or double The b, 

joint, which held (ii) the wingg or tenor joint, (iii) the long, or 

bass joint# and (iv) a slightly flaxed bell joint with a curved metal 

crook carrying the double reed. These sections formed a continuously 

II 
expanding tube Sj feet long, including the crook, The bassoon was 

pitched in C as was its predeenssor, had fingor holes drilled at about 

450 anglev and some keys. Its compass was B1 flat -F4 or A4 To the 

two keys of the curtal a third was added at the time of the instru- 

ment's tr=sformtion. By 1730 a fourth key had been added for k flat, 
4 

and during the 16th cent. four keys were standard. 

Reeds and reed-making 

The type of cone bost suited to woodwind reed-making is firundo donrix. 

Cultivation of it becane a specialised industry in the Doubs and Var 

regions of France, and the trade was almost entirely centred on Fr&jus. 

The records of two cane growers show that reed cultivation for musi- 

cal use has been a family speciality f or over 250 years. The use of 

krando donax was established in the period 1690-17501 and it was this 

type of reed to which Jacques Hotteterre referred in the section in 

his Wn2jpes dealing with the oboe. He gave the following inf ormat- 

ion about reed dimensions and responsiveness: 

The reed is inserted between the lips to a distance of 2 or 3 
lignes [j to j in. ] leaving about * lignes E3/16 in. j between 
the lips and the wire of the reed. The length of the reed 
blades must be 9/16 in. at ma irmim. The lips are so placed 

Bainesq A, Woodwind Instruments and their HistoI7 

(Londong 1967) p. 286 
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Jean Antoine Watteau (1684-1721) 'Bassoon-player' 
The bassoon-player standing so elegantly in front of the curtain 
(probably washed in later by another hand) is similar in spirit 
to the 'Indiffe/rent' in the Louvre,, Paris. 
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that they may be compressed to a greater or lessor degree*as 
required.. - Care must be taken that the teeth do not come in 
contact with the reed ... One =st remember to increase the 
wind and lip pressure gradually as the scale ascends. 1 

Modern fantail oboe reeds measure j in. from the mid-point of 

the scrape to the top of the lapping. The short 9/16 in, blade in the 

period 1690-1750 influenced the quality and pitch of the notes pro- 
t. - k-44,., Lr *,,. r 

duced as has been shoim by Bruce Haynesý; e freedo*m of intona"tion 

which the old reed affordedg coupled to a relatively large bore and 

deeply undercut fingerholes, was an essential aspect of its function 

during a period when temperament was unstable. The wider the blades 

of a reed are in relation to the bore of the instrument# the less pro.. 

minent are the upper partials. Consequently, the early oboe produced 

a broader and less incisive tone than the modern instrument. 

Changes in the reed brought about alterations in the staple, 

Many old oboes were made shorter than their nominal sounding lengths 

at current pitches. This implies that use was m., ýde of a supplement- 

ary crookt or at least a very long staple. (The average staple length 

recorded by Talbot was 64 mm; a recent ex,, -jnple measured 34-5 mm. ) 

Diderot in his Encyclopoedie illustrated a plain reed which plugged 

directly into the oboe's top joint. Some French oboes of the 1750's 

were probably intended for use with such reeds since they were longer 

than average by approximately the length of a staple. 

Musotte 

Praetorius in 1618 established a fo=al distinction between the 

cornc=se and the =sette. The chanter of the cornemuso had a conical 

1 Hotteto=o, J. Principes (Paris, 1707) PP. 44 and 45 

2 Haynest B. American Rocorder Magazine (New Yorkq 1968) Vol. IX 

No. 1pP. 34 
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Diderot and D'Alembert Encyclopedie (C-1756) 

Illustration from thair article on instrument-making showing clearly the 
differences between the musette and the cornemuse (bottom L. H. corner). 
The bellows (top L. H. ) are not connected to the sack of the musette (top 
R. H. ). The reeds of the drone are clearly exposed (Fig. D). See P. 39 
for a photograph of a fine example of an assembled musette. Note that 
the authors have borrowed the engraving (on a smaller scale) of the chan- 
ters from BorJon's Trait4 de la Musette (cf P-140) 
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Photo: L. Langwill, Esq. 

Photograph of musette clearly illustrating ivory vent sliders on the 
drone, double chanterg and bellows. 
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bore and double reed. Its holes were covered to give the diatonic 

notes of the scale of C or F, semitones only being possible by fork 

fingering and the range was restricted to one octave. The notes of 

the drones were invariably determined by the tonic of the chanter, and 

consequently no modulation was possible within the course of a piece 

of music. The goatskin sack was put in direct contc-4ot with the mouth 

of the player. The chanter of the musettep on the other handt had a 

cylindrical borev and as it was of very small diameter it acted like 

a closed pipe and produced sounds an octavo higher. The most charac- 

teristic difference between the two instruments lay in the drone, 

That of the musette was a small cylinder of ebony or ivory about 16 cms" 

long and 3 cms. in diameter. It was bored along its length with par-- 

allel inter-connecting tubes, One out of every two or throe of the 

tubes was blocked with bpedwax at the upper end, and the resulting 

bent linked tubes formed four separate windways of different tube 

lengths whose actual sounding lengths were approximately two or three 

times greater than the external appearance. The drone accompaniment 

of the chanter melody was no longer confined to one (monotonous) sound. 

The goatskin sack of the musette was inflated by a small bellows which 

the player held under his right arm after fastening them round his 

body with a strap, 

By the addition of a small chanter with six keys (throe on each 

side)q the Invention c. 1650 of Martin Hotteterret the instrument was 

given a much extended range from F-D Until a key was opened by 
4 60 

the little finger or the thumb the small chanter remained silent. 

Semitones were produced by keys which allowed for more rational hole 

positioning and more accurate air emission than in the cornemuso, 

* See my fingering chart for the musette in Chapter 
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Briqueville Les Mugettes (Paris, 1894) P. 9 

Line drawing showing the far-reaching vogue for 
the musette. 

I 
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Chapter 

Instructions for making-ard maintaining woodwinds 

Bergeron's Manuel du Tourneur (pari, 3,1816) dealt fully with the 

methods employed in making several types of instrument. The section 

on the flute illustrated principles common to the construction of all 

early woodwinds. None of the French makers c. 1700 left an account 

of their methods, Since woodwind making remained relatively stable 

during the 18th cent. I have felt justified in taking material from 

Bergeron's book to act retrospectively, thus giving an approximate 

account of the pros-edures adopted at the beginning of the century; no 

glaring anachronisms result. Illustrations of tools from Diderot and zo 

D'Alembert's lheyclopedie show that they have much in cormon with those 

of present-day non-industrialised instrument-making. 

The instructions zabout flute-making in the Manupl were clearp 

accuratep and-detailedp 
1 
as the following information (translated and 

paraphrased by the author)-shows. 

Very detailed scale diagrams with measurements clearly marked 
were provided as guides to the construction of each instrument. 
Measurements were provided since the paper then in use stretched 
when engravings were made on it, and alterations to scale draw- 
ing dimensions were not in proportion; critical errors were caused 
especially in some of the smaller measurements such as the angle 
of inclination of the conical finger holes. 

The flutes described in the book had four joints and several keys, 
while those of the Hotteterre period had only three joints and 
one key. For tuning purposes, the head joint consisted of two 
pieces joined by a Pompe [hollow cylinder of silver or copper]; 
Ls an alternative to the 

-Pompep 
three separate central joints of 

differing lengths provided a limited method of varying the over- 
all pitchl but the intonation of the whole rozige of the instru- 
ment was adversely affected. 

Between the domed end of the head joint and the mouth hole was 
a cork plugl it was put in position or removed for cleaning pur- 
poses using a cylindrical block of hard wood. This plug made 

Bergeron Manuel du Tournm= (Pariss 1616) pp. 43-45 
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the tube into a closed-end pipe. 

The wood recommended for flute-m, -&ing was Spanish boxwood, much 
to be preferred to French boxwood. Ebony and gronadilla gave 
similar clear-toned instrumentsq but the hnxdness of these woods 
added many practical difficulties. The pieces for each section 
had to be carefully selected and matched for colour and grainingl 
each part being split with an axe (never cut with a saw) to en- 
sure that the cleavage followed the grain of the woods 

Each section was then roughly shaped on the lathe. The tubes 
were hollowed out to approximately the correct size using a drill. 
If the wood used was unseasoned, it was necessary for the joints 
to dry out at this stage away from sun and moisture. The hollow- 
ing out was done with graded drills [Me3mces] which had to be kept 
keenly sharpened. These tools became smo-Iler in diameter with 
continual useq but this was compensated for by using them at a 
wider part of their conical heads, The instrument was not holl- 
owed out completely until all the sections had been assembled. 

The tenon and socket joints were made according to the measure- 
ments on the diagrams in the Manuel, each joint being mounted in 
turn on a m=-dril of suitable size. The operating of turning 
and boring at this point was very delicate, since the inside and 
outside surfaces of the tube had to be concentric when finished. 
Bad workmanship impaired the purity of soundq and also made the 
assembling of the sections difficult. 

Each part was then returned to the lathe and the external dim- 
ensions finalised. To obtain air-tight jointsp the tenons had 
to be smaller than the socketst allowing them to fit snugly once 
the tenons had been bound with waxed thread. The tenons were 
slightly grooved to prevent the thread slipping. 

Each socket was usually mounted with a collar of silvert horn, 
or ivory - silver being most suitable since the collar served a 
strengthening as well as a decorative purpose. 

The uncovered holes were pierced first. Their exact positions 
were'faund from the diagram. 1, line was drawn parallel-to the 
axis of each tube and the distance of each hole along this line 
marked. The pointed centre-bit used as a boring tool had a 
smaller diameter than the smallest hole. The conical surface 
of this tool was calibrated so that the measurement correspond- 
ing to the diameter of the hole being made could be seen 
(see p. 44). The hole was not completely boredp leaving a mar- 
gin on which to work for pitch adjustment, The final working 
was done with a knife, the instrument being tested for tonal 
qu, --aity and pitch after every shaving had been gouged out. 
The holes were so chiselled that their internal diameters were 
larger than the external ones, This was known as the under- 
cutting of finger holes. 

When the sections were joined together care had to bo taken to 
place the uncovered holes in a straight line. The operation of 
finalising the internal bore was carried out using a long-handled 
bitq the head of which was a truncated cone with a non-concentric 
cone hollowed out (see P. 44). It was important that this tool 
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Bergeron, Ea jLuel du Tourneur (Parýs, 1816) 

Exceptionally fine engraving of tools used by woodwind makers. 
Note Fig. 12 which was the type of tool used for undercutting 
finger holes. The head screws off, is inserted inside the bore, 
and is then rescrewed to the stalk protruding through the hole. 
The cutting surface is thus inside the tube and the tool is rot- 
ated with a pulling action. 
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Lummool 

P"r 
Diderot and D'Alembert Encyclope'die (Ilaris, c. 1756) 

Illustration from the article on instrument-making showing tools 
used in woodwind manufacture. Tools are listed on P. 46. 
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0 

Fig. 130 Perce-montee 
Fig. 131 Perce 
Fig. 132 Perce 
Fig. 133 Perce 
Fig. 134 Perce 
Fig. 135 Equoine 
Fig. 136 Perce-foret 
Fig. 137 Perce-bourdon 
Fig. 138 Entailloir courbe 
Fig. 139 Entailloir droit 
Fig. 140 Couliffoire 
Fig. 141 Autre perce 
Fig. 142 Grattoir a anches 
Fig. 143 Perce "a main 
Fig. 144 Autre couliffoire 
Fig. 145 Evidoir 
Fig. 146 Ecurette (or curette) 
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should be extremely sharpp as a highly-polished interno-I surface 
was essential. Any air friction caused by a stray wood splinter 
would have spoiled the tonal quality of the instrument. 

The key(s) were then-placed on the flute, each poA covering the 
appropriate hole. The outline of the position of the MI. Li . 

2ue 

. 
key plate*1 was traced with a sharp instrument on the tube. 

small piece of wood of the same thickness as the plaque was chis- 
elled out of the marked position. The plaque was then inserted 
and attdched with nails which were short enough that they did 
not penetrate theAube. 1, nimal skin was used for the pads of 
the keysl the flesh side being placed next to the holes. 

IA this stage the flute produced well-pitched sounds9 although , they wore often rather sour in quality. To improve the sonority 
of the notes, the foot joint had to be hollowed out round the 
base. Each hole was then tested in turn for pitch, and in the 
case of each sound which was not quite in tune a knifo was used 
to hollow out the internal surface of the hole (see Ch. 4 for 
more information re tuning), 

Instructions such as those relating to tho selection and prepa-c- 

ation of wood were written as the result of long tri,, -tl and ex. Tor exp.. 

erience, The change in size of his tools clue to we. -x was only one of 

the many details which the maker had to observe in the interests of 

impeccable accuracy. 7he Manuel ga-ve instructions for fitting keys 

ýF 
to flutes, and pointed out that the positions of-, covered holes could 

deviate from normal, as long as the length of the sounding air columi 

remained unaltered (French flutes c. 1700 had only 1 keyq but keys and 

fitments of ex=ples of the e-axlier instr=ent fit the description 

given in the Manuel . These points make it clear that Bergeron was 

writing for craftsmen. 

Hotteterre le Romaing on theýother hand, provided instructions 

for the amateur in his Mkhode pour la Musette (Paris, 1737). Simple 

languoge and elaborate explanation were characteristic of his style, 

as this paraphrase of matorian from Chap. 17 dealinG with the care of 

the musette shows: 

Since the skin and reeds of the musette are susceptible to damp 
and to extreme dryness they must be kept where it is neither too 
damp nor too dry; they must not be left too long without being 
used. The musette should be folded and placed in a box with a 
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Diderot and D'Alembert Encyclopedie (Pariso c-1756) Pi. 16 
Note the foot-powered lathe and counter-balanced driving rope 
similar to that shown in the frontispiece to this Volume. 
Fig. 13 is a perce-monteeg and Fig. 15 is a tool for adding 
external decoration to a woodwind joint. 
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lockt the key of which must be guarded Carefully : LIDst anyone 
should blow the instrument with the mouth instead of with the 
bellowst or pull out the chanters or drone in such a way as to 
damage the reads, especially if one is lucky enough to have gooal 
reliable specimens. To avoid the wooden tubes falling out and so 
perhaps damaging the reeds9 they should be held in position in the 
box using clamps which fit into the ends as far as the first joint; 
or oleo they should be fixed with small vices or clips at each 
socket. - The'kays of the chanter must not be caught or pullodg 
otherwise breakage or'air-leake may result. To prevent this occur- 
ingg the chanters should be wrapped in a piece of velvet cloth 
after UJ30. 

The Most dolicate-'reed is that, of the small chanter as it is the 
finestq opening and closing very easily. Opening of the rood is 
readily noticod by the low pitch of the small chanter when com- 
pared with the large chanter. This. fault is remedied by press- 
ing the flat surfaces between, the thumb and index fingert-tost- 
ing for pitch between each pressing, Closing of the rood raises 
the pitcht and to rciverso this the sides of the reed should be 
gently pressed; this must be done carefully to avoid breaking the 
reed. When noceasary the-roods of the largo chanter my be cared 
for in the same way. - 

In a, tonally balanced masette the large chanter should have the 
greatest volume while the notes, of the drones should have less, 
each of these being of the same volume, This is tested by fill. 
ing the sack with air and-pressing strongly with the loft arm and 
sounding each note in turn, starting with the highest and fin- 
ishing with the large chanter. Votes which are too harsh or too 
soft my be recognisodýand noted for correction. 

To care for the reeds it is necessary to dismantle the chanters 
and the drone. This is not an easy task, and requires great care 
so as not to broak the fragile reeds. To remove the reed of, the 
small chanter unscrew the small vice (if there is. ono) without 

, taking it off completely but sufficiently to free'the tenon., Hold 
the top of the chanters in the left hand, then prose the foot of 
the large. chantor on the stomach and lever the small chanter gently, 
holding it'by its foot with the right hand. When it is practi- 
cally out of the box - this is the most risky paxt - hold it near 
the socket without touching the keys and remove it9 making sure 
it comes straight out to prevent rubbing the reed in any way. In 
replacing the small chanter be certain that the reed is carefully 
placed inside the box before starting to lever the chanter into 
its correct position. 

In the case of the'removal of the large chanterg after unscrew- 
ing the clampp hold the foot with the thumb inside the tube and 
pull while turning it-backwards and forwards gently, When the 
large chanter has been replaced the clamps East be rescrewed. 

If the'reeds themselves require attention always hold them by 
the staple when removing or replacing them, When testingt use 
the staple and never apply the mouth directly to the, reed. If 
the reed is too high in pitch, lower the pitch by winding some- 
waxed thread or thin paper round the end of the staplet this 
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prevents it penetrating so far into its hole. If the reed is too 
low in pitch, pull off some of the binding thread and the staple 
will then sink further into its hole. To raise the pitch still 
furthert ease some of the thread first from one side and then from 
the other on to the actunl reed. 

It is essential to carry'some reserve reeds especially for the 
chanters. It would be of great advantage to the player if he 
could make his own reeds. 

The cause of air-leaks at the keys is usually a fault in the lea- 
ther pad. In such'a case it is necessary to renew the pad. Push 
out the pin of the faulty key using a small needle-like toolq 
grasping it at-the other end with pliers and taking care to avoid 
dropping the pin in the process. Remove the old leather pad and 
clean the metal disc. Warm some wax mixed with refined pitch to 
a moderate heat and spread this on the polished side of a piece 

, of soft-thin sheepskin. Lpply the pad to the metal disc and hold 
with the fingers until the wax is quite cold. Cut off excess 
skin round the metal. Replace the key and pin. 1, leakage my 
also be caused by a weakened or broken spring, in which case the 
instrument must be returned to the maker. 

To slacken the joints of the boxes some-pomade or soap'may be 
rubbed on; to tighten them waxed threat or thin paper may be twis- 
ted-round, the tenons. The joints, howevor, -must be secureq other- 
wise the reeds may be damaged should the sections fall apart. 

If the sack becomes too dry apply some saindoux [lard] 
9 the 

amount'depending on the size and condition of the skin;. nevor 
apply to excess! Having melted the saindoux on hot cindersq pour 
it into the sack,, half of it through the opening into which the 
boxes of the chanters fits and the other hn1f through the wind- 
hole, Use a, funnel to make sure-the cainrloux'flows into the b, -:, g 
, and does not clog up the holes. Clean the inside of the boxes 
well, - Rub the two sides of the skin together to spread the pre- 
paration. Before larding the sack it must be free of all its 
attachments. The chantors are detached followed by the wind- 
pipe, the drones and the cloth covering [. 2homise ]. Reassemble 
the musette and inflate it a few times to allow the skin to ab- 
sorb the lard. The same operation should be carried out on the 
wind-pipe, but not so frequently. 

When f olding the musette one must make sure that the boxes do not 
stick into the sack. To avoid this happening fold the drone dome 
upwards on top before the sack is completely deflated, Fold the 
wind-pipc in the same wayl making cure both lie within the cir- 
cumference of the skin. Rolled in their velvet cloth, the chan- 
ters are now folded between the wind-pipe and the drone. The 
musette is then ready to be placed in its case. The bellows 
with its belt folded and its buckle upwards is placed on top. 
Should pellets of lard lodge in the boxes it is necessary to clear 
the blockages since they would prevent the free passage of air, 
The wind-pipe should be examined first as it is most likely to be 
affected in this way. 1, pellet should be drawn out with a blunt 
metal tool. 
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Unforeseen diificulties may arise, during performc-moo. For example, 
if a box-key does not close properly a strange whistling effect 

-may be produced upsetting the tonal balance of the instrument. 
If key replacement is impossibleg remove the reed corresponding 
to it and block up the affected hole with paper or a wooden pog, 
This torporary measure would suffice until a proper repair can be 
made. This is effected by putting new leather in the groove or 
else by packing the sides with bands of parchment or fine paper 
to tighten up the box-key. If ra key should leak the best exped- 
ient is to seal off the hole with w, -Lx and avoid using the key. 

-11ost'of*Hotteterre1s hints would have been obvious to a player 

of limited-experience. His stressing of the obvious and repetitions 

of some of the instructions were aimed at the amateur bourgeois mus- 

ician who formed a new market for such treatises in the 1730's. 

"For one who supplied so much accurate detail about, the care of 

an instrument it is, surprising that'Hotteterre did not take equal'-care 

over the sequence of the descriptions. For examplet he described how 

to separate the chanters and drone from their respective boxes to'test 

the-reedst, and gave'a reminder'to close the clamps when the`paiaýts had 

been replaced*, His next, paragraph dealt with tho'care of the skint and, 

this was followed by a note about'dismantling the chanters and drone 

with its coverings and mouthpiece from the sack before'starting to 

lard the skin. The, instructions for striPPingithe instrument ought' 

to have preceded those for'larding-, 
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Chapter 

Principles of instrument +%mingbased on fingering charts Of contem- 
porary woodwind tutors, 

Fingering chartst whose implications for woodwind playing tech- 

nique will be discussed in Chap. 6, provide material from which some 

deductions about factors which makers took into consideration when tun- 

ing their instruments can be made. This information in not directly 

available from any other contemporary source, 

The pitch of a note depended on two factors which were the con- 

cern of the maker to check and rectify if necessaryt (i) the length 

of the vibrating column of aVv, and (ii) 'the ease with which pressurc 

waves cmad escape from the tube to be equalised with atmospheric pres- 

s=e, 

The greater the ease of escapeg the higher the pitch of the note. 

This fact was well Imown by Hotteterre le Romain-and his contemporaries 

as was demonstrated in their systematic development of cross fingering 

I for notes above the natural compass of the flute and recorder. For 

examPle, if holes 19 29 39 and 4 were closed to produce C5 on the treble 

recorder the vibrating column extended to hole 59 and pressure waves 

were free to escape through holes 5t 69 7,8. and the bell. If that 

escape was restricted by closing holes -6 and 79 the pitch of the note 

dropped by one semitone. 

Increasing or decreasing the ease of escape of the pressure waves 

anywhere in the tube altered the pitch of the notet but the effect less- 

ened as the point of escape approached a node where the pressure was 

at a minirmm. Ift by shading with the fingerg the ease of escape at 

the window of the mouthpiece of a recorder (which was always"*an'anti- 

node# or point of maximin pressure) was impededt there was'a resulting 

flattening in pitch. Alsoq by opening hole 29 it was possible tolraise 
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G sharp in pitch, =d br ineweazing the thumb aperture on pinched 5 
notes most notes in the upper register sharpened, 

Of particular importance in tuning was the fact that ease of air 

ý*. escape was affected not only by tho size of the open hole but also by 

- ýits profile. Pressure waves negotiated gentle curves more easily than 

sharp bends; undercutting the sides of a hole increased the care of es- 

cape. The general principles were straight forward: (i) To sharpen a 

note the relevant hole was enlaxged or undercutq (ii) To flatten a 

note-the hole was made smaller. 

Since there were only 9 holes on the recorder including the end 

of the bore and at least 24 notes were produced, each hole had to 

serve for the production of more than one note, l'urther complications 

arose from the fact that the length of the air column and ease of es- 

cape changed their relative importance in the upper register; thereq 

ease of escape became more important thnn the length of the air col. 

umn. Some typical cross fingerings suggested by Hotteterro lo Romain 

demonstrate thiss to flatten C- to B holes 6 and 7 needed to be closed, 541 
whereas'to flatten C6 to B5 hole 6 only needed to be closed. Thusq if 

a hole was enlaxged or undercutq the upper register was sharpenod more 

than the lower. Conversely, if the length of the tube was altered by 

changine the position of the hole or by pulling out the head joint, 

the lower rogister was flattened more than the uppor, 

With one hole controlling the function of several notes it wan 

hardly possible to find a position and size which would exactly suit 

each note and somo compromise was essential. It was therefore nocess- 

ary to establish somo priorities in dealing with tho approximations 

which had to be mde, These were in order of importances (i) Sharpness 

was generally preferable to flatness. Tt was easier to correct sharpness 

Hotteterrog Jacques. PrinciRes (Paris, 1707) Appended fingering 

chart f or recorder* 
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by moans of fingering (covering/shading appropriate open holes). 

(ii) Plain notes were more important than forked notes. There was no- 

thing that could be done by the player to rectify a flat D5 except to 

blow harder; aC5 sharp could usually be adjusted by adding or remov- 

ing fingers on the instrument, (iii) Intonation of the lower register 

was slightly more important than that of the upper because intonation 

in the latter was more easily corrected by adjusting the thumb aper..! 

ture on pinched notes. 

Before tuning a woodwind it was necessary to establish whether 

the instrument was generally flat or sharp. Sometimes there was diff- 

iculty in deciding how fqx to carry out any general correction if some 

parts of an instrument were sh, -xp and other parts flat. The notes con- 

trolled by holes 1 and 2 were easier to correct individually than 

others which could not be corrected without affecting both registers. 

To flatten the whole instrument the tubo was 2epgthened byý. pull- 

ing the middle and head joints apart. This however flattened the 

lower register more than the upper, and also flattened the short tubo 

notes (such as C rF t and G) more than the long, tube notes (such as 
555 

F and G) because it added proportionately more to their lengths. 
44 

To sharpen the whole instrument the tube could be shortened by 

turning a fraction off the top of the middle joint on the lathe. A 

more satisfactory result was achieved by boring a small hole in the 

head joint, This hole was bored immediately in front of the block on 

a recordert at the side of the instrument (if it were bored at the 

bottom it would have become clogged with moisture). 1, first hole was 

made with a 1/16 inch bitt taking care that the end of the hole when 

bored was free from splinters. If this size was insufficientp a sec- 

ond 1/16 inch hole was bored, or else the originnl hole was enlarged 

to 5/64 inch, It was never necessary in practice to m, *e a hole 
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larger than 3/32ýinch to bring any instrument sufficiently into tune 

for. minor adjustments to individual notes to curo the intonation prob- 

lem. -If holes once bored proved to be too largel they were filled in 

with wax and a-smaller hole opened out in the wax with a pin. 

OnceAhe overall pitch of an instr=ent had been approximately 

corrected , , '-Llt orations were then maao to individuml notes, -IL11 notes 

which would be affected byany one alteration were checked. Some- 

ex=plesýof rocorder tuning will show how necessary this wass 

'(i), If -B, - was flat'or sharp but c anLI C" were in tune, the 456 
instrument was not altered since the B4 could not be 

correcýted without spoiling the other notes. 

at ana C was flattert all that was necess- If C5 was fl, 
6 

ary to co=eot the tuning was to incrocase the ease of 

escape at hole 4 by undercutting its sides, 

If C5 was flat but C6 accurate (or shixp) it was necess- 

ary to have a less open hole'and a shorter tube. Thus, 

hole 4 had to be f illed in end moved up the tube. This 

could be done by extending the hole on the mouthpiece 

side without undercutting and by filling in on the opp- 

osite side rathor more than was removed from the mouth- 

piece side. 

P, and F sharp ware both flat and F was accuratot 555 
the thumb-hole had to be opened by unclorcutting, If G 

and P5 were both flat and P5 sharp was in tunet hole 2 

had to be similarly opened out. 

If the notes controlled by hole 8 =d tho bell werc shixp, 

the fault could be rectified by pulling out the foot joint. 

The undercutting and enlarging of holoo was a comparatively sim- 

ple process, Weedle files of various cross sections wero the principal 
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tools; of particular u. Se were those of roundt half-round, ancl oval soc- 

tion. -Working slowlyp taking care not to allow the file to damiago the 

edge of the hole opposite the side which was being worked ong results 

had to be checked regulaxly. 

Making'a hole-, smallerwas not, so simple. Some filling in of the 

,, hole-was necessary. and for, this purpose the old woodwind makers used 

a-, mixture of beeswax and-tallow.,. L small flat tool was used in apply- 

, Jng the mixturet, andia piece of dowel rod just large enough. to peno- 

!, trate-the bore was held, tightly, against the, unclorside of the hole to 

-, prevent beeswax-, projecting into the bore. It was advisable tolfill 

Jn more'thon was actually required and then to file the hole down to 

size, 
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Chapterý5 
, 

The influence of French tutors m ; &, vmA, 

Before. the beginning of the, period 1690-1750 Virdung, Agricolap 

Fraotoriust Morsomeg Trichet and Talbot had writton about wood- 

winds, and their writingsacted as a, literary base for French 
I 

authors in. the, first quarter, of the 18th century., Prench n=es 

did not-often apponx--amongst those who were first to produce-'tutors 

for thoir, instruments; BorJon's Traite"do la, Musette-(Lyonj 1672) 

(5) and'Hottaterre le Romain's Principea do la Fltlte (Parist -1707)"- 

(42) for the musette and one-keyed transverse flute respectively 

were exceptions,. liftor BOrJon's, treatise French publishing-'con- 

tinued with Freillon-Poncein's oboe tutor entitlod'I. ritabl a Ve 

Manie*re (Parist-C. 1700) (35) and the only other French tutors of 

importance issued before 1750 were Hotteterrets LlIxt do Prýeluder 

(Parisi-, 1719). (52)v his Methodeýpour la Musette, (Paiist' 1737) (7*"' 

and Xichel., Corrette's Methode. de la Flute' (Parisi c. 1735) (68). 

Hotteterro le, Romain was the most influential'thoorist of'his-" 

timet and the following, editions of his Principos-de In Flute wore 

published in the 18th oentury. 

(i) original edition published by Ballard, 'Parisp 1707, '--ý 

(ii),., Reprints, of this edition appeared in, 1713,1720j"1722;, and; '--ý 

1741 
(iii),, I, n edition with additional material was published by Bailleuxt 

Parist c. 1760. 

(iv) Diderot and D'Alembert used quotations-and summaries from 

Hotteterre, in their artic los on-flute and recorder for their 
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ppedie " 

(v)lLmsterd= editions cited by Petis appearod in 1708,1710t 

and no date. 

, 
(vi) Pirated edition published by Estic rMe Rogerg Amsterdam, 

170891 

-4) Dutch t=nslation by Abrah= Movbach 1728). Uimetor& 

(viii) English translation of the flute section published by Walah 

and Hare, London, 1729. This English tr,, mslation was the source 

used for the flute section of the Modern Masick-Master series 

, 
(Londonp 1731) and many similar books. The section on the recorder 

in this seriesp however, was not derived from Hotteterre. 

(ix) A now trans ýlation into English was-made by John Simpson and 

was known as. The Compleat Tutor for the Ger-gan Fluto'(Londont no 

t', 
dato). This translation was typical of the plagiarism of Hotteterrets 

work which extended well into the second half of the 18th century. 

Hotteterre was known in Germany as the following rof erencos to 

,_ 
his theoretical writings and practical activities show. 

L reference to the Principes de la Plute occurs in Johann 

I- Mattheson's lleu-eAffnetes Orchester (Hamburg, 1713) 0 
Someone with the name Hotteterre in France . has takon'the 
trouble to'writo two or three little treatises 9000 which an, amteur will find a not unprofitable aid, 

(ii) Hotteterro was mentioned as the aut hor of the Principe in 

Johann, Gottfried Waltherts 
-Musikalisches 

Lexicon (Leipzigp 1732). 

(iii) -Ix abridg ed version and frontispiece of the Princi-6es was 

used in Johann, Eisel's Musicus aiitodidaktos (Erfurtp 1738). 

(iv) QLmntz in his Versuch (Berlin, 1752) mentioned Hotto 't'erre 

Lasockip D, tDiderot on the Re"corderl Recorder and Music K, 
azine (Londont 1967) P. 190o 
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as the author of., a, Principes de la FluO't%tf, - rmcl, also as a distir)guished 

performer. 

Other, instances of the influence of Hottetarra: 

(i) J. C. Schickhardt (born c. 1680) played oboo and recorder at 

the Hamburg Opera, He wrote an oboe tutor (Op. 15) (64) and also 

nPrincipes de la FAUt (Amsterdam# no date) (55). - Smith has shown 

that the printing of Schickhardt's OP-. 15 (wrongly numbered'by - 

lasc4kilas OP. 5) was, announced in 1715 and Op. 20 appeared in 

1718.2 Op.. 12 must therefore have been issued'by Roger before 1715. 

(Warner gives the date of publication, as c, 1720). ý The tutor shows 

considerable influence, from Hotteterre's Principesý Two of, -the 

fingering charts reproduced Hotteterre's table of-cadences trans- 

posed into the treble clef but otherwise unaltered. Similarly 

transposedq the third chart also gave Hotteterrets fingeringg ex- 

cept that the fingering for G6 was given as 0 1-3 4-6- instead of 

ý0 1-3 4-67 ý The 

instructions-included directions on the tremblementp for which the 

bign it' was given as an alternative to Hotteterre's cross 

It is strange that a tutor in so many respects similar to Hotteterre's 

was written so soon after its model and lodged with the-same pub- 

lisher. Perhaps one explanation lies in a sentence which prefaces 

the instruction pageu 

_Thoso 
who wish to use this book in order to play-the re- 

corder are advised to apply themselves at the beginning to 
expressing the tongue stroke. 

Schickhardt gave no indication of what he considered this tongue 

Lasockip D. 146 Newly Discovered Recorder Tutor' The American Re- 
corder Vol. IX, No. 1 (Now York, 1968) p, 149 

Smithq W, C. A Biblio&mýhv of Musical Works pwbl 
9 1948 
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stroke should be, but the accand and third of-tho airs appended to 

the tutor had the cyllables ti =cl r above dottod quavers. The ri 

author 'wrae asserting (by implication) that French tongueing syllables 

tu and ru were suited only to dotted music and should not be applied 

to music other th= dotted. 

(ii) Three English tutors were the first printed instruction books 

for the recorder as it had been redesigned in France by the Hottoterre 

circle. In 1679 the London printer John Hudgebut published a book- 

let of tunes for the recorder entitled a Vade Mecum (7). This was 

followed in 1681 by The Most Pleasant Companion (9), probobly the 

work of the younger John B= ister, and in 1683 by Humphrey Salter's 

The Genteel Companion (13). These three works closely resembled 

one another, and they all borrowed from Thomas Greeting's tutor 

The Pleasant Companion (6) the use of a tablature system unclor the 

staf f notation of some of the pieces (see p. 61 ). The f onowing 
1 

points indicate that these English tutors were intended for use with 

the newer form of the instr=ent-. 

(a) Pictorial evidence of the frontispieces of two out of tho 

three tutors illustrated the ornamental turnery typical of the 

jointed recorder as opposed to the single-piece. Renaissance type 

construction* 
(b) Recorder fingering charts in the tutors were designed for the 

-1 , alto in Ft which remained the basic solo member of the recorder 

family throughout the first part of the 18th century until the trans- 

verse flute took over its dominant role in woodwind performance, 

Myersq H. W. 'Three 17th century English Recorder Tutors' 
The lunerican Recorder Vol, VII9 Wo. 2 (Ilew Yorkp 1966) P. 3 
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A table of Plaine notes and Pinches ascending 

L. 

Thumb 

lot finger 

2nd finger 

3rd finger 

R. H. 

lot finger 

2nd finger 
3rd finger 
4th finger 

Notes 

The cross indicated half-holingg i. e, 'pinching'. 

0 

(ii) Banister and Salter used this 6-line tablature, but HWgebut 

used a 7-line version, 
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(c) The, corresponding Renaissance size to the alto in P was a re- 

corder which sounded bý tone highert and instruction books for the 

Renaissance recorder (from Ganassi to Mankenburg) were written for 

the tenor recorder in C# 

(d) Votation in'these tutors was-at pitch, whereas notation for 

the Renaissance instrument had normally been an octavo lower than 

sounding pitch. 

(e) The nature of the information about ornamentationýand arti- 

culation-indicates that French-sources wore well known in England, 

(f) Fingeringg; lgiven"were'more, in, accord-with'later Baroque fin'gor- 

ing charts than with earlier ones. 

- 
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Chapter 

The tutors and what they contain 

Fingering charts 

A comparison of fingering charts for flutet recorder and oboe 

from Prench tutors c. 1700 and contemporary English tutors Shows 

the following points. 

(i) Pingerings of naturals remained relatively consistent between 

different charts for the same instrumentg except in the case of 

early English recorder charts which call for the ring finger of the 

right hand to be kept down whenever possible to give physical sup- 

port for holding the instrument. Hotteterre's flute fingering 

chart took ever the use of this butress-finger technique (see P, 64 

(ii)3: n many cases fingerings of enharmonic equivalents were diff- 

erentiated. Hotteterre's flute chart indicated differences for 

fingerings of sharps and flatep e. g. G4 flat and P4 sharpq and the 

fingerings given implied the use of the pure thirds of meadone 

temperament. The charts showed that (a) sharps were flatter than 

in equal temperamentg and (b) flats were sharper than in equal tem- 

perament. Poncein superficially paid more attention than did 

Hotteterre to enharmonic variantep but very often the fingerings 

given by Poncein for enhaxmonic notes were identical, e. g. 9 

C6 flat =0 123 -5- -, and 

B5 natural =$ 123 -5- -o 
The enharmonic nicities were registered for D6 sharp and E6 flat 

with Hotteterrep e. g. 

D6 isharp = 12- 456 -, and 
H6 flat = 12- -56--r, 
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13at not so with Ponceing where D6 sharp and E6 flat both =0 12- 4S6 7e 

The enharmonic differences for C6 sharp and D6 flat were registered 

with Ponceing e. g., 

C6 sharp =0 123 X-- -, and 

D6 flat =0 12- 4-- -re 

Hotteterre gave both C6 shaxp and D6 flat 12- 4- 

Such distinctioneg howeverv were not consistently carried cutp and 

the statementp OB 
4 flat is done like A4 sharp' suggests that enhar- 

monic differences were only haU-heartedly observed, The English. 

translation of Hotteterre's, Princines (Londont c. 1729) (58) and 

the Modern Musick --kaster <Londonq 1730) (59) adopted tempered tuning 

in their fingering charts9 and later tables in Corrotte (65) and 

Diderot also showed this change. Qmntz (85) went to great lengths 

in this matter, and suggested alternative fingoring for virtually 

every enharmonic pair of notes, While in Paris on a visit in 1726 

he introduced the use of an extra key for E5 flat in addition to 

the then standard one for D5 sharp, 

(iii) Despite the differences in f ormat between the fingering charts 

of Poncein (see p. 67 ) and Hotteterro (see P. 66 the differences 

in actual recorder fingering suggested were few, These may be 

summarised as$ 

G sharp or A flat Hottetorre 0 123 450 - 44'- Poncein 0 123 45- 7 

4 Hotteto=o 0 123 -7 
P=ein 0 123 --6 7 

D sharp or E6 flat Hottoterre 12- -56 7 6 
Ponoein 12- --6 7 

In addition'to fingering charts Hottaterrols Princi]2os, contains 

1 Lasocki, D. Treillon-Poncein, Hotteto=ep and the Recorder' 

The American Recorder Vol. Xv No. 2 (New Yorki 1969) P, 42 
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verbal descriptions of how to produce notes on the flutep recorder 

and oboeq and those descriptions give a few fingerings which are 

extra to those illustrated on the charts. His description of ro- 

corder fingering mentions recorders which have double notes to aid 

the production of the notes F4 sharp, G4 sharpl and C6 sharp. '71 

is a double hole on both the Poncein and Hotteterre, charts, eg., 

F4 sharp 0 123 456 

On the other hando 161 is a double hole on the Hotteterre chart, 

00909 

G4 sharp =0 123 45- 7 (Poncein), but 

G4 sharp =0 123 450 - (Hotteterre). 

When different fingering is given for the same note, this seems to 

suggest that hole 6 is only a double hole on the Hotteterro charts. 

Howeverp A5 sharp 123 4-0 - indicates that 6 is a double hole 

on both Poncoin and Hottete=o chaxts. The fact that 6 is indicated 

as $ in the chart notation for A5 sharp need not alter this reason. 

ing since 6 would be half-holedl and the notation is not sufficiently 

P. recise to imply necessarily the existence of a double hole on the 

instr=ent. 

(v) Preillon-Poncein did not give tables of fingerings for trills, 

and this seems to have been one of Hotteterrets original contribut- 

ions to tablature notation in woodwind tutors. Another of his 

important innovations was the use of black and white circles on 

7/8 parallel lines to indicate fingerings, Poncein was less exhaus- 

tive than Hotteterre in codifying trills; he verbally describod the 

trills necessary for cadences in all keyst giving fingerings for tho 

first octave onlyt and leaving the player -to discover for himself 

a. ppropriate fingerings for all other trills* The small aifforences 
1 

Lanockil D. 'Preillon-Ponceing Hotteterreg and the Recorder* 

The American Recorder Vol. Xp No. 2 (New YOrkq 1969) Pe 42 
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between Hotteterre's table of trill fingerings and Poncoin's dos- 

cription are as follows: 

B /A Hotteterro Lower 79 then trill with 44 Poncein Only trill with 5 

Y sharp Hottoterre Lift 5 and 79 then trill with 4 A4 
Poncein Lift 5 onlYt then trill with 4 

G5 sharp/A5 sharp Hotteterre Trill with 5 
Ponoein Trill with 4 and 5 

(vi) Contemporaxy English writers provided many moro ornamontation 

charts than their Pronch counterparts, although they simply illue. 

trated French performing practices of the trill and the mordent. 

They devised charts also for the Idoubla shake' and the 'slur and 

boat'. These were not really separate ornaments (both sounding 

identical to the normal trill) but charts were invented to solve 

problems of notating certain fingoringpatterns in tablature, The 

double shako was a form of shako only because the ornament tor. - 

minated with the trilling finger off the holo and the ornament was 

only found on G5 ýhere the auxiliary(A 5) was on the opposite side 

of the register break. The slur and beat was also found only on 

certain notes of the recorder. The comma alone could not be used 

to indicate a beat or trill on notes whose auxiliaries wore cross. 

fingered because the motion of the fingers was too complex to be 

notated with one sign. The fingering of the auxiliary was written 

first and slurred to the fingering of the trilled notes. Hottetorre 

incorporated this form of notation into his fingering charts 

(see Ps 70)- Here is evidence that woodwind trills began on tho 

upper auxiliarys 

Tablature notation indicates that early players expected a 

subtlety of intonation to result from tho use of theso fingerings 

for tho mordent and t4e trill. Thore was a mmerical preferenoo 
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Jacques Hotteterreq Principes 
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(Ppist 1707) Appended fingering 
chart for one-keyed transverse flute. 

This type of tablature shows that woodwind trills began on the 
upper auxiliary at this period. 
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in the tablature for the semitono mordent. Often the tutors took 

advantage of the flexible intonation of woodwinds by giving sharp 

fingering for the mordent to make the rapid alternation of finger- 

ings for notes of a trill easier to play at speed# and some finger. 

ings sounded more like fingered vibrato rather than true mordants. 

For the A4 sharp/G 4 sharp trill the regular fingering for It 4 sharp 

was used to start the trills but for the rapid alternation of tho 

notes an easier fingering was suggested. While the principle wag 

a scnsible ones in practice many of the fingerings suggested by 

Hottoterre were unusable. For examples in the case of the E5 flat/ 

D5 trill the upper note of the trill (after the normal E5 flat 

anticipation had sounded) was fingered as for E5 natural. 1 

(vii) Confusion arose over terminology amongst English and French 

string and woodwind tutors over the appropriate nomenclaturQ of 

the trill and the inverted mordent. 

Trill Inverted mordent 

French terms Tremblement Battement 

English term 
in string tutorss Shake Beat 

&glish term 
in rocorder tutors: Beat Shake 

This confusion possibly axose from the Ehglish obsession with tabla- 

ture. Playfordt Simpson, and Mace in their writings were concerned 

with stringed instruments, Patting a finger down on a stringed 

instrument shortens the string and produces a tono of higher pitch, 

Patting a finger down on a woodwind instrument$ however$ lengthens 

the tube and produces a tone, of lower pitch. In these terms it in 

easy to see how thinking of the motion of the fingers rather than 

of the notes produced caused the confusion when authors of tho 

recorder tutors gave names to their ornamants. 
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Having compared charts and pin-pointed coma difforencos botween. 

them there remain some problems which are unanswered. 

(i) To what extcnt did authors copy existing material# and to what 

extent was their woýrk the romlt of porsonal experiment and vorifi- 

catiOnT 

(ii)'In order to guage the currency of early tutors it would be 

necessary to know the actual numbers of tutors published and to 

assess their di I ssemination. Lt present isolated library locations 

give no accurate picture of their popularity. 

(iii) There axe some instances of direct copying. In Wright's 

tutor of 1735 the instructions wore pirated verbatim from an anony- 

mous tutor, but they were prefaced by an extra page with a completely 

new fingering-chart; it was only the second Raglish chart which did 

not make use of 'supporting finger' technique. Some authors indulged 

in overt plagiarism while others concientiously acknowledged their 

sourcosl the exact extent'of Opirationt is difficult to assoss and 

its perpetration is perhaps over-estimated since we Just don't know 

whether or not permission was given for writers to use already pub- 

lished material in spocific cases. The authors of large-scale 

'general' theoretical works often relied on extracting material from 

existing treatises# e. g. Diderot's section on the recorder in his 

Encyclopedic was highly derivative from Hottoterre. In general, 

authors c. 1700 did the majority of the original experimentation 

while later writers lent heavily on their findingsp without troubling 

too mch about corroborating details for themselves. 

(iv) In making up fingoring-charts experimentation my have been 

done in one of several wayss 

(a) Through experimentation and codification on one instrument. 

(b) Through experimentation and codification on several instruments. 
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The charts represented me= results in torms of intonation. 

(c) Through a combination of M orimentation and reference to exist- 

ing charts for verification. 

Which of those varying degrees of sophistication in compiling 

fingering-charts was employed in any particular caso it is difficult 

to tollq but the variety of fingering suggosted for the same notes 

seems to indicate that considerable experimentation took place at 

least within national schools. 

I- 
-- -- 
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Tonguoing 

Tonguoing was used in the early 17th century on woodwinds 

(a) to make different soundsv and (b) to articulate quick notes. 

In present practice tonguoing may be made deliberately hard or softj 

but each tongued note is expected to sound exactly like all others 

in a paxticular passage. Wo evidence exists to suggest that all 

early tonguoings should sound alike. Indeedp variety of attack was 

intended to produce an appreciable difference in the sound of a 

note. 16th century discussions of tongueing included descriptions 

of the smoothnesst sharpness, or harshness of various tonguoings. 

Proillon-Poncein wrotes 

... in all measures where there are evenly moving semi- 
quavers or quaversq-tho-notes should bo, t 4ed tu tu ru tu, Ong 
to make the music more agreeable to the ear. 1 

Hotteterre advocated the use of tongueing to 

make the-performance more pleasant and to avoid too much 
uniformity, in tongue strokos. 2 

,,.,, ý,. Frenchýand other tutors neglected the important factor of 

breath, pressure to be used with tonguoinge, The torigue stroke was 

., a., retraction of the tongue from the tooth allowing free flow of 

breath., - Hottote=e stated thats 
, 

Tonguoings are more or -less-articulatod aocordiN; to the 
instrument played; for example, softened for the transverse 
flutop more marked on the recorderg and pronounced much more 
strongly on the oboo. 3 

I Freillon-Ponceinp La Ve"ritable ManAre ... 
(Paris, c. 1700) p, 15 

2 Ilottet, errep J. ý PrinciRes_, (Paris, 1707) 'p. 21, ' 

Ilottetorrot Jo- 02- cit p. 27 

I( 
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ýMany articulations were described in eaxly woodwind tutorsp and 

. of, theso the principal ones weres 

', '. --ý(J)'-The simplest kind of articulation was referred to as the 'head 

breath! by Ganassi and coulanto ormuetto by Hersenno. It consisted 

of'blowing into the'instrumant, lips set,, without the use of the 

tongue. 

(ii) TheL-single'tongue was'tho basic tonguoing of all woodwinds. 

, --, Produced by the"pronunciation of consonants T or D to which different 

ývowels were added; 'Hottoterro mentioned To and Tu. 

of rapid articulation varied'between 

'tonguoings made at'the tip of'the tongue and those produced at tho 

rear'of tho'mouthý somewhat similax to modern doublo tonguoing. 
1 

Houle has discussed these tongueings in detail, 

(iv) The double tongueings doscribed by Preillon-Poncein and 

Hottoterre (TA rul) made use of the 18th cent. French uvular R. 

FI The present R is-closer to the'Phglish K and G sounds than to the 

dental R. Lasockiq with the aid of the Danish phoneticist# Vyrop, 

has shown that the French R of Hotteterre's timo was not like the 

2 
modern 'French R, but was produced with the aid of the towgue. 

In the flute tonguoing'imtruotions of the Modern Musick-Master and 

the'C2Mleat'Tutor for, the German'Plute, '(both of ýAiich wer& free 

translations of Hotteterre) tonguoing examples were-rendered't't'r t 

r't"etc. " In the lightof Pyrop's comments it seems logical for 

these English translations'of Hottoterro to have used R'forýartý- 

iculation as tongtio-"strokes c2Ms do langu2j Qaantz also impliod 
J 

Houlet G. 'Tonguoing and Rhythmic Patterns in Early Masic' The 
Lmoricaný Recorder Vol. VI Wo,, 2 (Vow York, 1965) Pp. 4- 13 

2 lasocki, D. Mig. "tr , ans* Hotteterrels'Principes (Londong 1968) p. 19 
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the use of the lingual dental R. 1 Educated Germans spoko French and 

Quantz studied with the French flautist Baffardin in Rcoadenj no 

doubt learning some articulation from his master. The uso of tonguo- 

ing syllables was abandoned by French flautiste a. 1735 although tho 

Ge=an school maintained a tradition of tonguoing. 

The basis of all articulation patterns in-France c. 1700 was 

tu M. Tu was pronounced sharply with the tongue touching tho teeth, 

while ru was pronounced with the tongue near to the teeth. The 

vowel sound was of relatively little importance. The ru syllable 

was prolongedg and pronounced on the first of a long-short pair of 

notes. The articulation pattern was always considered as tu ru, 

and at the start of a series of unequal pairs the articulation bogans 

-T-1.1-1 ? tu tu ru turu etc. 

A different emphasis was sometimes given to the articulation 

pattern tu ru, as ins 

tu rii 

In this form the articulation was used, as a rudimentary form of 

double tonguoing. Hottoto=c quoted exceptional pasaagos in 2 and 

times in which tu, ru could be long-short; he used it on equal 

notes in examples of semiquavers on the same line and leaping, and 
2 

in figtWas of the type 
j* 

1 QX=tzt -T- J- OR. cit. Chap. VI Seat. 2 para. 2 

2 Hottote=o,, J. Principes (Paxiss 1707) p. 26. 
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The diversity of early tonguoing syllables was necessary bocaueo 

of the variety of instruments for which these tonguoings wero dovisod, 

Ganassi wroto-for the recorderp Freillon-Poncein for the oboop and 

Hotteterre for the transverse flute. Difforent tonguoings were also 

necessary because their use clarified rhythmic groupings of notes, 

Double tonguoings were applied to pulses and sub-pulses of tho beat. 

It is easy to got the impression from early French tutors that only 

such tongueings were differentiatodp but some examples from 

Freillon-Ponaoin's oboe tutor illustrate the application of doublo 

tongaoingpatterns to beats grouped in barss 

tu ru tu rLi tu tu xu tu tu 

tu ru tu ru tu zu tu 

These examples contrast with Hottatorro's advices 

TV is the most usedq being emploTed for somibrovosg minimal ý-rotchots, and for most quavors. 

The possibilitios of single tongueing wore not discussod in 

most early tutors. On the oboat the articulation tu ru produced a 

marked difference on the initial attack of a note, Proillon-Poncoinis 

instructions showed that tho kind of difference in articulation 

which clarified the groupings of tho pulses was also desired in 

1 Hotteterre# J. Principes (Paris, 1707) p. 21 

tu ru tu rti tu ru tu ru tu tu ru tu 
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clarifying the grouping of beats. The flexible single tongueg not 

double tonguoingg was the meana of obtaining such clarification in 

slower tempos. 

Performers of the 16th and 17th centuries based articulation 

on the beat and its sub-divisions, Danco stops were metrical groups 

of beatsp and to appreciate the bar structure of a dance it was 

essential to know the step of the dance. Houle has reconstructed 

some : Ebxoquo dances using the instruction books of Arbeaug Wegrit 

Caroso# and others, and through knowledge of the physical actionb 

of the dance has analysed the measure of the accompanying music. 

As a resultq Houle has demonstrated how the principal articulations 

were applied to the dance music which many woodwind players were 

involved in providing for the Court. 

1 Houlep George. 'Tongueing and Rhythmic ]Patterns in Early Music' 
The American Recorder Vol, Vj,, No. 2 (New Yorkq 1965). 
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Tonguoingg articulation and their implications for rhythmic altor. 
ation - notos jn6n, lea 

At this point it is worth mentioning some reasons why keyboard 

theorists came to define a convention concerning the performance of 

notes ine"Anlbs and to show in which ways their considerations differed 

from the writings of woodwind theorists on this topic. 

The nature of notation is such that, if it remains 'simple' and 

intolligible to the eyeg it cannot express rhythmic refinement. As 

Loys Bourgeois said in Le Droit Chemin do Musiquot 

... unequal notes are used 1 
to avoid rough discords and to 

give the music more grace. 

In'keyboard treatises (Couperin and Diruta) notos inc&ales were 

encouraged by a form of fingering which identifies the intended ex- 

pressive content of individual notes with particular fingers. A 

comparison of the treatises shows that theorists were not consistent 

in their assessment of the strength of relative fingers, Empirical 

methods were favoured by early writers: somo have said that the 

first note of a pair is shorterp while most have said that the 

second is shorter. 18th century Prench players roalised that either 

is possible and that there exists the possibility of deliberate 

Rger as used by Couperin to indicate the reverse of the choice (co 

more usuallIourer). One point of the keyboard ýoiavention of the 

e notes ineg-ales was that the notes were paired or grouped, and the 

effect required could well be smooth and graceful rather than harsh 

and angular. 

1 lým=geois, Loya. Le Droit Chemin de Musiqu0 (Genavat 1550) 
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Hottetorro's rules for tonguoing tho inegade were mostly straight- 

forwardq and in Chapter 8 of his Principos do la llu"*to ho gavo this 

informtiont 

You will do well to note that you must not always play quavers 
equally, but that you must, in certain time signaturest make 
one of them long and one short; which is also ruled by their 
number. When the number is oveng you make the first one long, 
the second one short, and so on for the others. When it is 
odd, you do exactly the opposites-that is called 'pointingt. 
The time signatures in which this is most usually practised 
are 2 time, 3 time and 6/4 time. 

You must pronounce tu on all the quavers -in certain time 
signatures, 6-9. Ct 3/89 and 4/8, and only use ru for the 
semiquavers, i. e. the quavers correspond to crotchotsg and 
the samiquavOrs to quavers in-this sort of time signature, 
as well as in 6/8,9/8, and 12/8 times. It is also necessary 
in these time signatures to take the quavers equally and 
'point' the semiquavers. 

all triple times correspond to 3 timet and -96 in 3/2 ; Im6o the minims correspond to crotchets and tho crotchats 
tc quavors: which is why, you, must 'point' tho crotchots in 
this timo signatureg following tho explanation which I havo 
given on the subject of quavers-proviously. - 

I"ý 'T% , 

. 
ýMje was givon by Some'furthor informtion about the"ine 

Hotteto=e in L'Lwt do Pre'luder (Parist, 1719) Chap. 11: 

Slow 4,, time iS'marked-with C., -It is beaten to fou: 7, usually 
very slow beats. The quavers axo equalt the semiquavers are 
pointodp i. e. one-long and one short. It suits preludes or 
first movements of sonatas, Allemandesq Ldagiosp Fugueal otc. 

Barred Cis marked with The quavers must be equal in re- 

--gularity unless the composer dots them#- Italians scarcely 
use it, except in what they call Tempo di Gavotta and Tempo 

-----, di Cappollal 'or Tempo alla brevo, In this last it is-beaton 
to two quick beats. Its normal tempo is four quick beats 

: or, 2 -slow beats. 

by'a simple 2. It is used in Marches, 
Bourreesp Gavottesq Rigaudons, Branlest Cotillonsg etc. The 
quavers are-pointed, It is unknown-in Italian music. It is 
normally lively and staccato. 

3/2 time. - The crotchete"are pointed like the quavers, in the 
others. It is used'for Graves in sonatas, etc.. 

Simple Ariple: time is maAed with-a, 3 or sometimes 3/4. The 
quavers are almost alvmys pointed in French music. It is 
used for Passacailleag Chaconnest Sarabandeog Italian style 
Courantest Menuets, ate. 'Whon tho quavars &Rqp-and/or aro 

&0, +4., 1, *%4CA 
ý 

4fjV 
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mixed with semiquaverst they are played equal. It is some- 
times very fast and sometimes very Blow. 

3/8 time. This suits slow AirspQdWa Canariesp Passopieds9 
etc, The quavers are equalp and the semiquavers pointed* 
Its true speed is lively. 

614 time. The quavers are pointed. You use it in Lourest 
Gigues, etc. You rarely see it in Italian masic, Mostly it 
is lively. 

9/8 time. The quavers axe equal and the semiquavers pointed. 
It is used in sonatasp and above all in Gigues. It has only 
been used in France for mvmetime. 

time. The quavers are equal and the semiquavers pointed. 
It is particularly suitable for Gigues. 

12/8 time. The quavers are equals etc* it suits Gigues 
above all. Usage is fairly recent in France. You sometimos 
meet three quavers in a beat in C or ý time, which in equiv- 
alent to this, 

-2/4, time. -, The quavers are normally equal# and the semiquavers 
pointedi Some composers mark it 4/8. It is really only a 
time Signature of 4 quick beats cut in two, 

- _The instructionsýabove for pointing semiquavers in 618 and other 

, compound times were possibly unique to flute performance since in- 

. equality at such high'speeds was hardly feasible technically on 

stringed-orkeyboard instruments. -The inclusion of Alleraondes in 

, Hotteterre's list of piec es in slow 4 time vith pointed semiquavers 

-differs from F.. Couperin's practice; Allemandes were not normally 

-ine a. The referenceaý-to. Italian music suggest the way it was 

performed by Hotteierre and his-circle c,, 1720; some rules about in- 

, equality by, Michel, Corratte incidentally show the-extent ofýItalian 

influences in France C.. 1735* 1- 
1' ý !., - '' 

The four-time, 
' 
Cýor ý is Much, in use in Italian music, as in 

the Allemandef Adagiol Presto and Allegro of sonatas and 
ýconcortos. You-must play the quavers equal, and point the 
semiquavers two by twoe They are sometimes played equally 
in-Allegros and-Prestos of sonatas and concertos. 

ýi , Correttevý X. -Käthode de la Flete- (Parist-. e. 1735) PPs 4- 
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The 2/4 or 2/8 is the two-time of the Italianse It is of ton 
used in the Allegro and Presto of sonatas and concertos. You 
must play the quavers equal, and point the somiquavers. They 
are also sometimes played equally in sonatas, 

The 9/8 is rarely found in French music, but often in Italian 
music, as in Giguest Allegros and 11'restos. Tho quavers are 
takc, n equallyt and the somiquavers must be pointed. 

The 12/8 is found in Italiant Germang French and Wlish musict 
in four-time Gigues. The quavers mot be played equal, and 
the setniquavers pointed. 

Hotteterre's rules for tonguoing lapse into obscurity with hie 

explanation of the reverse tonguoingg vhich he stated should be used 

when there are two quavers intermixed with crotchotsg or else 
two samiquavers with quavers, That is done for a greater 1 
swootoning or softeningg and it is tasto which decides it. 

What rhythm should be used in such passagos is not clear. The main 

effect of the tu. ru. tonguoing is of grouping the notes in twost since 

tu may not be tongued without interrupting the tonap and ru (dental', 

or uvalar) my not be made except as a continuation of a previous 

sound. Einploying different rhythmsp n. nj could be rendered 
.0 ft 

as or as If it is assumed that Hotteterre in- n 
tended the reverse tonguoing to be used to give a lourer effect$ its 

usefulness is best demonstrated in graceful movements. It may# 

howeverg be preferable (as Hotteterre suggested) to reserve the use 

of reverse tongueing for fast semiquavers - the equivalent of modern 

double tonguoing. A, similar statement was made by Froillon-Poncein 

wheng after having given the equivalent of Hottoterro's 

tonguoing for all fast notesq he mentioned that when oi64it (or more) 

fast notes pass very quickly, they should bc given this opposite 

torigueing. 4t a later point, Poncein stated that all groups of onlY 

four quavers or crotchets should be tongued Pointgop and then men- 

tioned that tho OPPOsitO tonguoing should be used in very quick 

Lasockiq D, Engo, trans, Hotteterre, J, Princives (London# 1968) p. 62 
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measures; this my have been what Hottotorre had in mind whon he was 

seeking a greater sweetening if the usual tonguoings appoared harsh. 

Bat the worVadoucissement'l as wall as his following statement that 

sach considerations should bo taken with all kinds of measuresq seens 

to indicate that Hotteterre wasn't referring to sheer speed. Freillon- 

Poncein's original statements axe also somewhat confusing whon one 

reads that certain bars in menuats (70 - 60 bars par min. according 

to contemporary sources) should be tongued Point6o, The question 

naturally arisess How fast was 'very quick'? Reverse articulation 

. 11 
cannot be tongued appreciably faster than -Vointeeq and 60 bars per 

min. would seem rather fast. In L'Art de Preluder Hottoterre gave 

the quavers dotted for Bourrees and Rigaudonsg both Of which ware 

quick'd, inces, Reverse tongueing at high speeds produces a slightly 

ohort-long articulation which could not be called pointeee. This 

contradiction between theory and practice cannot be resolved except 

by dismissing as, inaccurate the writings of Freillon-Poncein or 

Hottotorroq or else by assuming that Poncein could tonguo this ro- 

verse articulation satisfactorily at exceptionally high speeds. 

Froillon-Poncoin mentioned tonguoing triplets as tu ru tu, a 

device which is pleasant but cloying if not interxuptod by alter- 

native tongueings. This tongueing %, ras specially applicable to 

Giguesg and when used in slower movements it produced an added 

sweetness. 

Freillon-Poncein demonstrated and Hotteterre wrote about his 

preference for tonguoing galloping figures such as .1 jQ .1 
tu 

tu ru jag rather than Whenft 
ýbelonged 

to the following 

crotchet on tho other hand, dotting them gave more the sonso of 

anticipatory beats* 

The use of tonguaing was indispensible in certain dances 
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such as Rigaudons, BourrC0s9 Gavottes, IL-irchos, otc. and in movoments 

marked Lai 10 % 
-mentt etc. whera tho notos were alrerady dotted or 

.9 
Legere 

moved diatonically in quick tempos. Interpreting Hottetorre's re- 

verse tonguoing as louror, was suitable for movements marked 

Gracieusement, Musettet Tendremont, otc. 

Woodwind tutors gave more detailed information on articulation 

than-any other contemporary sources. Continual dotting at high 

speeds my have boon a speciality of woodwind performance. Hottoto=o 

and Proillon-Poncoin wroto moro omplicit instructions than woro to 

be found in contemporary theory books and clavocin tutors possibly 

because they wrote for the enthusiastic an tour rather than for 

persons with teachers who could demonstrate Io bon gcrftt. While tho 

technique of., a-habitual was casy to. perform on the recorderg 

keyboard, players, had more difficulty in performirv; it in a natural- 

sounding way; the keyboard player regarded the ine`ý'galo, rather as 

as exprosoivp device than as a standard articulation, 
llu- 

h--4ý ,! jr- -ý 
I I" ta, k.. G ; CrJ4 I. W 

ktla- 
- e, &-, Ov 

I ^, 14ýrzAr 
.A 
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The performance of tholneýgalolbasod on woodwind tutors may be 

summarised as followss 

In any time signature there axe three main ways of playing the notoo 

of the shortest time value. 

W The notes my all be played equally. This method was called 

detacher and was employed in passages where there were many large 

af TU4 
leaps (especially arpeggio figures) and many notes pdvtýURQ. ýLLPWMI. 

In passages which moved by stopq this inequality had to be indicated 

by dots over the notes - not staccato marks in this case - or by 

Ole 10 the words, notes cogalesp detachoz or martelUs. 

(ii) The first noto of each pair of notes could be played slightly 

longer than the second. This effect was known as lourer and was 

used in passages which movod in steps or small leaps. The actual 

degree of inequality varied according to context. The shortest 

notes of any time signature could be slightly unequal, unless they 

went too fast for this to be possible. In 2# 3 and 6/4 the degree 

of inequality was mado rather greater. This lourer effect was ro- 

forrod to as 'pointing' by Hotteterre. 

(iii) In passages in which the first note of a pair had a dot after 

itt the first note was played very much elongated. This was termed 

pointer or Diguorp but the terms Mointorp Diqucr# lourer, oto. came 

to indicate any sort of ino. quality (sea rcf. to dotted notes for 

further elaboration of this point on P. 132)., 

In very quick tempi, notes had to be played equal, or virtually so. 

In contrast to its use with violins and harpsichordsg it is important 

to note that inequality was mostly used withoat slurring. Pairs of 

notes to be played unequal did not require to be written and/or 

played slurred; Hottetorro at no point stated that the marking of 

slurs affected inequality. Slurs were treated as ornaments. 
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Hottaterrels piece 'Lee Tourterelleal from his Promio"re, Suito do 

Pieces a doux dessus is of interest in this rospoct becauso its 

title was an imitation of the use of the articulation pattern 

tu tu rug 0*90 

- AJP - 000ý 10--, f! $ r, IL 

UU "PW tE 
i 

Votos slurred in pairs which would normally have been played unequal 

were still played unequal, but a little less so than u. 3ual. Three 

note slurs were played only slightly unequal. Groups of four or 

more notes under slurs wore played virtually oqual. 
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The inequality and axticulation appropriate to each note value in 

various time signatures, based on French woodwind tutors of c. 1700 

and with examples from Hotteterre le Romain's L'Art de Pre'luder. 

Notes 

(i) Where there were two categories of articulation for a particular 

note valueg category (a) indicates contemporary interpretation when 
the notes move conjunctly or by small ieapsp and category (b) indi- 

cates performance when notes are repeated or move by large leaps. 

(ii) The musical examples taken from Hotteterre's L'Art de Preluder 
(Paris, 1719) Chapter 11 were often very briefq but demonstrate a 
broad spectrum of contemporary operatie and sacred music with which 
Hotteterre mast have been familiar. Of special interest are his tran- 

scriptions of fragments drawn from Corelli's Violin Sonatas, Op. V. 

(iii) The tongueing syllables tul ru applied to quavers produced 
VI 0 the effect in performance. The syllables tu rul 

tul ru tul ru. P 
applied to quavers produced the effect 

17 :7 in performance. 

tu tu rul tu 
(iv) 'Slightly unequal' as a degree of inequality is taken to indi- 

cate approximately triple division of the beat. For example 
11 

played slightly unequal is equivalent to n 'Unequal' indicates 
%. 3.6 

approximately quadruple division of the beat. For example 
11 played 

unequal is equivalent to I 
or even 

(v) The musical examples have been transcribed at pitch but with the 

G clef on the second line instead of on* the first. The Corelli ex- 
tv4m--ýý 1 cerpts appeared in, ýkis clef in the original Mswplvý 

I 
(vi) The priginal (sometimes inaaequate) titles of extraots have been 

retained. 

(vii) Suggested rhythmic interpretations of inequality are indicated 

in square brackets for some of the musical examplesq but by no means 

all of Hotteterre's examples demand inequality in their performance. 

I 

I 



Time signature: C 

88 

p 

Musical examples: 

Notation 

Semibreves 

Minims 
Crotchets 
Quavers 
Semiquavers (a) 

Semiquavers (b) 

Performance 

36 

Equal 

Equal 

Equal 

Slightly unequal 
Equal 

Articulation 

tu 
tu 
tu 
tu 
tu ru t 

e 

tu 1 ru 

Illustrations of inequality and articulation with 
-A-- fth 4-, -- PA 

dI 

Semiquavers (a) 

tul tu rat tu ru, ýu rut tu 

Semiquavers (b) 

Roland Recitative 

tu' ru tu' ru tu' ra tu' ru 

+ 

, Ah! que mon coeur est a- gi - te! 

Flo-re-te pra-ta fron - de 
mw - 

tet 

4: 4 p 

I 

Campra, Air de Mqtet, Book II 



CTerambaultg Cantatag Recitative 
dumm 

40 
V. n 

00 Loin de la jeu - ne He ro 

0 Ell 
Corelli, Sonata OP- 59 Allemande 

Allegro 

Age c 

89 

S 

t 

Corelliq Sonata OP. 5t Prelude 
Largo 



Time signature: ý 

Notation 

Semibreves 

Minims 

Crotchets 

Quavers 
Semiquavers (a) 

Semiquavers (b) 

Perfo=ance 

Equal 

Equal 

Equal 

Equal 

Slightly unequal 
Equal 

Articulation 

I 

tu 
tu 
tu 
tu 
tu rul 
tu 1 ru 

Illustrations of inequality and articulation with semiquavers (a) 

and (b) as for C time (see p. 8'9'). 

Musical examples: 

Stuckq Livre I 
Tempo di Cappella 

Corelli, Sonata Op. V 

Tempo di Gavotta 

go 

0 

I 

Corellit Sonata OP- 3 
Tempo di Gavotta 

Clerambaultq Livre II 

I 

Chan 
-- 

tons, Chan - tons les doux trans - ports 

Vous qui crai, - gnez une ax-deur in - qui -e- te 



Lully, Alceste 

2 temps lents 
I AII 

ar 

IL 
P) t 

i 

Lullyq Armide 

Vite, 4 temps legers 

91 

0 

I 

Pour-sui-vonsg Pour-sui-vons junqulau tre-pas 



Time signature: 2 

Notation Performance Articulation 

Minims Equal tu 

Crotchets Equal tu 

Quavers (a) Unejual tu rul 
Quavers (b) Equal tu 

Illustrations of inequality and articulation with 
-MONA 

-. x p Quavers (a) 6mopow --ft-Q 6ftftftt 

tu, tu rul tu rul tu rul tu 
mow 

-: F 
Quavers (b) 

60'"' 
tu tu tu tu tu tu tu tu, 

Musical examples: 

Phagton,, Overture 

Vive et piquee 

Aib, 
i 

IM- Ld IB 
Is 

Ph ae"Ot on , 
4 

4, 

4 

92 

I 

40 10 uu-- Phaeton. Ratree 

Phaeton, Bourree 
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Rolando Gavotte 
dip . 0--mv. 

0 

LIE=ope Galante, Rigaudon 
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Time signature: 3 
2 

Notation Performance Articulation 

Semibreves Equal tu. 

Minims Equal tu, 

Crotchets (a) Unequal' tu. rul (with exceptions) 
Crotchets (b) Equal tu, ru, 

Illustrations of inequality and articulation with 

Crotchets (a) 
I r% IDI 

I- 
Eý, 

tu' tu rul tu. ru, tu, 

Crotchets (b) 

tu, ru. tul ru tu, ra 

Musical examples: 

Phdton, Sommeil de Prote'oe' 

He - las! u-nq chai - ne si bel-le 

3 
also notated as: 2 

Bernier, Air de Cantate 

Vous par qui tant de mi - Be - re - ables 

I 

Phaeton, 0 
1#0 



3 Time signature: 3, or 4 

Notation Perfo=ance Articulation 

Minims Equal tu 
Crotchets Equal tu 
Quavers (a) Unequal tu ru, 

Slightly unequal in 3 tu. rut 
Quavers (b) Equal tu 

Illustrations of inequality and articulation with 

Quavers (a) j. 
- 

e 

tut tu rul tu rul tu 

. w23 01 

Quavers (a) in 3 time W. 4 
tu, tu ru, tu ru, tu 

quavers (b) 

tu tu tu tu tu tu 

Musical example 

Armide Passacaille 

4Grave 

IA bi PI' 
r bop 

4 Phaetong Chaconne 

Gai 
PA 

It 12 11 rIIIIVII N6 

- 00, Isseq Sarabande 

Lent 

I 

95 

I 
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Perseel Air de Ballet 

Gracieux 

7'emnns de Thesee, gr 
Vivement 

ASO 3 

Rolandt Menuet 

Gai 

IrI v 11 11 Ij I 

40 
Armideg Couplet de la Passacaille 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

1- 
a 

le of 3 time with croches egales,.. There is equality here because: - 
the quavers move by leap, 
the quavers are intermixed with semiquavers, and 

the quavers occur on repeated notes. 
I 

Two further examples of croches egalee, q this time in Italian music: 
Corelli, Courante 

Allegro 

Corelfi garabande 

La3go 

Note: Basses of sarabandes which have continual quaver motion are 
regularly played e"'Rale. 

0, 

I 



Time signature: 
3 
8 

97 

Notation 

Crotchets 

Quavers 
Semiquavers (a) 

Semiquavers (b) 

Performance Articulation 

Rlual . tu a -- 

Equal tu 

Slightly unequal tu rul 
Equal tul ru 

Illustrations of inequality and articulation with 

Semiquavers (a) 

tu, tu ru, tu ru, tu 

Semiquavers (b) 4 

tu' ru tu, ru tu' ru 

Musical examples: 

Air de forgerons 
Vif 

'fp 
7; H 

apA11 
-_--r_ 

1 

WF IIý -- I to Isis, Canaries 

ONE-- Temple de la, Paixg Passepied 

MFP1 

L_E= 4 
orelli, Op. V9 Vivace 
'A 

'k Afm%ý 

It2 

-. rA .a NO t, "! A 
IArPF N191 'IL: +: F 

G1 0-1 ! 1; u-Nummum" I-I 

Corelli, Op. 1119 Adagio 

4 17k!; 
e 

L. Ld 
I 

t 

t 



Time signature: 

Notation Performance Articulation 

Crotchets Equal tu 

Quavers Equal tu 

Semiquavers (a) Slightly unequal' tu. rul 
Semiquavers (b) Equal tul ru 

Illustrations of inequality and articulation as for 3 time above. 8 

Musical examples: 

Bernter, Cantata I 
-A- - 

F%ft. 
-I 

Nit 

Res peet-ons 1'Am our 
Masciti, Gigue 

ý 
jjP A 

MA 

a -- 10 

Alternative notation for 9 time includes triplets in 3 timev*e,, g. 8 
Clerambault. Cantata III 

A- U6 *bI 
L(Ap SIL J 

I 

98 

I 
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Time signature: -6 4 

'1 

Notation Performance Articulation 

Semibreves Equal tu 

Minims Equal tu. 

Crotchets Equal tu, 

Quavers (a) Unequal tu rul 
Quavers (b) Equal tu. 

Illustrations of inequality and articulation with 

Quavers (a) 

tu, tu. rul tu rul tu 

Quavers (b) 

tu tu. tu. tu tu, t7u 

Musical examples: 

Armide Reprise of the'Overture 

Prosperine 

t-u 
0 Of 

j AFA' 

fln A -pl 
ILLO-r ho 

Thetis Loure 
[Grave] 

I 
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Roland Gigue 

io 

L'Europe Galante Forlane 

Jý 
Vol$ 

ED It 

Triomphe de l'Amour Air des vents 

I 



Time signature: 
6 
8 

Notation Performance Articulation 

Crotchets Equal tu 
I 

Quavers Equal tu. 
Semiquavers (a) Slightly unequal tu rul 
Semiquavers (b) Equal tu, ru 

Illustrations of inequality and articulation with 

Semiquavers (a) 

tu tu ru I tu ru 
""'tu 

. 

:91A- Semiquavers (b) 
--I- -J- -1 

tul ru tul ru tul ru 

Musical examples: I 

Clerambault, Air from Cantata I 

of 

Soup les lois de la jeu-ne Flo-re 

Corelli, Op. V Gigue' 

Allegro 

01 

Persee Gigue 

H tii 

101 

I 

I 
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Time signature: 
12, 
8 

0 

I 

Notation Performance Articulation 

Crotchets Equal tu 

Quavers Equal tu 

Semiquavers (a) Slightly unequal tu Tu, 

Semiquavers (b) Equal tul ru 

Illustrations of inequality and articulation with 

Semiquavers (a) i1147m3 
j le ý5 od Z0 ab-' 

tu' tu rul tu rul tu 

Semiquavers (b) 41 

tu' ru tu' ru tu, ru 

Musical examples: 

Be=ier, Cantata 6 

Gracieusement 

I Of 4b lb 
I Inv !2 1 wl o 

Fiers v#n-queu-rs de la ter-re 

Corelli, Op. V Gigue 

Alternative notation: triplets in C or T 

Corelli, Op. V Gigue. (alternative notation) 
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24 Time signature: 4 or 8 

Notation Performance Articulation 

Crotchets Equal tu 

Quavers Equal tu 

Semiquavers (a) Slightly unequal tu rul 
Semiquavers (b) Equal tul ru. 

Illustrations of inequality and articulation with 

Semiquavers (a) 

tul tu rul tu rul tu rut Tu 

Semiquavers (b) 

tul ru, tu, ru. tul ru, tul ru 

Musical examples: 

Clerambaultt Cantata 1 

- 
ob-. -- 4k 

I 

Que vot-re gloi re tout cons -. pi-re 
Clerambault, Cantata 3 

All-ez Or - phee All-ez All - ez 

eroches 
t7 

Maseiti, Sonatja 
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Lulli Roland Air, 4e Patres 

Marais Alcionne, 3e Air de Matelots 

-A I-ago AI 
I A- -r -k Im fz_- 

I 
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Or=entation 

Some questions arise from the information on ornamentation 

which French woodwind tutors offered. 

(i) Was the ornament diatonic or chromatic? 

(ii) 
'Did 

it fall on the beat (as was usual) or was it meant to 

precede the min note? 

(iii) Was it performed quickly or slowly? If slowlyt then in what 

relation did it stand to the min note? 

(iv) Which re-. -eived stress in perform=-cop the ornament or the 

main note? If the ornamentl then which part of the ornament? 

C. 1700 impravIsed ornamentation was a normal part of par- 

formance although there was always some argument about the degree 

to which ornamentation should be carried out; appropriate embellish- 

ment was subject to the dictates of a mystical loood taste'. 

Mersenne's Harmonio universelle (Parisp 1636) was the first bo#k 

to survey ornamentation systematically. Performance directions in 

this work were much freer than those in the Preface to JaGquos Champion 

de Chambonnieres' Pieces de Clavecin (Paris, 1670). Instructions 

in J. H. d'Anglebert's PAces do Clavecin (Farist 1689) indicated 

that suspensions and trills normally began on the beat, in contrast 

to Spanish and Italian practices. On the other hand Etienne Loulie 

in his Elements ou Principes de la Musique (Parisq 1698) and 

Joan Jacques Rousseau in his Traite"do I& Viole (Paxisq 1687) ad- 

vocated that suspensions should sometimes be taken from the value 

of the preceding note and sometimes from the following. Even the 

tremblement amuYee could be anticipated (they claimed), 'but the 

urrpropared trill from abovo munt be performed on the beat to form 

a dissonance with the bass. 

q 
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Keyboard players in the 18th century developed varying signs 

for specific ornamentep while string and wind playerep with some 

exceptions (Hotteterre, for examplet in his Premier Livro (Parisl 1708) 

provided signs for various types of graces and used them much in the 

same way as did Couperin in his keyboard works. Usually a small 

cross (+) was used to indicate any or all typ . es of embellishment. ) 

were often content to indicate'at most the place of incidence. 

French influence in Germany grow stronger towards the end of 

the 17th century, and Georg Hdfat (for many yeaxs a pupil of Lully) 

gave the ornamerts in the French style in his Florilegium Socundum 

(Passau# 1698)l as did J. K. F. Fischer in his Musikalisches 

Blumen-Vichlein (laigsburgs 1698/9). In the second movement of 

Teleman; ils, Recorder Sonata in F the composer indicated some specific 

ornaments in the French stylo; he also favourod rich ornamentation 

in the Italian style, and his work represents a compromise between 

French and Italian ornamentation styles, a border-lino which war. 

not a1ways clearly defined. Another amalgamation of French and 

Italian ornamentation took place in J. S. Bach's Clavier-Mchlein 

vor Friedmann Bach (1720). Despite the fact-that Bach applied torms 

to the different ornaments other then the customary ones and wrote 

out sustained appoggiaturs before trilleg he relied on previous 

(generally printed) tables. 

In the 17th century French influence in ornament performance 

was also evident in Englandp although terminology -md symbols diff- 

ered. Instructions in the English tutorst e. g. Christopher Simpson's 

The Division Violist (Londont 1659), Matthew Locke's Melothesia 

(Londong 1673)9 and Purcell's L Choice Collection of Lessons (Londont 

1696), were similar to those in French tutorst but writers after 

Simpson assumed that playors would know how to execute ornamentst 
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and therefore confined themselves to doscribing'in-dotail and label- 

ling the ornaments actually demonstratod by Simpson, 

Fronch composers furnished their works with ornamentation signs 

to'such an extent that performers had merely to play what was pre- 

scribed by the composer. The pieces in the supplement to Hottoterro's 

Methode pour la Musette (Paris, 1737) are good examplos of this typo 

of fully-ornamentea music; they are transcribed from the original 

4b4 in Volume II. 
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Specific ornaments and. infOrmaticm about them from the French wood- 

wind tutors 169(ý-1750 

The trill 

lp.. %) 
Hotteterre in the Preface to his Livre Premier stated that 

It 
" tremblement ... may be defined as an agitation of two notes 
" ione or a semitone apart, and beaten several times in succ- 
ession, It begins on the higher note and is finished on the 
lower, articulation only being given to the first,, for the 
finger continues it. 

Trills were essentially appoggiaturas from above which had orna- 

mental resolutions to their main note. Similar to the long appo- 

ggiatura their purpo se was to replace a consonant note with a diss- 

onance which was to be stressed and sustained so as to create an 

actual change in the written harmony. Re the preparation of a trill 
(p. 37) 

Hotteterre in his Me"thode pour la Musette 
A stated that 

the f irst note of the trill should be held about half the 
value of the ornamented note. 

On performing a trill Hotteterre in the Preface to his Premier Livre 

stated that 

the number of finger blows which you mast give it is reg- 
ulated only by the value of the note* Above all# it is 
necessary to observe not jv&'ýc to hurry in beating the trem- 
blement butp on the contrary, to suspend, it about half the- 
value of the notet principally in slow movements, 

Freillon-Poncein referred to trill acceleration as current practice 

in his Veritable Mani*e*re (Parisq 1700). Mahaut pin-pointed the 

difference between French and Italian trill performance, in'his 

when he statea Wouvelle Methode pour la FPuto (Amsterdamp c, 1759) ' "' 

that 

the difference between the French and Italian'trill was that 
the French dwelt on the preparationp while the Italians 
plunged straight in, / 

No. 2 

CU, 
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His musical example was, drawnp however# from an earlier sourcep viz, 

Corrette's flute tutor of'c., 1735! In generalp the duration of the 

appoggiatura preparation depended on which Affect was wanted. 
tp., Z) 

Notteterre in the Preface to-his Premier Livro had this to say about 

the position/occurrence of a trill: 

You should make a tremblement on all accidental sharpst ex- 
cept where they occur on very short notes such as some quavers 
and semiquavers. - 

The, performance of caaential trills was obligatory inT;: ench wood- 

wind music 1690-1750v even thought an frequently happenedl no signs 

were present. Couperin confirmed Mahaut's views-on Frenchýtrill 
(P. 23) 

performance quoted above when in LOAnt-do Toucher le Clave2in he 
%; A 

says that 
-,, 

trills must begin more slowly than they end; butthis grad- 
uation must be imperceptible. 

Bat Hotteterre qualifies this practice slightly when in the Preface 

to his Livre PrcmiVi he affi=s-'th4t 

flattementag tremblements, j and battements should all be 
played more slowly or quickly according to the tempo and-r. 
character of the piece. 

This instruction was in direct contrast to what he said in his 

Princires de la FA"te, but, since the Livre Premier was published 

in the year after the publication of the Princi-Dess perhaps Hotteterre 

had had some second thoughts, The termination of a trill took the 

fo= of a turn (see p. llq) or an anticipation: 

tr 
2 lb W 

IA FIW la -- AE1E 

or 
tr 

AA F 

=! Man- 

In Hotteterre's writings tho tremblement was doscribed as having no 

lt� N4 
t"&t 

yýh- j %ttt , a-ý *1 

0 
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-termina, tion and the turned trill was dealt with as a separate orna- 

ment, viz. the double cadence (see p. 120), Trills normally occurred 

without terminations in the following contextes 

W On short notes within a fast movement. 

(ii) On the second of two repeated notesq especially if the second 

note was on a strong beat. 

(iii) On trills replacing the single appoggiatura from above. 

(iv) On the 3rdt 5tho 7th notes etc. of a descending scale 

passage. Th e aural effect was almost one of inverted mordentsgbut 

inverted mordentag as such, were not used in French woodwind music 

of o= period, 

A AV AV 
V IM I ft a .71. 

4 11 - 
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Such trills were used to increase brilliance. A trill 

was played rhythmically and tongued in the following contextst 

(i) Ifin a slow movement a quick trill would destroy the Affect. 

(ii) If in a fast movement the trill stood between quick notes. 

(iii) If the technique of the instrument did not permit a fast shake 

between certainnotes because of fingering difficulties. 
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The long appoggiatura 

The function of the appoggiatura was to alter the written har- 

mony by replacing a consonant note momentarily with a dissonant onet 

one step above (or below) the written note. By this means expressive 

dissonances were introduced into French music of the period 1690. 

1750 which would not otherwise have boon allowed. 
9X 

A7 im 
f4n 
L Lf 
0 

> ago. 

The longer the dissonance was sustainedv the greater was the ex- 

prossive quality of tho on=ent. In terms of Affect, long appogg- 

iaturas, cxpressed 'grief' whercas short ones portrayod 'indignation' 

or 'wrath'* Quantz's discussion of the essential graces in his 

Versuch was one of the first attempts to establish general rules 

of duration of appoggiaturas. Even the relatively late flute tutors 

of Hotteterre and Corrette failed to indicate the exact duration of 

most ornaments. Ambiguity suggests that performers had great -or lat- 

itudo in making their own decisions ro duration than was in fact the 

case. In normal porfoxmance practice of 1690-1750 the average long 

appoggiatura took 

(i) half of a note subdivided into two partsp 

(ii) two-thirds of a dotted note, 

(iii) all of a note before a rest, 
(iv) all of a note which is tied to another note of the same pitch. 

If there was no sign indicating whether the main note was to receive 

an appoggiatura from above or below, the following rules wore applieds 

(i) an appoggiatura from above was used if the preceding note wail 
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higher than the min note, 

(ii) an appoggiatura from below was used only if the main note 

was preceded by a note one somitone below. Dissonances resolving 

upwards were only permitted if they were prepared. 

The appoggiatura was not invariably one stop away from its main 

note. In fact appoggiaturas approaching the main note by leap were 

not uncommon, but they were almost always prepared. They occurred 

in the following contoxtat 

(i) If the =sical line proceeded entirely in consonant notesp 

appoggiaturas could be played on the longer notes to enliven the 

harmonic interest. 

(ii), A long consonant note could be made more interesting and ex- 

pressive if it began with an appoggiatura; this never applied to 

long notes at the beginning of a piece or a section of now thematic 

material, v 
(iii) An appoggiatura could always take the place of a trill# ex- 

cept at cadences. Such substitutions avoided some vexing and other- 

wise insoluble problams of techniqueg and the substitution of appogg- 

iatura for a trill was a rociprocal. arranGamentg 
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The short appoggiatura - 

kppoggiaturas taking, less than half of the main note were stan- 

dard during the early and, middle part of the period 1690-1750 while 

the long appoggiatura only became standard during the later part of 

the period, -Short appoggiaturas varied in length from one quarter 

'to one -third of the value of the main note at a maximum to tho short- 

ost possible length at a minimum. -They were true appoggiaturas in 

the sense that they did not begin before the main note but at its 

beginning. Their purposo,, howoverp was loss harmonio, than rhythmics 

and they gave a snapping rhythmic accent, to the main note* '- Appogg- 

iaturas were playod short in the following eircumstancesi 

(i) between two notes of the same, pitcht 

(ii) on notes of the shortest value within a givenpassage, 

(iii) on a note which was discordant with the prevailing haimonyp 

(iv) on-a triplet-whero a long appoggiatura would confuse the 

rhythmo 
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The so-called passing appoggiatura 

1 

In I passages of descending thirds it became cuntomary to fill 

in the thirds (coulor les tiorces) with lightly played, rolativoly 

short notes which took time from the preceding note and were slurred 

to the following note. The written notes received tho stroes. The 

'passing appoggiatura' was seleom notated by the French although 

they always introduced it in such passages. When writtong it was 

often notated by small notes to the loft of the main notes and was 

slurred to them, This form of notation was unfortunate since it 

tended to suggest that the ornamental notes which filled in tho in- 

tervale were played on the beat like true appoggiaturas. quite con- 

trary to the smoothl gentle effect intended. 
Oh 

-D a lb - 0-0, sk %pollik 

and lb --S4 I'll s 
f on 6"I not 

Hottato=e in the Proface to his Livre Promie a ated that 
It 

you should make a coulomont passing appoggiatura] on almost 
all desconding intervals of a third. 

A- ýI n aw 

(P 

Hottoterre in the Irincipes stated that 
it 

the coulement is taken a stop above and is rarely made except 
in descending intervals of thirds; these little notes which 
make the coulements are counted for nothing in the bar. 

Hotteterro's statement however did not make it clear whother 

coulcmcnts wore played on or off the boat. Qaantz in his Versuch 

Kenneth Gilbert in his recent edition of F. Couperin's Piýcesde 
Claveoin (Parisj 1972) calls this ornament coulý de t-Rýrce 
M910CAClue. 
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iýdvocated'bofore-tho-boat perfomance as being characteristically 

French, 'Nearly all ]French sources on keyboard ornamontation agroo 

that appoggiaturas between descending thirds fall on the beat of 

the following note rather th-rin just before it, Sources for non- 

keyboard instruments including the writings of Jean Rousseau (1663), 

Loulie'(1696)9 and Joan Jacques Rousseau (1767) were =ro equivocal 

about duration and state that appoggiaturas of the coulýo typo fall 

in the timo of the previous note. Since Qaantz twice omphasisod 

the French origin of this ornament, it seems certain that his dos- 

cription represents the manner in which it was performed in Pariso 

at least by fluto-playerop during, his visit"therd in the 172018. 

-t 
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The port do voix 

Tho port de voix was a compound orn=ont combining tho appogg- 

iatura from below with a mordent. 

III)10,1 - 
11 1dI --t- -I- 

16 1& 1 

Hotteterre in the Profaco to his Livr stat., that 

tho port do voix is played off tho beatt and takon from bc- 
low the note on which it is intended to be made. 

Hotteterre gave an axamplo of tho orn=ent itself and also in con- 

junction with the battemGnt (see p. 113). 

V 

This ornamentt the most characteristic of French music of the period 

1690-1750, was inaccurately described by Couperin in tho table of 

orn=ents in his Pieces do Claycein as the 32ort do voix simplee 

Hý Zo 
iAMbOO 

The sign for the port do voix was an inversion of that uscd for the 

coulement, and the orn=-ent was in fact the equivalent of an inverted 

coulement. 

lzý aw 
%of L i %moll 



The Mort de voix double 
> 

A 
! 06 

00% 

61 tIr 
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There was considerable disagreement amongst contemporary auth- 

orities as to whether the port de voix simple (or slide) should be 

played on or before the beat; Hotteterre did not clarify the issue. 

The number of notes in the slide depended on the time, available for 

the ornament and/or the intensity of the Affect desired. 

117 
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The turn 

The turn took two forms of which the lower turn was much less 

frequently used than the upperp the musical context governing the 

choice of the appropriate form of the ornament. The upper turn was 

freely used in place of a trill on notes which were too short to allow 

the more elaborate trill. 

t? 
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The. tour de gosier 

In the Preface to Hotteterre's Premier Livre the author gave an 

example of this ornament. 

- 1.1ý rv . Ah 
I Iw IV sit 

IA -I 
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The, tour de chant 

The tour de chant also only appeared in the table of ornaments 

in Hotteterre's livre Premier. 
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The double csAence 

The double cadence vas a standard ornament formaa at cadences 

, which had a pair of dotted notes. 

I- *tjLfl I- 

Hotteterre gave the ornament in two versionel (i) alurredg and 

(ii) in conjunction with a termination articulated with the syllables 

. 
tl ra. This softly tongued termination was presumably a relic of 

a former customq and indeed Ganassi in his Regula, Rubertina, (1542) 

stated that the notes of a shake should be bowed backwaxds and for- 

wards on a stringed instrument* This implied that he intended the 

shake to be articulated with a precise rhythm* Hotteterre in the 
(P., t) 

Preface to his Livre Premier stated that 
it 

... you should make a double cadence when ascending one note 
higher after a trill. 

Av + 

.L slight variation was described in Hotteterre's Principes do la, 
(p, 2q) 

where the double cadence was described as an ordinary 
I% 

tremblement followed by two semiquaverst slurred or articulated. 

+ 
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The double caderice coupeje 

This ornament was not mentioned in the Preface to Hotteterre's 

Livre Premier, but was present in the appended table of ornaments 

and music. It was a refinement of the double cadence in which the 

termination was played early and was followed by a rest, 
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The demie cadence apjpuyee 

I 

This ornament was also present in the table and in the music of 

Hotteterre's Livre Premier; it was a tremblement in which the appogg- 

iatura was lengthened to three-quarters of the main note. 

Ak' M2, lw 
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The battement 

The battement was a straight-fordard mordent. 

J 
A 44 

ol 
. 10) Hotteterre in his PrincimjAsfated that 11 

the battement is produced by beating once or twice in succ- 
ession and as quickly as you can on the hole next to the one 
of the note you want to do it on. 

In contrast Freillon-roncein stated in his Veritable Maniere that 
A 

... battements are a kind of port de voixt but performed 
abruptly, beating the finger on the hole with speed* 

L, battement may have had more than one alternationt but increasing 

the m=ber of beats reduced the ornament's sharpness and bite. 

Mordents were effective on notes approached by leap from belowl but 

were less so when approached by leap from above; they were never 

played on notes approached by stop from above. 
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The accent 

Hotteterre described the accent in his Principes 

a sound which you lborrowl from the end of some notes in 
order to give them more expression. The accent is played in 
the time of the preceding note. 

Hotteterre frequently wrote out small notes for the interpretation 

of the accentl probably because its sign so closely resembled that 

of the battement,. Re the frequence of use of the accent Hottoterre 

in the Preface to his Livro Premier stated that 

'you 
can scarcely determine all the places where the accent 

should be placed, You usually have one at the end of a 
dotted crotchet when it is followed by a quaver at the same 
pitch in those time signatures where the quavers are equal. 
In other time signatures you should proceed as you think 
appropriate, You may also have them on certain long notesp 
but you must use them sparingly. 

00 
A--M VIA M 

U at 

IV 74N F 

Freillon-Poncein in his. oboo, tutor mentionedAhat theýaccent should 
be played very quickly between notes of the some chord, 
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The flattement 

, %w was the sign used by Hotteterre for the flattemont or finger 

vibrato'(as opposed to breath vibrato) even on the lowest note on 

the transverse flute. Hottetorre's fingerings most often used 

lower fingers covering their holes completely, but these fingerings 

I produce uneven results on modern instrumentso Hotteterre said that 

the ornament should be used on long notes onlyp but in the music 

examples which he appended to the-, MAhode--Rour la_MUSAttO (Parisp 

1737) flattements, appearod on many short notes. In respect of in- 

tensity,, range of control'and ornamental, quality--the-flat-tement'was 

superior to breath vibratop being instantly'changoable from-a 

'barely perceptible marmar to almost a mordent. ' To decido whO4. 

ther += a trill or a flattement checks 

W whether a cross (+) was already presont within the movement 

indicating a trill, 

(ii) context# and rely on one's familiarity with the uses of each 

ornamonto and 

(iii) the authenticity of tho edition. 

In Rules f or-Playing in True Taste on the Violin (Londonj 1747) 

Geminiani distinguished between the incipient continuous vibrato 

recommended for the violin and vibrato as a specific ornament (the 

flattement which he found more appropriate to. the transverse flute. 

'The vibrato of the latterpl Geminiani commentedg Imust be made 

only on long notes'. Qaantz's statement that 

you can also considerably improve the tone quality of the 
flute through the action of your chest. You must not use 
a vi? lentp that is, a tiembling actiono howeverg but a calm 
one, 

was an important reference to the Use of breath vibrato* In 1759 

Quantz, J. Versuch (Berlin, 1752) Chapter 49 raragraph 25, 
ýv 6.4i-% I 'P- 

S-7. 
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Mahaut mentioned tho flattemen and two year later tin his fluto tutOrt 

Delusso mentioned in addition to the flattem a vibrato produced 

by shaking the instrument and also breath vibrato. Shaking the in- 

strument was also mentioned by Hotteterre in his Princi-Des do la 

in the section on the recorder, shaking the instrument was 

suggested as a substitute for a flattement on the lowest note. 

Delusse's. matorial on ornaments was mostly borrowed from Geminianiq 

zind ho alsoýborrowed Geminiani's rule for tho violin that-vibrato 

should be used as often as possible. La late as 1791, on the other 

hand, J. G, Tromlitz (a consolidator of + Lhe 
Quantz school) advocated 

the use of the flattement for held noteov and considored breath 

vibrato to be harmful to playing and cheat alike. ' 
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Ornament substitution 

It was possible to substituto one ornament for anothort providod 

they both belonged to the same family of ornaments. There were three 

main reasons for ornament substitution in woodwind performance: 

(i) According to Qanntz tho size and resonance of a room ought 

to affect tho speed of a trill, In a highly resonant room there 

may be time for only a turfi'to be cloarly'enunciatedp whereas in 

other less reocnant conditions a trill with a te=ination could be 

substituted and still be clearly heard. 

(ii), Highert alea: rer-speaking notes could take faster and more 

brilliantly played ornaments-than lower notes. 

(iii) Ornament substitution solved otherwise insoluble problems of 

technique. For examplet a trill between a low 1, and B flat on the 44 

alto rocordor was almost impossible, but a possible solution en- 

tailed extending the proparation and curtailing tho beats in the 

trill to the minimm of twop vize, 

-. I+. a WON" 
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signs A MLy= of their interDretalLen. 

+t tr h-W AW Trill 

Turn 

Trill + 2-noto termination. 

A Trill + an appoggiatura worth j of the 
+ value of the trill. 

V rort de voix (asconding appoggiatura) play- 
ed short and on, the beat. 

A Coulement (passing appoggiatura) played 
short and befom/on the beat in descend- 
ing thirds, 

I 33attement 

4ccent, 

Plattement (according to context) 

Tour de chant 
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The Affects 

There were in Baroque woodwind music expressive values not ro- 

presented by written symbols. The main concern in performance was 

the shaping of the Affects, and it was from this point of view that 

ornamentationg articulation,, rhythmic alterationp fingeringg dynamics 

and vibrato were approached. C. P. E. Bach said: 

It seems to me that music must above all move the heart. 
Since a musician cannot move others unless ho'himself be 
movedp he must need be able to enter himself into ý11 the 
IXfects which he wants to arouse in his listeners. 

Regaxding the term 'motion' Joan Rousseau-in his, Ti-aitý do llft 

Viol (Paris, 1687) remarked that 

ebme people imagine that 'to give a piece'the right motion' 
is equivalent to keeping in line with the beat6 There is# 
howeverp a great difference between the one and the other, 
because one can maintain the beat for a long time without 
over getting into the right motion, since the beat only 
follows from the music but the right motion from one's 
genius and good taste. 

Mattheson continued in the same way: 

Here everyone must delve-into''his own - soul' and find how his 
heart moves him; according to its statep our conception, 
singing and playing will'at certain degrees of an unusual'' 
or extraordinary movement which we cannot derive merely from 
the beat ... 

nor, from its notable retardation'or ý6delteration, n6r'frOM 
the value of the notesp but. only from a secret impulse, 

' 
One 

notes its*effect, but one knows not'how it occurs 

Whoever listens to a piece that is perf ormed by various per- 
sons today hereg tomorrow there# of whom some hit the right 
movement and others mi ss, itq can'easilj tell which of-the 
two be the right one. 

PAtt- vI 

Bach' C. P. E. bVersuch I. (Bor3: inr 1753) 

Rousseaut Jean, Traite"' de la Viole (Paris, '1687) p. 66 

3 Hatthoson� Johann, Der Vollkommene Ca-PellmOister (Hamburzt 1739) 
P, 173 
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Hence-Leopold Mozart in 1756 gave this advice to his readerst 

The good performance of a composition according to today's 
taste is not as easy as some people imagine who think they 
have done. ever 

,,, 
*hing. if they ornament and dress up a piece 

and who have no idea of the 
Affect that is supposed to be communicated by the piece 

It is not-enough to observe exactly, whatever has been noted 
and prescribed by the composer and to play it exactly as 
writteng but one must also, play with a certain sensitivenesal 
identifying oneself with the Affect that the composer wants 

:,, to express 

Before one begins to, playg-one must look. at the piece attent- 
ively. One must try to identify the characterg the tempo# 
and the kind of motion which-the piece requires 

During the performance one must above. all endeavour to hit 
the Affect and to produce it rightly as the composer wanted 
to create it-,,, 

-in a word: one must, play everything, so-, that one is oneself 
moved by it ... 

From this followst that one mast observe most precisely the 
ýprescribed fortes and pianos. -Even wit#out-express pre- 
scription one must alternate the strong and the weak and put 1 each one in its proper place. 

Parallels in the'-functioning of the arts of rhetpric-and music were, 

noted. Mietoric consisted of five working processes in the com-' 

position of a speech, all of which were equally applicable to the 

composition of music: Inventio (invention), Dispositio (disposition)p 

Elaboratio (olaboration)t Decoratio (embellishment)o and Executio 

-(performance). -, The''description of the content wasp raccoidingýtq 

Matthesong 

the richest source, the surest and most'substantial guide to 
invention ... since it comprises the inexhaustible ocean of 
human ýffects. vhich are to be described and depicted in 
notes. 

The melody was constructed in anology to the rules of a sentencep 

1' Mozartp teopold, "Veisuch (A4ýburgt 1756) p. 252 

2 Mattheson, J. Loc. cit,, p, 127. 
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as'Mattheson demonstrated by the example Of 11 MeMetto. jand 
similar 

principles of melodic construction were adopted by Hottoterre in 

writing the Preludes for solo woodwinds in L'Art de PrAuder 

(Paris, 1737). 

The rich range of Affects'(Heinichen gave em=ples of ragingq 

quarreling, spie ndia, fearfull playfult combativep unitedq happyt 

2 frivolous, and wholly somber Affects was divided into two main 

groups: the vehement and joyous Affects on the one hand and tho soft 

and sad ones on the other. All expressiveness and shaping of the 

music was orientated towards these two opposites. Intervals were 

characteriSed according to their Affective quality, All musical 

means (harmonyp rhythmp articulation, ornamentation# tempot and 

dynamics) were placed at the service of the Affects. The Affective 

content was recognisable by the notes themselves, and Mattheson de- 

monstrated this with the following example of a courante. 
3 

Ca=antes 

0 

strongt,, confident -1 .. .- t- 11 

longing desireq-through cad- 
ence falling to the fifth 

Ib r lb -, --mmwww:: 
ý- ýO 

A 1'* 11 114R 

fl9 
j 

Ibid. ý', F, p. 224. ' 

2 Qaoted in Mattheson, Op. 
-cit. 0 p. 16 

longing desire 

3 Ibid. v p. 231 
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Dotted notes and the Affects 

After examining all the evidencep one comes to the conclusion 
that the theory of the 'French style' of obligatory over- 
dotting is, to a large extontf moro legend than historical 
fact. 1 

The so-called 'French style' consists of two elementep viz, 

over-dotting and appropriate synchronisation. As much evidence 
2 

suggests, aver-dotting was applied where a dotted rhythm was char. - 

acteristic of a piecet and was consequently used in such movements 

as Entreest Sarabandes. Courantes. Chaconnes. and Passacaillest but 

it was abovela3l supposed to find a place in the Overtures of the 

French school. In passages in, 
'which 

the first note of a pair had 

a dotp the first note was played very much elongated, This style 

of performance was called pointer or pique according to Hotteterreq 

but the terms pointerl piquerg lourer etc. 'eame to indicate any" 

sort of inequality (see the extract from Hottetorrole"rri6cipes 

quoted on p. 80 

Overtures must be played 'Jerkily"with all the notes after 

the dots synchronised and reduced to the-d-enominator'of-th, 6 short- 

est note valu os. 
3 

Qaantz'S"iristrýctiOn'S were aS'followst 

The notes following dotted quavers or semiquavers must be 
played as quickly as'possible because Of the vivacit4, of 
their expression ... ýwhethrar in slow"or quick tempo* 

This statement seems to indicate that if the character of the piece 

(or of the dotted passage) is not relatively vivacious then this 

1 Neumanng Frederick. 'La note pointee ot la soi-disant M3niero 
Francaisel Revue do Musicologio (Farist 1965) p. 66 

2 Domin6tong. Robert, 
_The-Intenretation 

of lhrlY Music (Londont 
1963) P. 375 

3 Dart, Thurston. The-InteERretation of Music (Lonaonp 1954) P- 

4 Qaantzs J. J. Versuch ... 
(Berling 1752) Chap. V, Pbxa. 21. 
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principle does not apply. -Llthough the shortening of the small note 

values may imply synchronisation of notes of different valueaq Qaantz 

does not actually monýion this possibility,, With roferefice to 
Irench 

dance =sic, he speaks of over-dotting the crotchets in certain 

places, but he omits Overtures from his list of such pieces. ' 

The variability of the dot was taken for granted in late re- 

naissance and early baroque notationg and received the attention of 

the theorists only towards the and of the baroque period when taking 

such 'liberties' with notation seemed no longer quite so obvious. 

The following passage is evidence that the dot was regarded in 1565 

as a sign for unmeasured prolongation,, as well as one for prolong- 

ation by one half, 

The method to be observed in playing crotchets in to linger 
on the firstq to hurry on the second, to linger again neither 
more nor less on the third and to hurry on the fourth. This 
is done as if the first crotchet were dotted$ the second 
crotchet a quaver and likewise as if the third crotchet had 
a dot and the fourth crotchet were a quavert and so on. 1, nd 
care must be taken that the hurried ciotchet should not be 
too hurried, but only slightly so 

Couperin's use of the word 'dotted' in describing inequality is 

further confirmation of the use of the dot as a sign for variable 

prolongation: 

Blurs, of which the dots indiaate that the second note of 
each beat must be stressed. 2 

(ý=ntz did not speak of the double dot as being an innovation; 

the double dot as a notational symbol was used in France by 

ChambonnArest Louis Couperin, and (especially) lmdre"Raison. 

I Torms de Santa )bxia, Fray. Arte de tanor f antasia (Vallmdoýidq 
1565) 7th Condition 

2 Couperint Fr-, -,. neois. Pieces'de'clavecin - (Paris'- -1713) Table of 
ornaments J 

3 V44"" (&+t--ý 
, /is 1. ) 
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Tempo and the Affects 

In the 18th century the intonrl sections Of mOtGtsv choral 

compositionsl fugues, etc. were ordered and varied by the principlo 

of, proportions, The domination of the strict tactus was undermined 

from two sidesp (a) the dancet and (b) tho monodic operatic style 

with its emphasis on Lffective expression. The French woodwind com- 

posers contributed widely to the danoeq and in the suites and char- 

acter pieces of Hotteterre le Romain for example the character of 

each piece determined the tempor particularly (as in his Suite in 

E Minor) where there were several samples of each type of movement. 

There were n=erous indications of modifications of tempo within 

a movement for the sake of expression, Georg Mdfat recommended 

that 

for the Bake of gracefulness one shTald somewhat-modify and 
distort the value of certain notes* 

Tempo ruba-to was 'the art which teaches how to gain time and lose 

it again' according to Tosi-Agricolas 
2 

and it consisted in the ex- 

tension of one note at the expense of anotherg the beat remaining 

the same. The principle was similarly applied to notes inegales 

and the Lombardic style of the French woodwind composers. 

1 ädtaýi Geore. ' Florilegium rmsicum''(Phsaaut'-1695) - Pröfaöet'I>amo 4 

2 Agricolap Joham Priedrich4,, Anleitung zur Singaktmst (Borling 1757) 
p. 225 
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Dynamics ancl the Affects 

Baroque wind music did not confine itself within terrace dy- 

namics, although French composers werb very lax about indict-Aing 

any dynamic variationsi Performance was orientatod towards the 

human voice. Mattheson saidt 

Whoever cannot singg does not know how to plays, the know- 
ledge of singing is necessary not only to a composer$ but 
to every cont. inuo player, every instrumentalistg and if his 
throat is not good enough, still his singing thoughts must 
give their comminds to the fingers; otherwise everything is 
wooden and dryj 

Hawkins commented in 'vocal terms on the : flute-playing of HOttGterrG 

indicating again that the human voice was the yardstick of express- 

iveness in instrumental performances 

... the French masters excol those of Italy in their per- 
formance on the violing the hautboyg and the flute; (Here 
the author celebrates as fine performers on the flutet 
Philibertp Philidor, Descoteaux, and les Hotteterre) the 
latter of whom . ý. have taught the instrument to lament in 
so affecting a manner in the mournful airsp and to sigh so 
amorously in those that axe tenderp that all are moved by 
them*2 

Nothing was more alien to singing than terraced dynamics. 

Lugust Wenzinger has recently traced the evolution of dynamic 

variation in instrumental music., 
3 

Such phrases ast. 

Inimitable charming sweetness - Majestical and Stately and 
not much Inferior to the TrunPot .. with a good Rood it 
goes as easie and soft as the Flute (rocordor) 

Matthesont' Jo Gýosse Generalbasschule (H=burgo 1731) P. * 329. - 

2 Hawkinst, Sir John History-of the Science and Practice of Mtlsic 
(Londong 1776) P. 781o 

3 Wenzinger, Itugust 'Expression and its Interpretation in Baroque 
Music' The American Recorder Vol* XIt Noe 1 (Vew Yorkt 1970) P. 8 
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from TheýS=ightly-Compani 
1 

show that infinito dynamic variation 

was looked upon as a desired attribute of tho newly-designed oboo 

a. 1700, In 1638 Fantini taught swelling tones for the trumpet as 

2 'in modo cantabile'. Hubert Le Manc said in 1740s 

The gracefulness of musical performmnce depends on having a 
crescendo followed by a decrescendo in good timep Just like 

well-built lady's leg, of which the Qpeen of VHarp said 
that it has such great power over the hearts of men, 

Dynamic variations were an adjunct of good woodwind performance 

before special signs were used as indicationsp as Qaantz pointed outs 

One =st consider that it is not enough by far to observe 
the pinno, and, forte only at the places where it is written. 

When in an adagio the performer now increases and then dimr- 
inishes the tone and thus by means of shadow and light plays 
with ISfectep he produces the bee results when his accom- 
panist helps him in the same way, 

t 

1 lianisterg John. The Sprightly Cormanion, (London, 1695) 

2 Fantini, "ovl=o, Modo perimpararea sonare di tromba (Frankfurt, 1638) 

3 Le Manc, Hubert. D6fonee do la Basso de Viole (Paris, 1740) P, 51. 

4 Q; =tzg J. Versuch ... 
(Berlin, 1752) Ehg. tr=s. P. 353 

-'Ibid. p,, p. 1252 
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Articulation and theLffects 

Ixticulation was also a most important means of expressing the 

Affects in woodwind =sic, Qaantz (although in this case he was 

speaking. of stringed instruments) saids 

With violins and similar stringed instruments the most im- 
portant thing in, the porformance is the stroke of the bow. 
It produces the instrument's sound either better or worse# 
it lends life to the notes, it expresses piano and forte# 
it arouses the Isffects, it distinguishes between the sad 
and the gay, the serious and the lightv the sublime and the 
gentle, the modest and the forwards in one wordp it is the 
means through which - just as with the flute, through the 
chestf tongue, and lips - musical pronunciation is produced, 
and whereby an idea can be modified in various ways. 1 

1 aid. v p. ý 
187 -, - 
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Chaptor 7' 

Three new fingering-charts for early volodwinds 

(i) Fingering tablaturo for the masetto 

The tablature on P. pti combines information from Borjon's Traito 

do la Musette (Lyon, 1672) and Hotteterre le Ro=in's dthode 
Dour 

la Musette (Paris, 1737) to form a completo tablature and staff no- 

tation chart which, despite their detailed approach to the subjectp 

neither early writer attempted. Borjon gave the following dos- 

cription of how to finger the musette. 

In the first place cover the first four holes on the chanter 
-with the left handi beginning at the top, io. the thumb 
covering the hole at the back indicated 'I't the first finger 
1 219 the second fin3, er 'Pt and the third finger covering 
W. Pow with the right hand cover the remaining holest i. e. 
with the first finger '5', the second finger 161, the third 
finger 17', and leave the little finger in the air to place 

-it wheri necessary on 181, 

All holes must be kept closed- with both handso with the ex-, - 
coption of the last hole, i. e* 181, cend the fingers should 
'be lifted off one at a time, - The example in the tablature, 
begins with a '5't i. e. lift the fifth finger and then re- 
place-it; afterwards lift the fourth and replace itýalso; 
similarly with the third and second etc. With Ill, which 
applies to'the thumb of the left handq it is not possible-, 
to replace it after playing the note since the thumb is ro- 

play the key marked 101* The same procedure must 
be adopted with other keys. One must never raise more than 
one key at a time (the only excoption is in trilling) and 
this is known as 11ouer 'a couvort'. The effect of this 
method of playing is to improve articulation. W and '5' 
continue to spenk as a drone when one is playing on the small 
chanter. 'Uncoyered play' is characteristic of the shop- 
herds' musette, 

LIthough the lowest note of the large chanter was F4p tho mueette 

was pitched in C. In writing of keys suitable for the musotto Borjon 

Borjong-C, Traite do ln I%sotte (Lyong 1672) pp. 21-27 
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stated thats 

4,6t 7* and 9 [D 
major-minorg B major-minor# L, major/minor 

and F maJor/minor I are highly suitable keys, but do not lie 
so well for the musetto all 5 and 8 CC major/minor and G major/ 
minorl , Since the latter axe the most opular on the musottot 
the mQority of examples I shall give will be in these keysp 
without however neglecting to write some in 7 and 9 as curios- 
Weal and so as to make use of the drones which were made 
expressly for these keys. ' 

04 In the musical examples at the end of his Traite Borjon did not in 

fact give examples in 1. major/minor or F major/minor. The only ex- 

ception to perpetual C major was one piece which he wrote in C minor 

(see p, 10 in Volume II). The pieces in Part II of Hotteterre le 

Romain's Melthodepour la Masette on the other hand show a much wider 

choice of keyq but for the most part not going beyond two sharps or 

flats in their key signatures, 

Borjon ascribed the invention of the maall chanter to 

Martin Hotteterre. 2 With its addition the range of the musette was 

increased to 19 or 20 semitones. Borjon's verbal enlanation of 

how to produce all the notes on the musette is complicated. 1.1though 

Hotteterre dealt more specifically than Borjon with the drones 3 

(Borjon recommenced experience as the only true guide for their 

correct use. 1) the later author's directions for fingering the chan- 

ters were essentially tho same as those written by Borjon 65 years 

earlier. Indeedl Hotteto=e made use of Borjon's engravings to 

illustrate his own book; these are reproduced on 1p. 141#* 

ol Borjon, C. Traite cle la Musette (Lyonq 1672) p. 21. 

2 Borjon, C. Op. cit.,, pi 25 
3 See p. 145 
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I. 

Jacques Hotteterre Methode pour la Musette (Paris, 1737) 
Engraving of an assembled musette with bellows. Borrowed from 
Borion's Traite/ de la Musette (Lyon, 1672)t but reduced in size. 
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Jacques Hotteterre Me"thode pour la Musette (Paris, 1737) 
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Engraving of front and reverse sides of small and large chanters 
of the musette. Borrowed from Borjon, and again reduced in size. 
(Cf a copy of the original version on p. 144. The drawings are 
identical, but the keys are more clearly named). 
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Fingering tablature for the musette 
9 

j- Notes produced by opening finger holes 

(i. e. crotchets with tails down) Notes produced on the 

large chanter using keys.. 
(i. e. crotchets with tails up) Notes produced using the 

keys on the small chanter. 

ba 
4 

Keys on the reverse of the small chanter 

played by the thumb of the right hand. 

00 Keys on the front of the small chanter 
as played by the little finger of the left 

hand. 

I 

Notation D, T. 
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Charles Borjon, Trai-te" de la Musette (Lyon, 1672) 

Engraving of single chanter. 

Ch. aiumeau Sanvle, 1. 
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Jacques Hotteterre le Romain MAhode pour la Musette (Parisq 1737) 

Chart illustrating the tuning of musette drones for the tonalities 
of Cp G9 D9 Aq B, and F. 
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(ii) Fingering chart for the one-keyed flute 

This chart has been compiled making use of information from 

Hotteterre le Romain's Principes dela FAte (Paris# 1707) and in 

corporates (a) fingeringomentioned in his text but not shown in 

his chart, e. g. the fingering for F6 mentioned in the text and ill- 

ustrated in his trill chart but not included in the fingering tablep 

and (b) correctionat eg, 'the fingering for G6 in his fingering - 

table was correct, but there-was an error in'Hotteterre's descriptive 

text which stated that 'all holes but the first and third should be 

open't since the D5 sharp key shouldbo left closed, 

Hotteterre adapted butress-finger technique of'tho recorder 

to the transverse flute'. 

You-must remember to put your little finfer betwoen the 
sixth hole and. the moulding of the foot. 

ýI 
Lll occasions when this technique should be used are indicated in 

the chart by- 17BIt i. e. 7(th finger) B(utress). Lfter unstoppin6 

the third hole it-is necessary to put the sixth finger between the 

fifth and sixth holes 'which only serves (as doos, the situation of 

the little finger) to hold tho' flute in position,, but which-is'never- 

2 theless important for the freed= of the fingers'. 1,11 occasions 

%; heri the sixth'- fii4er'shouid be used'a's" a" butrOisB 'arO-'indicated by 

16BI, Hott6te=6 Ai& hot 'mention' the' use" of thii technique'in the 

seco''nd'o'ctave-, " but" I have suggestedý'itis ilse'a't"'ý'-a'ppýr"'op'riate- points 

with theindication 16B? I, 

Lasocki has recently argued that 'there seem to have been two 

differeni schools of thought in flute playing in regard to tone* 

1- Hotteterre, . J. Pr nciýei (Paris, -1707)'Bng, transý-'j--Lasockiq p. 44 

, 44 2 Ibid. p* 
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The Qa=tz school igot a tone more like that of the modorn flute 

through technique development and differences in the structure of 

their flutes. Hotteterre woitld seem to belong to the other schoo 

Indeed at first sight their writings do suggest a different approach 

to tone production. Hotteterre stateS thatt 

it is necessary to note that you must blow only gently in 
doing the low notes2 

and thisAat variance with the writ#gs of Qanntz who states that,, 

you must note especially that the notes in the low octave 
must be pýaye more strongly -than those in the high octave 
all the time. 

i 

There is no further evidence to support Lasocki*s view, and 

Hotteterre and Quantzmay have been dealing with different aspects 

of the same problem rather than coming to divergent conclusions 

about volume of tone. Hotteterre's injunction to the novico to 

'blow only gently in doing the low notes' was inserted to w arn tho 

beginýer of the danger of playing lower octavo notes up the octave 

using tho same fingering. in discussing the production of D5 

Hotteterreýmade this very point. 

You must then augment your breathf so that the sound is 

. sharp: though you must not do this too much for fear that 
by blowing too strongly you will climb an octave higher 
than necessary. 4 

Qlaantz was speaking of a later stage in flute technique when one 

should be trying to increase one's tone in the lower register to 

counter-balance the more penetrating tone of the flute's higher 

register. 

1 lbidel P-. 43, 

P, 43 2 lbid 

3 ; Q; iantz, J. -Versuch 
(Berlint 1752) Chapt. er-49 Parograph, 21, - 

4. Hottete=ot, J. Principes (Parisp 1707) po 44 
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The highest notes on the transverse flute were seldom used. 

OF 6 can almost never be done on the flutelt said Hotteterretland 

Corrette confirmed this in h-s flute tutor of c, 17359 adding that 

G6 shaxp and A6 were scarcely used except in preluding. The trad- 

ition of using very high notes in preludes continued into the mid- 

18th century. Quantzo who quoted the compass of the flute as up to 

A6 9 never himself played above E6$ 2 
and Qaantz himself said that the 

highest usable note that could invariably be produced was E6.3 

There was some attempt in the chart in Hotteterre'r. Principes 

on the notes given below to bring out enharmonic distinctions by 

using different fingerings or through adjusting the embouchureq but 

such distinctions were not always clarified, as was mentioned in 

Chapter'6. It may be inferred from HotteterrOs claim that 'several 

14 people do not make this difference re the performance of G4 flat/F4 

sharp that these enharmonic differences were only occasionally 

carriea out,, but Hotteterre, was only referring to the specific notes 

G flat/F aharp and was not making (as some recent writers have 44 

suggested) a 'blanket statement' about (non)observance of enharmonic 

distinctions, 

1 Ibide I P. 46 
4 2 Tromlitzt J. Uber den scAnen Ton auf aes Fl'ote (Leipzig# 1600) 

3 Quantzp J. Versuch (Berlin. -1752) Chapter 49 Paragraph 20 

Hottete=ep J. Op. Cit-9, P. 53&- ' 
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Eriharmonic notes Fingering Embouchure adjust. 
ment 

E6 flat/P 6 sharp Same 'None 

D6 flat/C6 sharp Different 

B5 flat/A. sharp Same Some 

A5 flat/G 5 sharp Same None 

G5 flat/F 5 sharp Different 

E5 flat/D 5 sharp Same Some 

B4 flat/A 4 sharp Same None 

A4 flat/G 4 sharp Some None 

G4 flat/F 4 sharp Different* 

E4 flat/D 4 sharp Same None 

The note'of'which Hotteterre claimedp 'Several 
people do not make this difference'. 

The note C4 sharp was not shown in Hotteterre's table since the 
1 

fingering for this semitone was done 'only by axtificel,, having no 

recognised fingering. Hotteterre did-explain how the note may be 

obtainedt and it is interesting, to note that as early as 1707 the 

downwaxd extension of the compass of the flute was under consider- 

ation. 

Qg=-tz described the experimentation that was going. on c.,, 1700 

in France in the following te=ss 

About-30 Years agot several-people wanted to add one more 
tone at the end, namely the C. Because of this they made 
the foot as much longer as was required for a whole tonet 
and another key was put on in order to have the C sharp. 
But because it appeared to be detrimental to correct tuning 
and the tone of the flute, this pr 2 sumed invention disappeared 
again, and has not become generale 

1 Hotteterre, J. Princives (Parist 1707) P., 53 -, 
2 QLmntz,, J. Versuch (Berlin, 1752) Chapter 1p Paragraph 16 
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In Majer's Museum Musicum there was a picture and fingering chart of 
1 

a flute with its lowest notes on C4 with such an extra keyp but an 

extension to C4 sharp and C4 became standard only around 1800. 

Notes on the fingering chart on p. 151. 

(a) Hotteterre distinguished the natural from the sharps and flata 

with minims and crotchets respectively. This practico has been re- 

tained. 

(b) Hotteterro's text describes appropriate embouchure for the 

correct intonation of almost all the notes in his chartq and under 

the fingerings I have reflected his intentions through tho addition 

of three symbols, viz. 

normal embouchure 

with the flute embouchure turned out 

with the flute embouchure turned inp 'which 

must be done by lowering your head a littlole 
2 

The indication *=a fingering which is not given in Hottoterrets 

chart but is one described by him in the text of his Principes. 

(a) The French violin olefp 'the one most used for flute music', 

has been replaced by the G clef on the second line. 

1 Majer, J. Museum Musicum (14=bergv 1732) P* 33. 

2 Hotteterrot J. Principes (]Parisi 1707) P. 504 

3 Ibid., P. 42. 



Fingering chart for the one-keyed (transverse) flute. 

(See P. 150 for notes). 
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(iii) Fingering chart for the early 2/3-keyed oboe 

In hie Principes Hotteterre deals only briefly with the tech- 

nique of the early oboe, and unlike his writings on the transverse 

flute and the recorder he does not illustrate his suggested finger- 

ings with a chart, For most notes he merely refers the reader to 

the section on flute fingerings in Chapter 3 of his flute treatise, 

but he does point out those oboe fingerings which vary from those 

he suggested fo-- the flute. The chart on p. tS4 collates Hotteterre's 

information on oboe fingering and presents it in tablature form. It 

also offers a comparison between Hotteterrels fingerings and those 

of Froillon-Poncein where the latter differ from the former. 

In the absence of a fingering chart or a diagr= of the inalOru- 

ment it is difficult to tell whether Hotteterre considered holes 

and 4 to be double holes. Hole 3 was normally -a double holeg but on 

some early instruments hole 4 was a single hole, although in such 

cases it was generally placed higher up the barrel than was usual to 

facilitato half-holing. The pictorial evidence of Poncein's charts 

(see P, 156) showing that both holes were double is indisputablep but 

in Hotteterre's writings the only indication we get that both holes 

were double is in the description of the fingerings for G4 flat and 

G sharps 

G4 flat is formed by unstopping the 5th hole completely and 
also half of the fourth .... 9 and G sharpsg A and 4 1ý 
flat are all formed by unstopping hal? of the 3r-I hole. 

I have taken these co=ents as Justification for indicating holes 
u 

3 and 4 as double holes for the Hotteterre fingerings in the chart 

on P. 154/5. 

1 Notteterreg J, Principeß (Paris, 1707) P.. 87 
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Hotteterre's flute chart has seven lines to represent the seven 

operational fingers. On the oboe seven fingers again are operational 

but the little finger of the right hand, instead of operating one 

key as on the flutel must operate two (on the oboe) viz. the 'great' 

and 'less' keys. The latter keys control the notes C4 and E4 flat 

respectively, Eight lines are therefore required for oboe tablature. 

Early tutors offered alternative fingerings for certain notes 

e" g. IF 4 sharp, C5' D5 ete. v and it cannot be assumed that all such 

fingerings functioned equally well on any one instriment, Hotteterre 

in some cases gave an alternative fingering for the oboe to that 

suggested in his flute tablature but said that either may prove suce- 

essful. Such alternatives are noted in the chart on Pe 154/5. 

Iater 18th century tutors often list C4 sharp as missing on the 

oboe (it was not included in Hotteterre's flute chart nor did he de- 

scribe its fingerings in the oboe section of his Principes). It 

was nevertheless a recognised note c. 1700 and Preillon-Poncein In- 

dicatod how it was produced in his fingering chart. After c. 1730 

this note did not appear in tutorst and it did not reappear until 

a special C4 sharp key was devised for its production many years 

later, 
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Fingering chart for two or three-keyed oboe 
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Fingering chart for two or three-keyed oboe (continued) 
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Freillon-Poncein La Veritable Maniere (Parist 1700) 
Fingering chart, Note the presence of double holes. 
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Chapter 8 

French-wo. odWind music -. 

Court =sical org=isations c, 1700 

33-fore 1625 the outdoor music of Louis III consisted of two 

troble shawmsl, two cornettst four tenor shawmalp two trombones and 

two bass shawms. Tho scope of this musical organisation was in- 

creased at the court of Louis XIV (1643-1715)v MA musicians were 

employed in the Chapelt the Chamber Musict 8nd in the =sic of the 

Grande Ecurie, In no other court in Europe was there such a large 

body of =sici=s vhose position was so secure or lucrative. Appoint- 
i- 

ments to the Grande Ecurie were eagerly sought aftorl and when graD- 

ted were hereditary and could be willed to whom the occupier of the 

position chosee 

The music of the Grande Ecurie was divided into five bodies$ 

(i) Trumpets 

(ii) Fifes and drums 

(iii) Violinsl Shawma, Backbutst and Cornetts 

(iv) Crumhorns ond Trumpets ma ine 

(v) Hautbois et Masettes d-g-Poitou, 

One of thb many functions of this arg, -xisation was to provide 

music for fetes and tournaments, and on such occasions the personnel 

consisted oft 

12 dessus do hautbois 

2 contrebasses de hautbois 

2 tailles, de hautbois 

2 basses, do hautbois, 
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2 dessus de comet 

2 tailles de cromorne 

2 quintes e. o cromo=e 

2 basses do cromorne 

2 trompettes marines 

12 trompettes ordinaires 

1 timbale 

La Bande rgLQe des Hautbois was formed u, nder the direction of 

Frangoin I* Each member of the band had to play the viol as well as 

the oboep the former instrument later being replaced by the violin. 

When the Bande smeciale des Violons was created by Henri - 1119 the 

oboe players were no longer required to 'doublet on violin,, but 

their contracts of employment continued to bear the title 'Hautbois 

et Violon elu Roil* During the 16th century the Bando des Hautbois 

consisted of twelve members who played oboes, and two each of sack- 

butal viol a, and cornette. Trombones and cornets a bouquin grad- 

ually disappeared from the group, but again the old title of the 

post lingered on in legal documents. In the 17th century the Bande 

des Hautbois wa a amalgamated with the Hautbois et musettes du Poitou - 

a select group of four playersq which later expanded to six., They 

played: 

Dessus do hautbois 

Hauto-contre do hautbois 

Taille do hautbois 

Basson* 

The histories of court musical organisations are in essence 

cataloguas of internal arrangements about rights of successiong 

Origirml spelling of suoh titles is retained 

&". u- a, 4, ß"i»t di-4 4. 
uktn; 

, 
tz a, 

e- 

leq4 14 t44 
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corAitions of service# paymentl and methods of appointment. Me 

following new account of the Hotteterre family contribution to the 

10 Grands Hautbois-de la Grande Ecurie shows how the system of here- 

ditary and bequeathed appointments functioned. 

1. Ilicolas I Hotteterre succeeded FrknnOig Viau in 1662 as 'Dessus 

de Hautbois et Hautre-contre de Violon'. 

2. Jean Rannes Desjardins succeeded Nicolas I Hotteterre in 1694? 

3* Jean II Hotteterre (called le Jeune) succeeded Elie Charles James 

as 'Basso de Hautbois et Taille de Violon 

4. Jean III Hotteterre (son of Nicolas and nephew of Jean II) in 

turn succeeded to Jean II's position in 16699 but died in 1683. 

5. Jean IV Hotteterre (called Jeannot) who had been active in court 

presentations since 1676 replaced Jean III in 1683. He chose his 

successor in 1723# and it is therefore certain that he was amongst 

the Douze Grande Hautbois du Roi who played at the wedding of Lonlis XV 

on 26th Octoberl 1722. He played bassoon beside his couains 

Jacques Hotteterre (called le Romain)q Nicolas II Hotteterre (called 

Colin)j and Pierre Chedeville. Eeprit-Phillipe Ch4deville (cousin 

of Jean IV Hotteterre) succeeded to Jean's position in 1723. 

6. Martin Toussaint was'Haute-contre de Hautbois et Hautre-contre 

de Violon't and was succeeded by Martin Hotteterre in 1664p but the 

latter 
. gave - up his iposition to his cousin in 1667 when he j oined the 

Hautbois-et 11usettes du Poitou, , 

7. Jean V Hotteterre succeeded Martin Hotteterre, (his, father) only 

on his death in 1712, although he had been named as his father's succ- 

essor as early as-17th Mayl 1699. 

8. Pierre de Houtevilleýwas succeeded by Louis-1 HOtteterre (son 

of Nicolas, I Hatteterre) as 'Saqueboute et Taille de Violon'. 
I 

On 

-ztý , 
a', L Npýu, 3ir (st-t " 4ýgrxf*ý in, )- 
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22nd Ja=aryv 1714 Louis I designated his position to his nephewq 

Pierre Chedeville, 

9. Nicolas II Hottaterre served as 'Hautbois du Roil until his 

death in 1727.1 Denis Martel replaced Nicolas II teLporarily until 

1728. George-Michel Daunates succeeded Nicolas II Hotteterre per- 

manently in 1728. 

10. Jacques-Jean Hotteterre succeeded Jean Laudet on 22nd Januaryt 1692 

as 'Basso de, Hautbois et Taille-de Violong. - He later succeeded 

Jacques Marillet de BOnnefons as 'Saquebouto et Dessus de Violon' 

in the Bande des Grande Hautboisq but he died in Februaryl 1720. 

Jean Bernier succeeded Jacques-Jeaa Hotteterre in the same month. 

11, Jacques Hotteterre le Romain succeeded Jacques-Jean in 1708 as 

'Basse de Hautbois et Basse de Violon', the title of 'Ordinaire de 

la Musique, du Roil having been conferred on him in the previous year. 

He took up his post as I eute, de la Chambre du Roil in 1712, a fact 

confirmed by a Royal Privilege. Red Pignon-Desetteaux gave up his 

position to Jacques in 1717. 

12. Antoine-Jacques Rotteterre (son of le Romain) took up his father's 

position as 'Basson' in June, 1746 but died shortly afterwards. 

Jean-Baptiste Hotteterre (brother of Antoine-Jacques) succeeded him 

on the 7th Julyp 1748. He died in 1770. 

Woodwind, performers were involved-in the'musical organisation 

ý-'of the'Chapel, -Royal which consisted of s 

composerp in"charge ofrthe composition of masses 

ana motets 

orchestral conductorsp of whom-two were also required 

to educate'the children of the Choir School 

'-'-'4, 'Organists, 



Pv 
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13 sopranos 

18 alto& 

21 tenors 

basses 

I copyist 

dessus do violon 

2 violes 

2 flou'%es d'Allemagne 

2 basses do viole 

-, I- contrebasse do viole 

2 bassons 

1 basse de eromorne 

Nicolas I Hotteterre was received into the Chapel Royal as 

'Basson' in 1668. Joseph Maxchand succeeded Nicolas I Hotteterre 

as 'Basse de Violon' .I 

Jacques and Andre Philidor played 'Basson' and 'Basse de Crom- 

o=e' respectively in the Chapel Royal, 

Various woodwind performers took part in the orchestra for oper- 

atic performances as part of their duties in the music of the Grande 

Ecurie. They were not always identified by 

namel and indeed the appearance of some names in contemporary pro- 

grammes or newspaper reviews reflects the social advantages and pro- 

stige which were attached to being a member of the Grando Ecurie, 

as it was not normal, for the names of mere musicians to be given in 

such contexts. The 

woodwind performers 

during the years 16 

1. L'Amour malade 

flageolet. 

following list n=es, the productions-in which 

took part (where their identities are known) 

57-1677.2' 

(1657) Jean I Hotteterre played flutep oboet and 
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2, Alcidiane (1658) Joan I Hottatorro played flute# oboop and 

flageolet. 

Les Noces do Village (1663) Jean I Hotteterro played fluto oto. 

4. Le Ballet des Muses (1666) Jean Ilotteto=o played flute. 

5. Le Carnaval (1668) Jean II Hotteterre played flute. 

6. Georges Dandin (1668) Joan II Hotteterre played flute in this 

intermezzo in La, Fote cle Veraailles, 

7. Serse (1660) Martin Hottoterre played musotte(? ) in this pro- 

duction of Cavallils opera composed to celebrate the ma=iage of 

Louis XIV. 

8. Plaisirs do Ville enchante"e, %'1664) Louis I Hotteterre played 

flute, 

Atys Jean IV Hotteterre played in this presentati on before 

Court at Saint-Germain on 10th January, 1676. 

. 00 10, ZePhir Joan IV Hotteterre played in the scene 'La Gloirel with 

his relations Louis, Coling Jean IIIj and Nicolas I Hotteterreq and 

do Plumet. The Philidors (elder and younger) played crumhorn. In 

other scenes including 'Song I [The Dre=] and 'Dieu des Flouves' 

[God 
of the Rivers]q they all played flute, and 

. 
wore joined by the 

distinguished flautiets Philbort, DesclOheauxy and Piesche. 

11. Isis This work was presented at Saint;.. Germain during the car- 

nival of 1677. The four satyres jouans de fluAtel were Louisp Joang 

Vicolasp and Jeannot Hottoterre. 

Other musicians who played fluteg-, oboog and musotto in court - 

productions included Joan Destouchesq Joan Bxumot and tho Philidors. 
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Musical forms 

The block graph on p. 144 displays tho relative popularity of 

different types of composition for flute which were current during 

the period 1690-1750 in France. One must be aware of the miscon- 

ceptions which may arise from such generalised surveyst 

W There was a considerable output of French concerto-writing 

for woodwinds during the periodg but this, it is important to notev 

was not evenly distributed over all the years from 1690-1750 as is 

implied by the chart; in fact, no French wind concertos were com- 

posed before c. 1725o 

(ii) The amount of unaccompanied solo wind musio during the 

period according to the chart appears to have been small, but this 

slightly erroneous impression is due to the fact that the chart does 

not take into account the considerable number of $improvised' Pre- 

ludes by Freillon-Poncein and Hotteterre le Romain. 

(iii) Orchestral woodwind writing is not represented. Having 

stated such reservations, the chaxt nevertheless clearly indicates 

the main areas of interest of composers of flute music (and by in- 

ference of wind music in general) during the early 18th century in 

France* 

I intend to give only a brief account of some forms (solo son- 

atap suites for two treble instrumentst etc. ) which numerically. 

speaking were demonstrably important# but which in my estimation did 

not exhibit the most distinctive contributions - yet little discussed - 

of woodwind composers during the period 1690-1750. Three such as. 

pects which will be considered in later chapters and illustrated in 

the music examples of Volume II ares 

(i) orchestral scoring for woodwinds in cpora and b, -Ulet, 

(ii) the beginning of a French concerto tradition for woodwindsp and 

(iii) the practice of improvising solo preludes on woodwinds. 
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Block graph showing popularity of types of woodwind composition. 
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* This is of necessity a rough categorisation. Numbers in brackets 
indicate compositions of approximately the same genre as that shown 
in the headings, usually called something else. 
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Suites for two treble instruments without continuo 

Large quantities of this genre were composed in Franco until 

0.1740. The title pages indicate that instrumentation could be 

very flexible; most suites were described as being suitable for 

'two flutesl oboes, violins, musettesq etc. 's The inclusion of 

musettes amongst the list of instruments for which such music was 

intended placed limitations of technique and modulation on com- 

posers due to the presence of drones which determined the rather 

inflexible harmonic orientation of the music. The similar rangos 

of the instrumental parts within one piece made these works suited 

to two instruments of the same sizog e. g. two treble recorders# and 

0 tho main composers of such pieces were the Chedevillost Waudott 

laton, Aubertt and Boismortier. 

Brief descriptions of four suites for two treble instruments 

which are readily available in modern editions will illustrate the 

characteristics of this type of composition. 

Gerrit Vellekoop in 1958 edited two suites by Hotteterre le 

Romain, ' Le Romainls, Premfeýre Suite de Pieces (Paxisi 1712) was or- 

iginally composed in B minor to suit the transverse flutel but the 

editor has effected the normal transposition up a minor 3rd into 

the key of D minor more suited to the recorder. The suite is made 

up of the following movements: 

1, Duo, Gravement. Time signature: 
ýe Key: D minor. 

Dotted notes and tied notes rxe characteristic of this movement. 

I These were published by XYZ AmsterdaMt 1958 as XYZ 641 and 718. 

Alan Davis has recently re-edited Hotteterre's Premier Livre with 

a historical introduction and commentary (Birmingh=P 1971), O--o 
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The opening section leads without a break into a section marked 'Gay' 

in which the indication Icroches egales' emphasises the contrast bet- 

ween the smooth, quayer imitative writing and the previous dotted see- 

tion. 

2. Allemande. C. D minor. 

The writing here is freely imitative. 

Allemande 

3. Rondeauq Tendre. 'Lee Tourterelles' 2. D minor. 
See comments on tongueing of the opening passage in Chapter 6, p. 86. 
The writing is again freely imitative. 

Granipusampnt- 00% 

Gigue. 6D 
minor. 8 

I 

Rondeaug Gay. 2. D minor. 
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3 6. Passacaille. 4D minor. 

Movement based on a repeated descending four-note motive trad- 

itional in passacaelia composition. The middle section brightens 

into the tonic major (the oz-ay variety of mode in the whole quite) 

and returns to D minor for the final section of the movoment. 

Opening of Passacaille 

MaAor mode central section v 

110ttoterre's Deuxie`mo Suite do Piec6s Op. 6 Paxist 1717) is 

made up of the following movementst 

1. Duo, T±ýs tendrement. 'Los heureux moments'. C. G major 

(for flute); 3', flat major (for recorder). 

This section is linked-to one marked IGaY# at croches egales'. 

Here two"themes axe combined in invertible counterpoint. 
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There is a return to the opening mood and tempo for the final three 

bars of this movement. 

2. Allemandeg Majestuousement et piquee, 'La Maxechalle do Villars 

Time signature: C. Keyt B flat major. 

I. Musette (croches pointLe ). 2i B flat major. 

4. Manuet. '3. B flat major. 

Gayo et croches 4gales 
I- Pq ^- ýft -- 

This movement has almost continual ýarallel 3rds and 6ths. 
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5. Gigue 6B flat major, 8 
Freely imitative writing* 

6. Sarabandep Lentement.. 'Ia St, Maurice$, 3. B flat major. 

TYpical secOnd-beat-in-the-bar emphasis. 

Rondeau, Gay, 2, B flat majori 

Second Rondeau in the tonic minor (B flat minor). 

In both Rondeaus the second half btedhe---ýy-ftmbegins with 

an oblique reference to the opening of the first section wk-th& 

but in an inversion -a device more conciously ex- 

ploited in many of J, S. Bach's suite movements. 

First section of ftnavyý. ýdw Rondeau 1 

L&gerement 

t., _____ . ____J. 1__ - 

First section of binazyfem in Rondeau 2 
e*, *-, 

Second section 
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8, Gigue. 

6B 
flat major. 8 

9. 'Contrefaiseurst 3. B flat major. 

Dotted rhythms are characteristic of this movement. Linked to section 

marked, 'Gay' in 
6 

time. 8 

Walter Upmeyer has edited two Pastoral Sonatas fqr two flutesp 

violins or oboes by Vicolas Chedeville (Parisl 1739). 
1 

These are the. 

third and sixth of a set of seven which comprised Les Galant'erie6 

Amusantes. 

1. These are published as Nagels Masik-Archiv 26. 

I 
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I 

Che'deville le Cadet Les Galanteries Amusantes Op. 8 (Paris, c-1739) 

Title page showing courtiers in an attractive garden landscape dancing 

a round dance to the tunes of a musette. 

A PARI S 
LAuhrar Four. 

clicz Arý Poi'vbz ln, ý'nm. d'Or, 
It- XrLe Clerc 10nii'du Rowle ti 

la ('-'rzma, d'or 
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The series contained sonatas decUcated to the fair sex of seven 

countries$ 

1, 'La Fr=gaisel 

2. ILIEspagnole' 

3- IL'Allemandel 

4- 'La Tourquoisel 

5- 'La Chinoigel 

6. 'LlItaliennel 

7. 'La Polonaisel 

The third suite contains the following movementss 

Ii Preludep Lentemento J. 'A minor ýfor flute); C minor (for 

recorder). 

Dotted notes and scalo passages in short imitative phrases are char- 

acteristic. There is some crossing of parts, but Flute I is the 

dominant voicet always taking the lead in imitations. 

Prelude 
T --4- ----4- 

/ 1% 2 
2. IL'Imperatricellp Lbgerement. 4C minor. 

3. 'La Palatinelp Musettel 'Nonchalament. 2* C major. 

The first of three movements in the tonic major* 

4. Gavotte allemanaeo 
2C 

major. 4 

5. Menuet allemand. 
3C 

major. 

The use of triplet semiquavers in duple division of the beat is 
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+ 

Ce 
0 hbande. 

t.:. stze, ý "L- bo-c 
0, Lege'rement (Rondeau) .2C minorS 4 

Chedevillels,, sixth suite comprises the following movementst 
2 

-1. Vivement 4C major. 
3 

2. 'La Signoralt Gracieusement. 8C major. 

This, movement is composed in rondo. form, and makes use of, semi- 

quaver triplets similar to-Movement 5 of Cheaeville's Suite 

WAllbmanaet mentioned above. 

'Les, Syncopes19 agevement... 4. C. major.. 

Thematic material receives fugaýo, treatment. The countersubject 

, has. frequent, syneopations, r hence,,. ýhe, title of the movement., In 

the final, bars of both. sections of.,, the binary form the parts are 

,...,, 
Jointly syncopated. 

T. 4;. LL4vw 

U-ff 

FNF 

typical of the new style fcalMt. 
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ell%% 

i 

4. Loure. 6C 
major. 43 

5. Menuet italien4 8C major. 

Suites arA sonc; tas fOZ solo Woodwind with continuo aocompanimbnt 

Woodwind composers followed'the French clavecinist tradition 

of disposing the movements of their suites in no established order. 

The basic movements of the suite which constituted an Allemande, 

Courantet Sarabandeq and Gigue (optional) were often interspersed 

with other dance types such as the Gavotte, Menuýtf and Rondeau. 

That the suite was considered simply as a selection of dance move- 

ments in any one key by woodwind composers is demonstrated by the 

frequvrt repetition of dance types within one suite. The selection 

of which movements were to be performed on a particular occasion 

was left in the hands of the playerp although (presumably) he would 

be expected not to choose to play more than one Allemandeg for 

examplet in any given performance of a particular suite. 
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Woodwind composers also : followed the keyboard tradition of 

Courante writingg'ana in general did not adopt the Italian quick 
3 

movementg, romaining in favour of a slower tempo in 
6P 

39 or 
3 

442 

time. The following example from Anne Danican-Philiaor's Premier 

Livre ft. Piece's 32our la Fltte_traversjýre. Flu`tt: ý6b_eg, Viol ont 

et Hautboisý(Parisq 1712) illustrates this French style of Courantep 

and the-indication 'crochesegales' in the case of this piece 

Emggests a, rather gentle triplet dotting applied both to the 9olo 

part and-the'accompaniment. 

The great vaxiety and frequent duplication of dance types de- 

tracted from the cyclic unity of the woodwind puiteg although the 

unity of key (but not of mode) was strictly observed. The titles 

of the movements from Hotteterre le Remain's Suite in G MaJor for 

flute and continuo (Paris, 1708) are indicative of the change which 

had overtaken the individual dance movementep the suite becoming 

a series of genre pieces with titles suggesting their point of in- 

spiration. 

1. Prelude 

2. Allemandet L'Atalantet 

3. Sarabande, 'La FiSe'llel 

4. Petit air tendre 

5. Gavotte en rondeaup ILa Maillebois' 

6. Rondeaut 'Le Baron' 
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7. Allemande, IL& Casoade do Saint 01(>ud' 

8. Sarabande, 'La Guimon' 

9. Couranteg IL'Indifferentel 

10. Rondeau tendre, 'Le Plaintiff 

11. Menuet tendret 'Le Mignon' 

12, '- Gigueq 'L'Italiemel 

This practice of giving titles to suite movements was 

corrtemporary English keyboard composers, and its adoption satis- 

fied the French penchant for linking literary allusions with music, 

though in no senjose was the musical content of such movemen's necess. 

arily programmatic. 

In lute and clavecin suites the Prelude was the only non-dance 4 

movemerstp and a highly rhapsodic interpretation was characteristic 

of some of Louis Couperin's Preludes; this style was notated through 

the use of free time values. The neaxest equivalent of this impro- 

visatory style in woodwind terms is to be found in the unbarred 
#4 

Preludes of Hotteterre le Romain's L'Art de Preluder (Paris, 1719). 

Preludes in woodwind suites are played in strict time. 

Sonatas for solo woodwind and continuo contain some dance move- 

mente. For example# Naudot's Sonata in G major Op. 11# Woo 5 for 

flute or musette contains, two dance movements, viz. a Sarabanao and 

Giguet out of a possible five. Anne Danican-Milidor's Sonata in D 
*4% 

minor from his Premier Livre de Pieces contains one dance movement, 

viz. a Courantegagain out of a possible five, Other movements in 

these sonatas are headed simply with either a tempo indication or 

else with the term 'Fugue'. 
-The 

latter axe simple two-part contra. 

puntal pieces which show none of the polyphonic complexities of 

fugues by J. S. Bach. The R. H. of the continuo is non-thematic and 

merely supplies suitable harmonies for the two outer voices. 
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Contrapuntal subtleties, howevorp wero not altogother'lackingg and 

indeed the final movement of the Philidor sonata mentioned above 

presented tvo themes in invertible oounterpoint. 

Fu,, a,, u-e I 

IV,., b wv I 

Unaccompanied solo woodwind music 

Apart from the large collection of Preludes by Freillon-Poncein 

and Hotteterre le Romain the amount of unaccompanied solo music for 

woodwinds was small. Hotteterre wrote two pieces f or solo flute or 

recorder as his contribution to the traditions of battle and echo 

pieces, respectively entitled La Giýerre and Echos. In the M&. of 

the latter the music is marked off in sections 'Fort' and 'Douxt 

(see p,,, 173)# and the lengths of phrases echoed constantly vary. The 

effectiveness of the piece is enhancea if it is perfo=od by two 

playersp one (off-stage) playing the echoes. 

4 

At ba-r 62 
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II Preillm-Pancein and H-Ottetorre did much to encourage amonget 

woodwind Play"S the Practice Of improvising a Prelude in the key 

of a piece about to be performed. It served the very simple pur. 

poses of (i) 'settling in' the player's lip, and (ii) getting his 

instrument up to the correct playing temperature before tuning for 

a performance with continuo accompaniment. The detailed instructions 

which Hotteterre gave in his L'Art de Pre'luder about performing Pre- 

ludes and the copious musical examples he provided (see Volume III 

pp. 68-85) suggest that. Hotteterre was less than satisfied with con- 

temporary perfor-meral attempts at improvising Preludes. If they 

were seldom played adequately a. 1700# the problems of reviving a 

lost tradition must be doubly acute two and a half centuries later. 

Harmonic progressions ý 

Especially at cadences and in melodic sequences the harmonic 

progressions of accompanied woodwind music of the period 1690-1750 

in France became predictable and stereotyped. At cadences the use 

of a secondary 7th chord followed by a4-3 suspension and res.. 

olution was almost automatic. This possibly nxoso due to French 

concern over the 'note sensIblel (Hotteterre wrote at length about 

it in Chapter7 of his LArt de Preluder) and rronch composers liked 

to clinch even transient modulations; the cadence they devised was 

the most unequivocal way of achieving thisg with orwithout hemiola, 

Chromatic chords were. rare, 

In the solo writing for woodwinds there'is a strong sense of 

haxmonic underlay. Indeed the melodic lines of Hotteterre's Preludes 

at times come close to providing a 'self-harmonisation', and it, is 

not difficult to imagine the effect of the intelligent player 

I 
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JudiciouGlY emphasising the harmonically important notes of a melody 

in a resonant room. The skill wchibited in writing this type of 

music for woodwinds shows Hotteterre's appreciation of subtle qual- 

ities to which the ear may (often subconciously) re W nd, The 

'harmonic approach' to writing Preludes was emphasised by Hotteterre 

in his L'Art-de T41uder. His methods of extemporisation to produce 

melodic extension were based on progression through implicit or ex, 

plicit modulations each added phrase bridged the gap between the 

cadence of the previous key centre and that of the following cadence. 

In the case-of Ilotteto=e's Duo le Fargis ot Ronaeau-ch=pestre 

the harmonic implications of the two-part writing for flutes or 

recorders are so clear that it would seem preferable to perform 

this piece in its original version rather than with the addition of 

a continuo which the composer supplied at a later date. In the case 

of Boismortier's Concerto for 5 flutes_ Op. 15 No. 1 (see Volume 119 

pp*jjS-q; ) the continuo part was again optionalt but in the event of 

there not being five flutes for a performance it was the 'composer's 

intention that the work should be performed with (say) three flutes 

and thc- continuo filling in the harmony and the remainder of the 

parts where possible. 

J. Hotteterre le Romain and other wind composers of his period 

made use of descending bass motives: 

Suite in-E minor Allemande, 'La Fontainebleau' J, Hotteterre 

4e5 ýo b«7 k1ý747 *ý 7ý (0 
14 15 
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In some cases such patterns were repeated over and overt and the move- 

ment thus evolved into a chaconne or passacaglia (see Freillon-Pon- 

cein's Passacaille for flute and bass, Volume II, pp. 106- 113). 

Some suite movements demonstrated a cyclic harmonic approach to 

composition. The harmonic 
' 
framework of the Sarabande,, from, Hotteterre's 

Suite in E minor was basically identical to that of the Air. from the 

same suite. 

Suite in E minor Sarabande, 'Le DePart' J. Hotteterre 

(Bar 22) 
ýON A 

ýl 
41 

Suite in E minor Air, 'Le Fleuril J. 'Hotteterre 
Gavment T' . 6.4- -W . 

I 

Suite in E minor Sarabandep 'Le Depart' J. Hotteterre 

a6 #00w-%ý 
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The two Preludes which illustrate the concluding section of 

Hotteterre's L'Art-do-Weluder show an extensive range of modulat- 

ion which anticipated J. S. Bach"s AS Preludes and. Fugues in com- 

prehensiveness; but Hotteterre was only one of many 17th century 

composers in FTancep Englandt and elsewhere to have experimented 

in this way with modulation and the associated problems of temper- 

ament. The performance of pieces in remote keys such as those to 

which the Preludes modulate presented difficulties to flautists of 

Hotteterre's dayp but they were always conscious of the need to 

correct and compensate for faults of intonation to a degree which 

is strange to the flautist of today playing on his multi-keyedl 

equally tempered instrument, On the ono-keyed flute and early reed 

instruments correction of intonation in these remote keys was 

possible through embouchure control (see my fingering-chart for the 

one-keyed flute on P-151) to within a semitone sharp or flat of 

the 'natural' note. 

Despite the apparent freedom in modulation which was exhibited 

. 01 in the finn-I two Preludes of L'Art de Preluderg the stabilisation. 

of temperament was not sufficiently far advanced while Hotteterro 

was composing for complete freedom in choice of key to exist. The 

terms '-point usitez' 
[not 

used] and 'Deu usitez' 
[little 

used] 

appeared in conjunction with some arpeggios in the complete table 

of arpeggios in Hotteterre's L'Art de Preluderl so ono may assume 

that performance in some keys was purely of academic interest. 
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The common 'cycle of 5ths' harmonic, progression(s) evolved in 

Germany and Italy were adopted in France c. 17009 and the harmonic 

schemes of some of Hotteterre's wind pieces used these progressions 

as episodic material. The harmonic implications of one of his Pre- 

ludes bears a striking resemblance to a passage in one of Handel's 

flute or recorder sonatas: 

0 

4 

f 
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I'Art de Preluder (Paris, 1719) J. Hotteterre 

Preludes pour la flute-a-bec, F majorg 2nd Prelude. 

.L 

Implied harmonic basis: 
f6; 

P1 I- 6odM= -III 101C IIIII P-1 1 I-A 1 1-4 IL ism= 

(Bar 10) 

Sonata in F major for recorder'and basag Op, 1, No, 11 Handel 

lp lp 

IIIr IL 1.1 F Et 
Opp- -snow 

20) 
A. i 

w 

Gay 
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Transposition 

The wide variety in sizes of instrumont in the 17th and 18th 

centuries led players to transpose =sic freely to mako it suitable 

for the range of their instrument(e). In Chapter 10 of his L'Art 

do Preluder Hotteterre le Romain offered some practical suggestions 

about (i) transposition, and (ii) reading from different olef POO- 

itions, He remarked thats 

one cannot acquire facility in it transposition. with- 
out mugh practice; that is why one muSpersevere wJh this 
study, ' 

Decorder players normally transposed transverse flute music a 

minor third higher then the original$ the keys of F and B flat being 

much better_suited to the alto recorder"in F than the keys of D and 

G which were well suited to the transverse flute in D. Hotteterre 

dealt with this practice at considerable length, and the space he 

devoted to it perhaps gives a measure of the popularity of this prac. -- 

tice amongst contemporary woodwind players. 

1 Rotteterreg T. 'LeArt de Priluder (Paris# 1719) p. 61 
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The alto recorder in F was treated as tho-standard instrument 

of the family, and =sic for voice flute (alto recorder in D4 

fourth flate 
I (soprano recoraer in B flat), fifth flute (soprano 

4 

recorder in*C 5) and sixth flute (soprano recorder in D5) was trans- 

posed so that it could be played if the performer imagined himself 

to be fingering the standard alto recorder in F. Flauti piccoli 

(see Chapter 9 p. 210) were fifth flutesj, i. e. soprano recorders 

in C5i and played in octaves with violins, flutest and oboes. 

Francois Dieupartj a French composer who settled in Englandg 

published his six harpsichord suites in a version for violin or 
pý /701 

recorder and'continuo, in Amsterdam 2 The violin part was 

writtea at pitchl but above each suite Dieupart gave instructions 

for transposing this part for the recorder. Ouites 1-4 (he suggested) 

may be transposed a minor 3rd'higher and played on the voice flute 

using alto fingering. Suites' 5 and may be transposed a tono 

higher and played on the fourth flute. There is no problem for 

suitos 1-49 but the transposition given for Suites 5 and 6 would 

work only if the performer imagined himself to be f ingoring not the 

alto but the soprano recorder. It is therefore possible on this 

eviaenco to aeduce that soprano fingering was used in France or 

England at that time* 

Playing with continuo accompaniment 

The problem of gotting woodwinds in tune with continuo instru- 

ments was naturally a real one c. 1700 because the ensmblo contained 

Lasockit D, 'The C Recorder in the 18th century' The American 
Recorder Vol. XIsNo. I (Vew Yorkt 1970). Laso i discusses 
the use of a fourth flute as a tenor or soprano. 

2 Suites all published in transposed version by Moeck 
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only two or three instruments. C. 1720 flutes started to be made 

with as many as three or fcur 'corps de-rech Uo sections Mgg I (midc 

of the flute which could be substituted to alter the overall pitch 

of the instrument). The problem of tuning was lose acute with the 

harpsichord than with an instrument producing sustained tone such 

as the chamber organ. It was normal to give added support to the 

bass of the continuot and the choice of instrument for this purpose 

depended on tonal balance. The bassoon provided a suitable bass for 

the obool while gentler string tone blended more successfully with 

the, recorder and transverse flute. The portrait of a group of 

-=isicians in the National Galleryq Londong newly discussed by Bate 

_in 
The Flute (Londonq 1969)t shows flautists La Barre and Hotteterre 

le Rommin accompanied by Maxin Marais playing viol da gamba, and 

pFcrrides support for thi. s view of flute accompaniment, 



Portrait known as 'de la, Barre and Musicians' attributed to Tour- 
niýeres (c. 1710). 

190 
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Contemporary French harpsichordists usea the inutrument richly 

in their realisations of continuo parts. One of vory f ew examplon 

of written-out continuo parts by 
1 
contemporary woodwind compoeors 

is quoted by Dr. Peter Williams. It is taken from Michel do la, Ba=e e 

Allemandeg 'La Mariano' for flute and harpsichord from his Piec'e's 

he traversiýre (Paris, 1703)p and the composer's real. pour la Fl'u 
2 

isation is shown by extracts. Theorists such as St,, Lambert laid 

emphasis on usirZ the tenor and bass ranges of the contemporary 

French haxpsichord9 and this would be the sound quality to aim at 

ýn performing continuo parts of these early wind works. Distinctive 

features of French continuo playing style includedt 

(i) low spacing of chords, and 

(ii) the restrained use of non-harmonic notes, 

k4U4 

2 tL. ft / tAt &-4 

H 
olfr4 &4. fl 

" -. 1_1- - 14 

" L" 

1 Williams, P,, Figured Bass Accompaniment II (Edinburgh, 1970) 
Example 96. See also the author's comments on pp. 83-84* 

-, 2 Saint Lambert, M, do, N Nouveau Traite" do I'Accompagnement du 
Clavecin (Paris, 1707) 
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Chapter 

I 
Orchestral scoring for woodwinds 

The arrival of Italian composers in France encouraged by Mazarin 

c. 1647 had a profound influence on French sacred and secular music. 
Cambert and Lully created the 'dramatic' orchestra to accompany opera 

and ballet. They gave increased importance to the string bocy as a 

whole set against the vocal mass. Within one century, through the 

efforts of Chaxpentierg Maraisq Monteclair and Rameau, the French 

orchestra originally borrowed from the Italians had surpassed its 

model in powerv ýblourfulness, and dramatic point. 

Violins formed the backbone of Cambert's orchestra. Generally 

divided into four parts, it wove a heavy type of counterpointq and 

only some passages for flute lightened the rather monotonous mood. 
Cambert did attempt some variety in his effects. The overture to 

Pomone for example begins with a canon for four voicesp continues 

with a French-style Allegrog and concludes with an echo paýqsage. The 

ritornello passage for three flutes (recorders) which so excited Cam- 

bert's contemporaries is of interest, but the tone colour wan by no 

means original as Mersenne's Gavotte for recorders demonstrates. 

Gaore four le; Flafles dotice;. ' 

I 
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Note 

This instr=ental pieceq taken from Mersenne's Harmonie Universelle 
(1636), was composed by, Sieur Henry le Jeune. As can be seen above 
he wrote for recorders in various C clefs and in the P clef, but 
Mersenne did not clarify the problem of which instruments the short 
piece was intended for. It does not fit Mersennets normal quartet 
of 1 treblet 2 tenor and 1 bass recorderag but it does fit the pres- 
ent-day combination of 1 descant, 1 trebleg 1 tenor, and 1 bass reo- 
order. 

I 

Gavote pour les Flustes douces 
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4 

By the mid-17th century a stropg tradition of the formation of. 

oboe bands for military purposes had been established. Lully under- 
took the organisation of these bands in his timet and cQmposed and 

arranged numerous marches for oboes of different sizes. This exper- 
ience coupled to an abundant supply of excellent players. no doubt 

accounts for the regular appearance of the instrument in his operatic 
scores. During the period 1675-1725 oboes absorbed much more attent- 
ion than that given to flutes or bassoons, and they shared with trum- 

pets the most imp ortant position amongst wind instruments in the orch- 

estra. 

Air pour les Hautboist Martizi Hotteterre 
4- 

Note 

This short piece by Martin Hotteterre. was typical of many such 
military compositions for oboes contained in the 'Collection 
Philidorl houned in the library of Versailles. 

Obvious errors in the Ms are corrected without comment, and edit- 
orial additions appear wiýhin pquare brackets. The dissonances 
in bar 19 stave 3 on p. 195 are indeed striking if intentional. 

I 
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The variety of melodic inventiong" dramatic expressionp vitality 

of rhythms and colourful instrumentation characteristic of, Lully! s 

twenty operas compo I sed. during the years 1670-1687 represents a large 

step forward from Cambert's Pomoney Peines et Plalsirs de I'Amourp 

and Pastorale. As with Cambert, the bastis of Imlly's -orchestra was 

the string sectiont and he made a practice of doubling vocal parts 

with the string quartet or quintet, He also used flutes in ritor- 

nellos or playing in unison with the strings. Additional-instruments 

included trumpets and drumal oboesp bassoons,, and percussion instru- 

ments which lully featured in the =sic for his ballets& He use&, 

instruments such as the musetteg guitarp and horns to add colour to 

his divertissements. 

Plutes and oboes were given parts in all Iully's operast but on 

average they played only'in approximately six scenes in each, Vocal 

solos were accompanied by a baeB partq and when instrumental parts 

were written they were more often than not only for two violinst or 

sometimes two flutes or oboes, Ritornellos were likewise senrod for 

a three-part orchestra. Plutes and oboes were used in danceep, mar- 

cheat and sometimes in ritornellost but there was generally no written 

out part for them in the score in fuller ensembles, Bassoons appear- 

ed only irregularly in the scoresq 

Lully's wind parts were atylistically stereotypedt and were laid 

out in the score similarly to his string parts. When they did appear 

in the score the two flute or oboe parts (or both combined) either 

(a) duplicated the first and second violin parteg 

(b) replaced themp or 

they (more rarely) alternated with the string group in short 

- phrases. Of these three possibilities the first was the most common* 
A 

The only direction required in the score was the heading 'Flutes et 
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violons' or 'H=tbcds't flutes et violona4, 'They cxmtinued playing 

in unison until the enA of the movementf or until some further dir- 

ective such as 'Violons' or I'Violons sqUI I was given in the score. 

In . movements headed 'Pour les violons et lea flu'tes' again the in- 

tention was that the first flute should play in unison with the 

first violins and the second flute with the second violins, These 

direotions were interpreted in two imyss 

(a) the wind instruments could be added to the stringsip or 

(b) they could replace them' 0 The method adopted was not always 

made clear. On Ahe other handq directions were given which indi- 

cated, quite definitely when oboes and flutes were to play alone or 

in combination, They were given two independent parts in the score 

and were accompanied by the continuo, but writing for winds was not 

idiomatic and showed little distinction from string parts. If it 

were not for the written directions on instrumentation it would be 

impossible to tell one from the other. As mentioned in (c) above 

Lully did exploit the juxtaposition of wind and string tone, but he 

used the device timidly$ and due to his practice of not vriting for 

woodwinds in more than two parts any alternation between woodwind 

and strings lacked fullness on the part of the wind forces. 
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Occasionally in Lully's scores flutes d'Allemagne were specified 

and it may be assumed from this that recorders were normally used. 

The somewhat limited compass of Lully's violin parts of rather less 

than two octaves was imposed on flutes and oboes whether or not they 

played alone or in unison with the strings. While this range was well 

suited to the oboe# it did not cater for the more brilliant upper reg- 

Ister of the flutep and there was no discernible difference between 

parts for oboe and those for flute. Lully had not yet grasped the 

possibilities of independent woodwind and string activity in his scor- 
ing. 

I 

1-1 Thesee Luily 
A 

Fliite d'Allemagne 

#I Thesee Lully 
Hautbois 
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Ially rarely employed all the foroes of I%IA or-ahestra, as a tutti. 

He preferred the use of an elementary type of dialogua amongst instru- 

mentst or between instruments and voices. For example, in the pro- 

logue to Pe4tea do l'Amour oboes and musettes answer one another in 

a musical dialogue. In another instance the mass of, strings, trum- 

pets and drums is set off against a lively ritornello played by 

oboes (Magee). Lully adopted a formula for oboes and flutes whereby 

some variety was given to his orchestration. On more than one occ- 

asiong after a trilliant tuttip two oboes or two flutes playing in 

thirds played a repeat of the tutti material with a most charming 

effect, He sometimes wrote a complete piece for flutes or oboes 

(Thes5ev Act 49 Scene viii). Better than any other composer of his 

timo lully understood the dramatic role of the flutes in the orchestra, 

Sometimes they were substituted for the oboes to soften the tone of 

the trumpets or violins. The disposition of the tutti in Theseet 

Act 5v Prelude to Scone viii illustrates this feature, and the parts 

are distributed as followst 

2 trumpet parts 

2 flute parts 

string parts 

Figured bass 

The role of the flute on some occasions was even more speoialp and 

the choice of instrument had a definite function in terms of dra- 

matic M ression. How affective are its sighs when in Act 3 of 

Isis Pan deplores his misfortunes! Two flutes playing in thirds 

accompany the plaints of the God of the Forrests. The flutes ful 

fill a similar function in Act 19 Scene ii of Psyche In the 

r e) P "lude pour I'Amourl from the, Triomphe do I'Amour Lally struck 
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a note of antiquity, These 'flutes' would normally have been recorders, 

but Lully su, 99ested that performance on transverse flute would be accept- 

able - it is impossible to say where his preference lay. ' 

t 

I 
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Charpentierts Med"' ee (1693)'wag. one of the most remarkable scores 

to appear between Lully and Rameau. The role of instruments is more 

clearly defined and expressive than in Lally's works. The chorusp 

'Q; ie dl! Rais bataillons's is accompanied by trumpetol drumap oboesp 

violinst and bassoon, and the latter instrument is charged with a 

very important part. Ln Italian aria is accompanied by a trio of 

flutest and the ritornello of the Fant'O"Mes aimables is scored for 

fluteg oboep bassoong and continuo, 

I Marin Marais produced fileyone (1706) which represented a land- 

mark in the treatment of instruments, Instrumental parts were to 

a greater extent than before independent of the vocal lineal which 

in turn moved with a greater freedom. The orchestra for the tem- 

pest in L12yone consisted of bassoons, violinsp violast 'cellos, 

double bassesl and bass drum. 

French operatic tradition was carried in a lateral direction 

with the works'of Campral Destouches, . Mouret#'Collinp'Mýmontg' and 

Lacoste. One composer only contributed anything-of'significance in 

orchestral'termso, This was Monteclair, whose Jepthe' (1732) served 

as an intermediate point between Rameau and. the composers vho pre- 

ceded him. In fact, ' it'was after a performance of that 

Rameau was inspired to compose for the stage. 

Th Ie overtiire to Jerthe'used the'traditional, four staves, the 

first having a G'clef on the first'line. Manuscript parts show that 

the G clef part was pleqed by all violinsl flutes and oboes in unison. 

Without lists of players. (which existed after 1752) one has to con- 
4,1 

mat orchestral partsrather than full-scores to find out the num- 

bers of players to a part since their names were often inscribed at 

the top. The complete parts'of Jopthe are lost'p"but an approximate 

guide to numbers may be got from those of Achille et De-idamie (1735) 
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by rampra, He gwve the following numbers$ 

8 first violins 

8, second violins 

3 haut-contre 

tailles 

4 continuo instruments , 
8 'cellos and double basses 

5 flautists 
5 bassoonists 

1 truMet player 

1 horn player 
1 

percussion player 

(Parts for lot and 2nd oboeq piccolog and 

musette are missing. ) 

These figures suggest, that six violas had to balance more than twenty 

players of violinsq flutes and oboesq and more than fifteen string 

basses and bassoons, This would produce a very distinctive tonal, 

blend, totally different from present-day. orchestral balance, 

Scene ii of JePth included dances, a Rigaudon, and a Mermet, 

vhich features the alternation of a reed trio (consisting of two 

oboes and bassoon) with the string band. Then occurred a 'Douce 

oniel for three voices which wps scored, as. followes 

let violins and lst flutes in unison 

2nd violins and 2nd flutes in unison 

-t Bass part played by 'cellOS and bassoons in unison, 

After the vocal trio for Lpollont Polymie and Terpsichore the 'Douce 
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sycrikonial returns, saomed --thin +JmQ tor tour VOLC()OS 

st ý"Yiaift 
2nd. violins 

_(without 
figured bass) violas and bassoons. 

In Scene iv Verite air'ým accompanied only by two independent 

flute parts and violins, I. short duet for two sopranos is then ace. 

ompanied by two violin parts doubling the soprano lineep and the 

flutes maintain their independent partsj The bass is supplied by 

Violas playing almost always in their highest register, and this 

gives a feeling of lightness and clarity to the ensemble. 

Significant changes in orchestration occurred between the 1732 

and 1733 editions of Je-p-the. In the edition of 1732 one passage 

was scored in six partst viz. 

Soprano recorder- 

Hante-contre de la-flýte-ý-beo 

. 1, Taille et quinte de la flu***te-a-bee 

lphise. (ýoprano) 

Bass, recorders 

However the 8=0 passage from Lact 49 Scene i in the 1733 edition was 

scored fov 

Recorder 

Transverse flute 

Iphise 

Violins and violas in unison 
- .&. I 

In the 'Shepherds' Marchl in Scene iv oboesp musettes, and 
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bassome vere, mapposeL to process -round the theatre. The first Pas- 

toral was scored for two musettes and bassoon; in the second oboes 

reinforced the musettes. - The chorus was accompanied by piceolosq 

oboes and let violins in unisong 2nd violins and violas in unisong 

, and the figured viola part formed the bass of the contirmo. Ln 

imitation of birdsong was captured using two piecoloop oboest lot 

and 2nd violineq and violas. ý The, chorux of priests (tenorat bari. 

tonest and basses) was curiously accompanied by two independent 

flute parts and figured bass., Flutes also played an important role 

in the Finale'to-the'Act; '- They were present, with lot violins and 

continuo in-Iphisels'recitati4e ! Jeýmeursl. 

Technicaldemands made on'Violinists-and, flautists in the 

operas of Lully#- Charpentierg and M=teclair were very considorable, 

and some players r0fusGdýtO perform certainpassages. What was 

deemed impossible by oneýgenerationj howeverl was played with Oqui. 

nimity by succeeding generations of performers. 

R=eau overshadowed his, -predocessors and prepared the way for 

00 Muck. In Monteclairl a, JelDthe -stringed arul wind instruments had 

been one above anotherg' there was only restricted rhythmic activityl 

and in general instruments doubled vocal parts, In Rameau's 

Hi]2Ro1jje et Ixicie more individual roles were adopted for the instru. 

mentst and although the orchestra accompanied the chorus thero was 

little of the continual doubling which one finds in the earlior work, 

Rameauls orchestra for the TeIM21o de-la Gloire consistod ofs 

1st violins 
lot oboes 

2ndviolins 

2nd oboos 
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ist flute and piccolo 

let trumpet 

2nd trumpet 

Hautes-contres 

Tailles 

Tymballes 

let bassoons 

2nd bassoons 

Basses 

jLs can be seen from the above list Rameau reduced the French string 

orchestra from five to four basic parts, and thus brought it into 

line with contemporary usage elsewhere, His string parts wore 

written out in the following orders 

let violins 

2nd violins 

violas 

$cellos and basses 

Vo early French operatic scoro was complete without its thunder- 

storm or an imitation of birdsong - ouch were the fashions of the 

age - and Rameau indulged his public with appropriate twittoringe 

from the woodwind. 



'Ramage des oiseaux' from Le Temple de la Gloire 
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J. P. Rmeau 

S 

I 
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The tempest in Rameau's Zais was scoretl for two flutes playing 

in thirdes In eels'aria'in Les Indes galantes the flutool sus- 

pensions acted as a foil to the rapid scales of the violins, rop- 

resenting as they did the-releaso of the Lutans. An elegant paesago 

for piccolo simulates the wind of the Zephyrs. 

Rameau regularly wrote wind parts in his operas for flutost 

oboesl and bassoonsp each intwo parts, His writing for woodwinds 

had a variety of texture which was sadly lacking in his predecessors' 

Wrks. Rameau's flutesq -oboes and bassoons fulfilled generally one 

of three main purposes* 

(i) They were nor=lly, engaged'in'doubling the string parts in 

-conventional early 18th century style, 

They sustained harmonyq providing a much more solid harmonic 

trentional two oboes and bassoons, The add. background than the corr 

itional bassoon part made it possible to havo six-part harmony in 

the woodwind, 
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J. P. Rmeau 

f 
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I 

I 
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They played independent solos. Oboes were sometimes given a 

degree of independenceg but often doubled 1 at and 2nd violins in the 

conventional way. Bassoons either filled in middle harmoniesq played 

solost or doubled the bass line. Rameau's flute parts were'written* 

for transverse flutesq and lay well up in the second octave producing 

a more characteristic sound than previously when they had been con- 

fined solely to their lower register. 



Hippolyte et Aricie, Act 2t Scene iii 
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J. P. Rameau 
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Sme stimilus was given to orchestral music (apart from its 

association with 9ýera)-bý', the establishment in Paris of the Concerts, 

Spirituels in 17259 but achievements in scoring for the concert orch- 

estra lagged behind, that 'of 'the operatic, orchestra 
-for 

most of the 

18th 'century. Instrumentation f or the symphony remained less derve. 

loped than that for the accompaniement of the lyric scene$, and symph- 

-, -., 'ýonic scoring consisted basically of writing for string quartet with 

two oboes added 'ad libl. Such a work as J. F. Rebel's Les Memento 

T An7the 'direction (1737), howeveýc,, showed interesting'"t ends' of pro- 

, granme musict with : flutes imitating. running water' and a represent- 

ation of 'Chaos' portrayed in a confusion of harmony - the opening 

ý, '__chord contains all the notes of the diatonic octave. 
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I 
Les Elements J. P. Rebel 

S 

'Chaos 

ist aessus Very slow 

2nd dessus--- 

Flutes 

et Taille __j r 
p 

Clavecin f 

Moderato 

II 
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Chapter 10 

The býginning of a Prench'concerto tradition for'wood, ýinds. 

14though the', concerto, arrived. fresh'. 
'on', 

the rrench woodwind acene 

c., 1725,. from Italyg,, interactionbetween, French, and Italian nusio had 

existed, for some.. time. 
, 
Francois-, Couperin found an entir-gly personal 

solution to-, the problem of, unitingthe, two, styles. The Italian son. 

ata had, been, completely, asaimilate6g,. and Prancoeur, Muval and Senaille 

were far. from being mere imitations of, Corelli, 
- 

The woodwind sonatas 

of IKLavets Boismortier and Waudot were typically French. It is reason- 

able to, expeot that,. a new formp once, accepted as suchp should be dealt 

with in terms of, a national, acethetic but the., concerto brought with 

it from Italy some stylistic elements which were inseparable from it. 

Such elements as the notorious unison themes based on scale paissagee 

or on the tonic arpeggio, fax from being identified, solely with Vivaldit 

were simply the outward signs of a now style whose development was 

closely allied to the concerto (See Volume, Up 'p. 12' 5 

Was it possible to write a concerto'solely in the French style? 

j. S. BaCh's B minor Ouverture was, basically'a concerto in the Prench 

style as viewed by an, intelligent. and perceptive German. composer. 

The native answer came however, from a juxtpposition of the two stylea; 

a concerto by Mavet separated two Vivaldi-type, lllegros with two 

Parisian Gavottes. It was in their slow movements in which Prench 

composers enjoyed a greater freedom of expression that they returned 

to the style which was dearest to them. Perhaps the interruptions 

in tempi which occurred in Boismortier's Op, 15 were due to the co%. 

poser's desire to subject the'listener to familiar masio'b6foro open- 

ing up new horizons. The concerto'finale was closely identified with 
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livcay, Menuets, or, Gigues which formed the obligatory conclusion to 

all , suites i to such an extent that diff erenoes ý between the French 

and Italian concerto were largely centred on the first movement. A. 

number of movements. by. Boismortierg Corretteg, and (more especially) 

Vaudot, could pass f or Italian - except perhaps - for -a- certain re- 

straint in their less, flambuoyant treatment- of ornamentation, In 

Corrette Isý Comic, Concertos, the precomposed themes - (of ton popular 

songs) ý, demonstrated Italian, chaxacteriaticsi They equally employed 

a compositional'technique typical of sonata, composers-buti until 

that timor-absent fromý. the. concerto, viz. cyclic compositiong which 

consisted-of. composing several movements on the same rhythmically 

modified themai Corrette was highly skilled- in this -tochniquo; 

The Giguo of . 
Panting Olo.,, 17) became - tranef ormed into a, delightful 

Menuets 

I %. 1, 

However# in these 'light-hearted pieces, the spirit ý ofý Vivaldi 

was never, absent for very long, Thus in Concerto Wo. -180 due to, the 

chords usedq the,, theme, of. La Touriere, (transposed, also-into-a menuet 

in the finale)-was-introduced-in-the first movement, bya-distinctly 

Italian melody., - 

Typesýof` composition 

It is curious to note that the first French wind concertos were 

for five fluteag an instrumental combination for which there was no 
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Italian precedent. Boismortiert s main contribution lay in his ability 

too seek -out ý. unusual tonal'ý combinations experimenting'An-a manner 

which, was strange -, to his contempories, He wrote in 1732 some oon. 

certos for two flutes without bass which should not be confused with 

the sonatas. for,, two flutes'-which made, up: a,, considerable portion of 

his output. - ýA -, large, measure of 'unison writing I was sufficient' to dis. 

tinguish, the concertos -from ý the, sonatas. ý Although, the upper parts 

were, more florQidj- they wereý not 113010ists Ir concertoW. In the Con. 

I. certo 5 for flute, violin, ý oboe, bassoon and bass, OP, 37 (1732) 

each, instrument , in, turn had its, solo 9., and, when ý they, played together 

they formed the-tutti., -, ýiThis, oonceptionihad its equivalent (perhaps 

its origin? ). in the works of'Vivaldi. (Pincherle 829 207,323t360, ý 

and 403). ý Besides. -the-concertosywhich did not-fit into any oate. 

goryv there were, two fairly ý clearly I- defined, types s 
(i).. ConcertoaA. The, -trio was the, basis-of allAnstrumental music 

of the'early 18th-, centuryi. andý'it-ia! easylto demonstrate how the con- 

certo a 4-was-derived from it, The title, of Corrette's OP, 

'Six concertos vourýles, flOtes., violons., ýhautboiaI was more,, accurately 

described as t. Trio- et -concerto, pour troisý, flAtes., haqtbois. 
-ou 

violon gI 

avec - la basse The Odd-numbered movements Only -made use Of 'two flutes 

and bass withoutýany indication-of soloýparts. ý They-were composed 

in two sections separated by-repeat bars; they-were simply trio son- 

I atas. In the even-=nberea, =vements on. the oontrary the atylo was,.., 

certainly that-of, the., concertot-withiindication such as 'tuttif and 

isolol, The firsý flute'played by far the mostImportant roiLeg but 

some solos were entrustea to the, second flute*, The, third. waa'puroly 

a ripieno instrument doubling the, first flute part in theo, tuttis., 

On occasion in the slow movements it'enriched tho writing, by adding 

a fourth independent voice, Exactly tho, same comments are'aPplicable 
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t'O - Boismortiorl s Opo 21 o' It was' in his Oý0' 27'(1729) that ho wroto 

h -f irst'true French solo 'concerto '-'for ýbassoomp -'In this work the is 

bassoon -played, entirely, independently#7 accompani6d 'only by a string 

trio, '"'r ` ý-ý* '. ". 1. ýIIIýý. . 

In'the choice of', treble 'instruments the decisions wero again 

-made by, Boismortiert'as the titlo, ýof his' Op. 20 indicatods 'Six 

concertos for' transverse fluteel' violins', oboes,, with bass' (1730)'o 

In the-absence of-this score, it is in Corrotte's Op. 4 that we 

first find the next solo concerto for -flute. ' The' first four oxamplo .a 

Of ()P-' 4 were still' in three parts p and the fifth was a sonata. , BAt 

the' sixth' cl early -highlight ed'a solo flute with'throo- accompanying, 

parts (two violins* and-bass). ý In the final'o the fluto'entered after 

38 bars restt'which'throw into relief the contrast"d tho string- 

tuttis'and the'solo'sections discreetly accompanied by strings. ý 

Bjavet? s concertos systematised and developed this trendt omitting 

the flute from, each tuttiq and enlaxged the solos'considorably, 

having at the end ofeach section a'-clear-cut cadence. His concerto- 

scoring technique was similar to * that- of 1 Vi-ýaldi t -except for the ab. 

sence of 'violas., It was in this form that Waudot' adoptoa'tLo, con- 

certo in'his Six Concertoel 4 --(OP- 17). He exPanded'the'slow move.. e 

ment into'a form to"which'he gave'(on at'least'bne occasion ý- No. 3) 

a breadth and, maturity'worthy"6f Handel. '(Mlavet adapt6d for tho 

flute and published 6ome'airs bY Handel; ' it ", ýas very-likoly that his 

colleagueg, Naudott knew 61 thbse-works; )-' 

This development which led'fromýthe'trio`to the"concorto a"4 

was entirely logical; the titles of Corrette's Comio Concertos dem. 

In'thetfirst"onesp-ý'for examplot- ono'comosfacro'so, onstrato this. 

-k=m&nta4sueh ass 'Concerto forl flutest or violinst' with bass'., 

From the fifth concerto onwards there'appoaxed the following''changes 
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Concerto "'a 4 : fOr-1 : flutO and, two violins# with bass', -Prom 

the, tenth onwards' was confirmed the combination/opposition of a 

soloist and orchestral parts: 'Concerto ., for flute ,,, with 

parts, for., two violins and bass'. It is notableg howeverl that this 

type of nomenclature was familiar in the Neapolitan schoolg and was 

regularly employed by Alessan4ro Soarlattig Francesco Barbellal and 

Domenico Sarrij, and one should not exclude the possibility of their 

influences in France* 

(ji) Concerto "a 'a 
-5 

and 7. Even though they were much lose numerous 

concertos a5 were no less typicalp offered rich possibilitiosq and 

corresponded to the combination of a soloist with four orchestral 

parts. The concortos a7 belonged to this typeg the third violin 

and the bassoon only being ripieno instruments doubling respectivoly 

the first violin and the bass. It was not a question in their case 

of a similar development to that of the concerto "a 4 being based on 

the tric. As much as can be certain with vague chronology it seews 

that all such works were composed at approximately the same time. 

The Op. 11 of Vaudot (c. 1735) dated approximately from the same 

period as Bciamortier's OP. 53 (1734/5), Boismortiers with his 

spirit of inventivenossp may be credited with'the I introduction of 

the concerto a 5. It is impossible to date Baffardin's concertos 

a 5s be. one was played in Paris in May, 1737, at one of the Con. 

corts Spirituels, The Concertos Op, 7 by Leclair wore published 

in 1737, but it is certain that some were performed at a Concert 

§Dirituel in 1733, and it was possible that his examples anticipated 

all others, 

If one could trace an intermediate point of development between 

the concerto 4 and that a5 or 'a 7 it would be' in the so-called 

trios of Vivaldi, Bat the French composers were too meticulous 
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(except on: occasion --Baffaxdin) to treat, a viola part'as a simplified 

doubling of the bass line. - ý' ---ý -ý' -" ' -I -, ý-, Iý 

structure i--. -ýl -, !ý: '-ý' T"t r" ý -, ý '. ` "", -II 

'What above all charaoterised the French concerto was its tri- 

partite formt Alleg" - Lonto Allegro, and to a looser extent its 

more ur less Italian style. In 1727t the year of Boismortier's 

OP. 5s four concertos were published in Paris by Michel Mascittir 

a pupil of Corelli. Two were in five movemontsq one in four, and 

the last only in twoq viz., a Vivace and a Passacaglia with var- 

iations. By contrast Boismortier's six Concertos a 5, for five 

flutes, OP, 5 were in three movements. The composer took some lib- 

erties with, the alternation of the speeds of each movement. Throo 

concertos adopted the movement dispositiont Adagio Allegro - 411eg=0 

(see transcription of Concerto in G for five flutosg OP, 15t No. 1 

in Volume Ii pps 118 142). 1, little later, in 1732, he wrote a 
I-ý; I,. --Iý2 

concerto for two flutes (OP. 38t No. 1) in four movements: Allegro 
4- 

3 6' 
falegro 4 Adagio JUlegro 8* Corrette also composed two comio 

concerto's in one movement! The first$ Los Tricotets (Vo. 9) [The 

Knitters] was in fact made up of three allegros strung together as 

a pot POUrrit the two outer ones in D minor and the central section 

in D major. The secondp Concerto Tura (140.15) formod a unified 

piece; it was a Turkish march whose rhythms anticipated similar pagos 

in Gluck and Mozart. 

Corrette 

Mozart: Die EntiNitung 

Bat the above exceptions to tripartite form were the only ones 
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in the repertoire of works of the period until 1750; the slow intro. 

, ductions which someýimes occurred, especially in the works of Corrotte, 

were always very short and were linked to the first movement proper, 

The. keys used varied considerably. Out of serventy-five con. 

certos' analysed the following statistics resulteds 

C maJ or 14 L major 8 
-B minor 3 

D maJ or 12 G minor 6D minor, 2 

G major 10 L, minor 5B flat maj or 2 

E minor 10 C minor 3 

ýThe-figures were falsely inflated in favour of C major since con- 

certoe which had musette or viole as one of their optional instru. 

ments, for perfor man ce by their r ýature used that key without ox'L, 

ception. It was for this reason that the Berger Portune concertoo 

of Corrette and four out of six concertos of Naudot's Op. 17 were 

in C major, It can therefore be concluded that the most popular 

key for woodwinds was D major. It is notable that the key of P. 

which was so frequently used by Vivaldi (61 times out of ap ssi 0 bl 

469) was totally absent. There was less variety between the ton- 

alities of slow and fast movements than one might expect. Out of 

75 concertos more than half (40) retained the same tonality for all 

three movementep 19 had their slow movement in the relative (12 in 

the relative minor, 7 in the relative major)l 12 in the same key but 

with the opposite mode (8 which began in the major had their slow 

movement in the tonio minor; 4 reversed this procedure). Only two 

had their slow movement in the dominant, and two other had their 

slow movements in even more distantly related keys: Corrotto's 

Concerto comique No. i in B *fl. minpr' t -mrcxj gr ht-A I J-ndcMo. ýn 

Paillardt J. F. 'Los Premiers Concertos Francais pour Instruments 
a vent' La Revue Musicale (Paris, 1955) PP! 144-148 
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and the other'p'ýCorrOite 13 49 No*-41 in G'minorv had its Adagio 

in, E flat major. Corrette'was ekeeptional in his variety of choico 

of key. He only'on three occasions finished a concerto which startod 

in tliý minor in'the'maj"ort and on ono'occaaion composed a minor fin. 

ale to a concerto in the major (6oncerio'comiclue, Boismortiort 

when he did change the key of his slow movoments# only employed tho 

relative* He was"the only composer't'o u's e -the kay of P major for 

,_I--I a slow ., mov eýnýnt'(Oj. '37s 'No. 6). 

The Allegros' 

As a. general ralo-tho, opening allegro adopted the samo form as 

the finale and, the only differonco 1! 3, y, in_tho character of tho mus- 

ical, ideas presented and in the time signatures used. The Prench 

finale'vas typified by-3 time since, 'out of 75 concertoog approximatoly 

a half (38) wereýwritton in it. (compared with the 84 concertos of 

Vivaldi whichýmado up-his printed-output of which only 24 (loss than 

J)'had'a I finale in, 3, time). -Thý formal structure was I identical to 8 

its Italian models an" , opening tI utti'in"s6veral seotionsl'oolos 

(developing ideas from those sections or introducing now themes 

or presenting formulakma passage-work), intermediate tuttis in A 

neighbouring keyel and a moro or less complete recapitulation in 

conclusion, 
Each composer mado-his. own, distinctive contribution to this 

basic plan, Boismortier strictly followed French taste; 'in his 

works the tuttis, were presented like a rondo theme while the solo 

sections represented contrasting episodes. He favoured following 

the final tutti, with a fairly extensive coda. Ho OvCn finished an 

allegro inthe major in the - tonic , minor (Soo Volume 119 Po 142). 
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Although Corretto voluntarily'f oll owed Boismortiorls'oxamplet Vaudot 

imitated Vivaldi much more olosely. '--ý He'"showod a distinct proferonoo 

for a constrUCtion ''with five tuttisj of which the last was an exact 

repetition of the, first, 'indicated 'in, the score byý the direction 

Da capo His second tutti* was 'in - the - dominant , but frequentlyt 

after a few bare he re-exposed his opening tutti material in the 

tonic. His tWO, remainirWýtuttisýco'nei'stod simPlY of modulating 

chordal- progressions, 

Mavet's concertoo'showod realskill in motivio''devolopmont 

and a remarkable economy of thematic mat6irial., His allegros con,. ý 

sisted of four tuttisi"but this was not-tho only evidence of his- 

basing his works on'tho, modele of Vivaldig'p" The first movoment was 

founded entirely-on a'4-bar themop ýrhich, was'divisible into two the- 

matic germs: 
Allegro + 

4 

and on a secondary sequential theme. The development of I. mado use 

Of chromaticism. The first tutti of the finale was based on the 

following themes 
Allegro 

I 
;+ 

It was left - to the'soloist - to ýoxpose the second theme and - to 

develop itf, cZain using, chromatic ha=ony4, 

Note that the following tutti took up the second theme after 

the first# which confirms the former's structural function. 
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Baffardin constructed his first movcment with four tuttis and 

his, finale -with, five. , Ho gave a palpable unity to his allegros by 

varying -similar motives in tho solo sootions and by introducing ý into 

the accompaniment as well as into -the flute part judicious rof oronoos 

to tho original thematic material -a practice which his pupil Qaantz 

so admired. 

It was duo to the efforts of Leclair that the istructuro of the 

allegro took on its classical balance and proportions. Such a violin 

concerto as thall; in D major (Op. 79 No. 2) for oxomplop although a 

youthful work and composed under the influence of Vivaldi and Corolli, 

already alternated numorous tutti passages and short solos, Bit all 

the concertos of his second book (and even some of the first) O. g. 

Concerto for flute or oboe Op* 7P Wo. 3, were subject to a highly 

symmetrical plang inspired by a composer who had already achiovod 

mastery in his art. Leclair also possessed a technique which had 

crystallised as a result of the influence of Locatelli and which 

allowed him to enlarge the solo passages si6nificantly. No reý 

duced to four the number of tuttis and correspondingly reduced the 

number of solos to three. An analysis of the concorto for fluto 

or oboe mentioned above shows with how mach skill Leclair used the' 

different sections of the original tutti to construct the inter. 

mediate tuttisp and how in postponing the final motive for the coný 

clusion of the movement he avoided (as Quantz advocated) the mono. 

tony resulting from too frequent repetitions or from a complete 

'Da capol. The central solo formed the mainstay of the movement; 

its proportions were vast, and the virtuosity of the soloist as 

well as the added interest in the orchestral accompanimm-t were re- 

served for this section. The other solos were extremely short. 

Very often the first solo introduced a now theme in the dominant 
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which'tho third 13010'reoaPitulAod in *the t6nic; here was cloar 

evidence"'of bithematiciBm. Thiý'Iayout wai not-'used it'is truo in- 

the Concerto' Op',, ' -7 P' Wo. ' 3 in which Leclair was content, to develop 

the-, original' ideas'ýd'th'e openir), g tutti,, 

Slow movement a 

If the plan of the allegro (with minor variations) was basically 

the same as that of the Italian allegro# tho same was not true of 

the slow movement. It is true that there was not a 'definitive' 

Vivalttt. type adagio; all types of slow movements were to be f ound 

in his COPPOSitiOrlso 

The simplest kind of slow movement was an, intermezzo of a few 

bars separating two allegros., These embryonic adagios in light. 

heaTted pieces foi a Igalant' public were often made up of only a 

few chords or a Ehort melody; Corrette's comic concertos wore ty. 

pical examples. 

]3oismortierg who in general wrote interesting slow movements, 

was usually content to punctuate the mcvement with cadences in role- 

vant keys corresponding to those into which the music had modulated, 

leaving the melody entirely free to evolve without-tho constraints 

of a formal development. Thus the adagio of the Concerto for 

parts in-E minor Op, 37v whichwas in the key of G majorg started 

with a phrase of 14 bars in the tonic, subdivided itself into 6 

plus 6 bars. A now phrase of 8 Dars (4+4) modulated to B minor, 

There followed a passage of close-knit imitations which led in 8 

bars back to the tonic, Six baxs of homophonic harmony actod as a 

foil to the preceding counterpoint and led to E minor, the principal 

key of the concerto. 
., 
A coda of two bars 3ad to the dominant B, 
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allowing a-direct link into the-finale. Unity was roinforcod by a 

process of reference derived from the old polyphonic motet and con. 

sisted of basing a new pubj on -the cadenco of tho previous phraco. 

In other cases Boismortier adopted the following forms a modulation 

to the dominantq repeat bars and a return to the tonic, The cases 

in which he confined himself to a recapitulation were exceptional. 

The andante of a Baffardin's concerto on the other hand presented 

a highly evolved version of slow movement form with very obvious 

bithematicism. His plan was as follows: A'(in D major)q bridge 

passagep B (in D major) repeat bax A tin D major)q new theme' 

(in E minorg the tonic of the concerto), A (in G major)l B (in G, 

major). HLavet wrote as an adagio two Gavottea which contributed 

a distinctly French note to a concerto which in-other respects 
was 

highly derivative from Vivaldi. The 'Arias' typical of the violin 

concertos of J. Aubert and Leclair were rarer in wind concertos. 

The only two examples which may be cited were by Naudot, viz. 9 OP. lit 

No, 6v with the torm, taffetuosol at the begiiming, a to= whi ch he 

also applied to Op. 17v No. 4, in which two arias (major and minor) 

wero indicated to be played in a ternaxy patternt At Be rOPOtition 

of A. 

In general, 
I 
composers preferred an alternation of solo and tutti 

passages whose economy approached that of the allegros. The tuttiss 

function was to introduce and conclude the movementg leaving the 

soloist to elaýorato on his own melody. I This was the mothod'adoptod 

by Corratto in his concerto Le Phenix for four leellost violas, 01. 

bassoons. If there was a desire for a more extended piece, it was 

considerod sufficient to introduce one or two intermediary tuttis 

in contrasting keys* Naudot and Laclair opted for a throo-pillarod 

tutti structure supporting two solos# the second being more extensive 
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and higai-iirought' than the f irst 

Instr=entalisto and their technique 

The transverse flute was the premier concerto wind instrument, 

the Pne which had the most, extensive concerto litoraturog and tho 

one which attracted such brilliant wOOdwind Porformors as Mavot, 

13affardint Wau6t and Philibort. CI OntemPOr9XY comments on Hichol 

Mavet (1700-1768) were oulogistict and his flute-playing talent 

seems indeed to have been exceptional. Born at Bosanjon,, he prac- 

Used his father's trade of wood-turner for ýoveral years. It was 

only by chance that a flute came into his possession; he tried to 

playg and his progress was so rapid and formidable that he soon 

became France's premier flautist, The Duke,, of Levis requested 

]Ravot to transfer to 
I 
Paxisj'and there he soon attained, the position 

5f 1pupitr era do flAte de 11OD" 19 His reputation was so great that 

his accept=ce_tO play on a social occasion was considered as a 

mark of favour for his patron. Many contemporaries$ including 

Voltairet rivallod, one. another in. expressions of, admiration for his 

talents. Marpurg considered him a 
'virtuoso 

whose modesty was not 

altered by popularity andas one who always recogniaod the merits 

of his rivalSo Mavet went on to Prussia with Frederick 1, 

Frederick II was so enamoured of his talent that he offered him a 

permanent postq but Mavet declined. On his return to Paris, 

Prince Carigan assured him of a pension and an appartment in his 

own house. He then. became director of music to the Count of Clermont 

a post which he-held to his death, 

On his trip to Paria, in 1726, Qaantz hoard, Mavotj Lucas,, 

Naudotp and other flautists who played the one-keyed flutet and 

f, 
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considered Mavet, to"be the supreme master on the instrument, Mavet 

held his -flute, to'; the left, -but never persuaded" anyone to imitate- 

his postures, 

Mavet paxticularly,. favoured passages basod on one noto forming 

a pedal point. The following two examples are taken from the first 

and last movements respectively of Mavet's Flute Conearto in A minor, 

Passing through Constantinople 9- Jchann4acob Bachp who was on. 

gaged as' an- oboist-, in the', guard'of, Charles XII# stopped to study the 

flute- under the"guidance of Pierre-Gabriel- Biff ardin (1690-1768) who 

had-settled'on-Ithe banks of the'ýBosphorus-for a few yeara, before- 

moving-to Dresden'to- take UP the, position of first flute in the royal 

orche'Stra" in- 1716. ',,, In Dresden'Qaantz was so impressed- by the play. 

ing'of Baffardin that'he'-had lessons from him for four months in, 

1719. " -Rapid scales and-a,, flo'rid style of, performance were the, qual. 

ities in', Buffardin' s -playing f which Quantz admired. Contemporary 

sources also comented favourably -on the quality - of tone he prod. 

uced', and'on the precision, of his execution-,, ý Baffardin carried French 

traditions into, Garmany and his-influenco was important from this 

point of, vibw. 

fr Qaantz (1687-1773)-studied flute under Blffexdin in 1719 om 

whom he learned'all aspects ofAhe French, flute-playing tradition, 

On his trip to Paris in 1726 Qaantz was impressod by tho 2RLerap but 
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wrote ofrtha-, orchestra: 
fthe, 

orchestral is poor;..,, the masicians play by ear from mom. 
ory rathei? -th&n'frOM scores. 

on the other hands Qxmntz was amazed by the high standard of the 

technique, of French flautists'in, gen6ral, 

The range employed in flute concertos was a little more than 

two Oct avesl i. e. from D4 to E 6- 33affardin and Vaudot extendod it 

to P BafZardin wrote arpeggios over the whole rango of the instru- 6 

ment. 

, -Leclair and, Naudot composed magnUicent cadenzas for thoir ad- , 

agios, whereas Mavet -wrote, cadenzas for-his allegros. At several, 

points ýin, Vaudotts; Op. 17 some pedal points occurred which, perhapgl-., 

allowed for some improvised cadenzas. 

The oboe waa, much less favoured as a concerto, instrument and 

hardly ever appeared at this time except in the role of alternative,, 

in works for Oviolinal musettes, recorders, flutesg oboes, otc. l. 

Sometimes Leclair's concertos were written for it as well as for the 

transverse flute. His concertos present real problems for the modern 

oboist equipped as he is with his now and improved instrument, 

Naudot's Op. 17, despite the fact that it was intended for violins, 

Musettýsj,. Otc. is. highly adaptable to'the oboo, especially in the 

slow, movements which dem=d a sustain'ed'breath control of which the 

I flute is incapable. The following example from the adagio of the 

19=dot, phraBodý his,, masic carefully, indicating his intentions, 

to the last'dotail with judiciously, placed slurs,, 
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third concerto is developed over a hold G in the 'cellos: 

e--., + e--., 0-. -% 40 0, W%% 

it was rapidly assimilated into the orchestra along with the violas 

and 'cellos, In his Concerto in G minor for the orchentra of Dresden 

(Pincherle 383) Vivaldi wrote long cascades of scales for the bassoonj 

Rameau confined it in the Overture to jygMgion to a redoubtable 

series of repeated notes, It was often given a passage in its high 

register, and in his Jaloux corrige,, Mavet made it double a fast. 

moving passage in the violas. It was similarly treated in the con- 

certos by Corrette and Boismortier for 'cellos or violast or bassoons. 

it is notable too that Boismortier doubtless know the technique of 

the bassoon better than. that of the 'cello sinco he inserted in his 

Op. 26 the following note: 

As I don't play the 'cello very well in order to judge thoso 
pieces myself, I have asked Mr. L'Abbe, a well-known vir. 
tuoso on the instrument, to examine them, and by his approval 
I have determined to publish them.. 

In each cases the solos which he designated expressly for the bassoon 

were of a difficulty equivalent to the Concerto Op. 26. Corrotte 

did not ask f or loss in his Le Ph'anixi 

The bass9on had some remarkable soloists in the 18th * century. 
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kmnend: Lx I Arw 

List of French woodvind makers c. 1700 

Berthault (before 1761) 

BIzeY# Charles (1716-1752) 

Chikevillet Esprit-Philippe (1696-c. 1760) 

0, Chadevillet Pierre (1694-1725) 

Che"devillev Nicolas (1705-c. 1783) 

Chermp Nicolas (c. 165&. 1691) 

Ccretq or Cornet (nkd. ) 

Deber (o*1730) 

Delerable (n. d. ) 

Deluseep Delucet or Lusse (a. d. ) 

Dan Coate= (o. 1692) 

Du 3ho (c. 1692) 

Ihi Mout (c. 1692) 

Dupuis (c. 1692) 

Ferry, Framois (o. 1752) 

Filidor (o. 1692) 

Fillibert (c. 1692) 

Fleury, Benoit (1751-1791) 

Froment (c. 1692) 

Gaillard (c. 1750) 

R&m (a. 1692) 

Botteterret Joan IV (1648-1732) 

Hotteterre, Nicolas I (d. 1694) 

Hottaterre, Nicolas II (d. 1727) 

Rottaterreg Jacques le Romin (d. 1760/61) 
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Lambert "'Jean, Ilicolas, (1745-1761 

Lavignet"de (n. de 

L -Breton, (c. 1692), 

Lecier (cq)iJeaný Nicolas (d. 1752) 

Le Vacher (c. 1636)ý, 

Lissieu (c. 1672) 

Lotq Gilics (c0752-1772) 

Lot, Thomas-(ci1740-! -1785)--ý, 

Luzy9,, Lussyq or Luzzi (c. 1768), 

Moucherel Sebastian (c, 1724) 

Naust (c61700) 

11oblot (c. 1750-and, later) 

Perrin (c. 1672) 

Ponthus a, Macon (c. 1672) 

Rippert (c. 1700) 

Rouseelet (c. 1692) 

Rozet (c. 1692) 

Scherer, 1, (c. 1764) 

Valois (n. d, ) 

Villars, Paul (c. 1741-1776) 

Vincentt Denis (0,1752-1769) 

Notes 

Langwill's authoritative on wind instrument makoralpro- 

video where available biographical details of the abovo makers, con. 

temporary references to their work, research references, wkers' 

addresses and markeg and present-day locations of extant instruments. 

I Langwillj-L. G. An Index of Musical Wind-instrament Makors 
(Edinburghs 1971) 
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(ii) The coincidence of dates in the above list is duo to tho fact 

'that in 'some cases the only record of makers' activities Is tho 

appearance of their names in trade indiceep legal documentag otc. 

With the absence of dated instramonts,, it can only be assumed that 

makers wore active around the dates of publication of such evidmaos 

These publications and the makers they mentioned includes 

(a) Borjon, Charles TraitO do In Musotte, (Lyon, 1672) pp. Se-3`1 

Borjon mentioned Lissieup Perrin do Bourg-en-Preese,, and Ponthuo a 

Ma 9 on. Of the flottaterres he wrotet 

The father Jean IV Hotteterre -was a specialist in making 
all kinds 

11 

woodl ivory, and 

lony 
instruments such cx 

musettes# fluteaq flageoletal oboos and crunhorns, all of 
which he played very welli His sons wore no lose accom- 
plished as ihstrament-mrikers'P and they had a comploto know. 
ledge and even greater mastery of the =sotte in particular. 

Of Ponthus a Magon he wrotet 
11,01 

was one of the finest craftsmen of his period and had a 
very special talent which I have not noted in any other for 
accurately voicing =sottos and mnking musetto bollows. 

(b), ' Pradelp L,. du. Livre commode des addresses (Paxis, 1692) 

Pradel lists Des Costeaux, Du Bic, Du Montq Dupuiop Filidor, 

Fillibertj Promentq Herong Hotteterre (Joan IV), Hotteterro (Nicolas II), 

Le Bretong Rousselotg =d Rozet as: 

masters-in the performance and making of wind instruments, 
flutesq flageoletaq oboesq bacsoonav musettosp ote. 

(c) Ilciquavillet Bagene de. -Les Vantes des instruments au 18o 

I (Paxisp, -, 1908). '']3xiqueville mentioned the makers do'Lavignog 

Luzy, and'Volois. 

(d) Legal documents dated'1752-relating to"the-case of Gilýos Lot 

v. five woodwind makers of tho Union of Musical Inetrumentý. Makers 

of Paris included the names, of Bizoy. -Jacques Lusso, Thomag Lotý - 

Villars. ' and Vincent as the five makers involved in the litigation. 
ýSea 

p. 17. for information about, the case) 

1.9ra 
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The text, of -the advertisement which appeared in +. he Morcure do 

France-(Pariag 1749) concerning Bizey's oboes ran as followas 

Bizeyq of ý rue Dauphine#, inventor of several wind instrumentst 

wishes it to be known that he is still working succooofully 
perfecting inventions, He invented a short time ago obocs 
which descend to G re sol [Gj. ýko the violing and others 
an octave lower than the ord oboe which very closely 
imitate the cor do chasse Z 

W Gilles Lot in the opinion of one writer surpassed in inventivO 

ability the other five makers at work in Paris in 1752 as the follow- 
11MM 

ing note from LIAvant-Courer (Parisj. 177ý indicates. 
it 1'0 

Le siour G. Lotj maker of wind instrumentag resident in the 

cour des moines do I'Abbaye Saint-Germ in next to the fountain, 
has just produced a newly-invented musical instrument,, to be 
known as a lbasse-tubel or 'basse de clarinettele Thore has 
not previously been an instrument with such an extended com. 
passO It in capable of producing three and a half octaves; 
it goes as low as the bassoon and as high as the flute 

... 

This description of a bass clarinet antedates by 21 years the date 

of its supposed invention by Grenser in Dresden in 1793. The in- 

vention of the bass clarinet should now be regarded as of French 

origin,. 

(g) Sauvour, Memoire de 111, cademie des Sciences (Paris, 1101) 

P, 335, mentioned Rippert in the heading to'his chart of tho range 

of woodwind instruments when he wrote that the chart was: 

according to the practice of Ripert and Hautetaire tho 
--younger# the, most skilled. makers in Paris. 

(h)-ýThe effects, ofý. -the instrument redesignings-which Pronch, makors 

brought, about wore described by Michel de,, Ia, B=o in-a, lotter which 

he wrote in 1740, -, ,--I 
His Lully's elevation meant the downfall of all tho. old. 
instruments except the oboov thanks to Philidbr and Hottaterro# 
who spoiled great quantities of wood and played., great quant. 
ities of =sic until they finally succeeded in making the 
instrilm fit for concert use. Violins, recorderal thoorboop 
and viols took the place of the masettos which were left to 
the shepherds to plýy, since the transveree flute did not 
appear until later. 

I. bxx, Joseph. 'The tone of the Baroque obool Galpin Socioty Jourm-,. l 
Volume IV, p. 12 

L44 1113) qj. 

ri 
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(iii) The identification of the mnkers of French woodwind instrumonts 

made Curing the period 1690-1750 poses many problems, Typical in the 

caso of Hotteterre instimmen s. Instr=ents st=ped with tho n=o 

'Hotteterrel surmounted with the letter IN' p and that in turn m=- 

1ý mounted with a six-pointed star my be attributed to Nicolas Hottote=O, 

to his oldest song or to his nephew. This trademark was stamped on 

a recorder in the possession of M. Petit from Mois which was similar 

to specimons owned by Thoinan and the Museum of tho Paris Consorva, - 

toire" 1 
The name on the Paris Conservatoiro instr=ont is too worn 

to be readable, but Thoinan's was stamped on the three joints with 

the mark 'Hauterro' and a small fleur-do-lis below. Tho boll section 

had a fourth maxk# viz. r 'Hottetorrel (again with a flow-de-lis 

below). L, comparison of the signature of Louis Hottotorro (third 

son of Louis) on his marriage contract to Mario Francard with that 

shown on Thoinan's recorder proves that the instrument was made by 

the last of the three craftsmen mentioned above. 
2 

In 1696 Madame Martin Hotteterre sold a house in Evreux with 

the sign of 'The Mack Lnehorl s This houset which haa been bought 

by Joan Hotteterre (Martin's father) provided the namo for the trade- 

mark on a number of Hotteterre instruments. It is doubtful whothor 

in fact Jacques Hottete=e le Romain ma, de many instr=ontov but one 

specimen was accredited to him in the collection of M. Cesar Snoock 

of Ghent in 1912. The instrument displayed a black anchor as trade- 

markp and this may have passed from Joan I Hottotorro to his son 

(Jean), and then to his grandson (Jacques le Romain). Tho only pieco 

1 Thoinant E. Les Hotteterre (Paria, 1894) p. 21 

2 Extract from the LItat civil de La Couture (La, Couture, 1673) 
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of contemporary evidence about jacques i. nstrument-making comes from 

a description of a visit which Uffenbach made to the Prench master in 

17159 

[He] showed me many beautiful flutes which he himself makes, 
1 

The mark 'Hotteterrel surmounted, by the letter ILI probably be- 
2 

longed to Louis Hotteterre (second son of Vicolas). 

1 Freussnerg E. Die Musikalischen Reisen den Herrn v. Uffenbach 
Reprint, 13ý enreiterg 19499 P. 128. 

2 Jenkinsp D. - Les Hotteterre. a critical studX ' 
(Edinburghp 1967) 

P. 35 contains a collection of the a-i-gnatures and marks of the 
Hotteterre family of makers. 
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Appendix 2 MY 

, 
Vumbera a makers In the 

Instruments 
16th cent, 17th cent. '18th cent, 

Organs' 7 38 60 

Mavecins/harpsichords 49 

Pianos 21 

Serinettes (bird organs) 4 

Harps 16 

Woodwind instruments 29 

Instrument makers aetive in Franceq based on figures from Pierre,, C. 

Les Facteurs (Paxist 1893) pp. 153-4- 

Note W In quoting from, this 1893 source it must be made clear 
that only the relative proportions 'of the numbers are 
valid. kt *9 many more makers were active than the 
numbers indicated. 

(ii), "The'18th cent. figures are highg-but production methods 
then were Blow and larger numbers than in modern times 
had to be employed to produce an equivalent output. In 
generall manter instrument makers employed few workers; 

'they were often self-employed and thus under no manage- 
ment pressure to increase production figures. They eften 
combined the practice of music (or some other profession) 
with their trade. The tradition of instrument maker/ 
performer was largely preserved until the end of the 
18tfi oent. 1 organ builders and woodwind instrument makers 
especially played the instruments they made. Delusse and' 
the Hotteterres were first-class woodwind virtuosi, 
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4pendil 3 

L, sumnary of information in the tutors. 

(i). Freillon-Poncein La Veritable Maniere dll,, DlDrendre ý Jouer ... 

du Hautbois (Parisp 170OH35) 

1. Principler. of music. 

2. For the oboe. 
fyranslations 

of sections on the oboe by Half. 

1- 
Penny i-I 

3. For the reccrder. 

-4. For, the flageolet, 

How you must give tongue strokes in all kinds of metres, 
fLasocki referrealto this section in his discussion on tonguoing 2 

6. LVaxious o=aments. Marvin mentioned some foatures ofthew, 

instructions relating. to articulation and ornamentation 
3 

7. Por metre. 

-For 
Preludes. Sets of Preludes in seven majcr and minor keys 

for both oboe and, recorder. 

9. 
[Trill 

fingeringqfor, oboep,, recorcler and flageolet 

10. For, the voice. 

11. For learning, to compose all--kinds of pieces according to tempo 

and metre. 

For learning to aad a part, to a.,, given subjectq whether a second 

descant or a bass. 

1. 

13. 
ý 

For the bass, 

Ralfpe=y, 'E. 'The French HautboysA Technical Survey' S()C- 

'iety 
Journal Vol. VI (London, 1953) p. 23P and Vol. VIRI 

(Londonq 1955) P. 509- 

2 Lasockil D. ' 'The Tongueing Syllables of the French Baroque' The 

, 
American Recorder Vol. VIII No. 3 (New York# 1947) P. 81. 

3 Marvin, R. 'Playing French Late Baroque Masioýon the Recorder' 
The American Recorder Vol. IX No. 2 (New Yorkp 1968) P. 39* 
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(ii) Hott' u eterrep Jacques. 11rincires de la Fl"'te (Paris, 1707) (42) 

Treatise on the flute. 

1, On the situation of the body and the position of tho hands. 

2. On the embouchure. 

3. First 'explanation of the first plate (naturals) 

4. First explanation of the second plate (tremblements on naturala) 

'Becona explanation of the-first plate (sharps, and flats) 
. 

6. , Se , cond explanation of the second plate (tremblements on sharps 

and flats) 

7. "Remarks on some semitoneaq and on some tremblements. '' 

8, On the tongue-strokes, moits-de-voix, accents and double cadences 

on the flute and other instruments. 

ge On tho'flattoments or minor, trembIC-Ments, and the battementl. 

Treatise on the recorder. 

1. On the situation'of the recorder and the position of the hands, 

[Fundamentals briefly explained by Hedrick. '] 

2w Explanation of the first plate (all the notes) 

3. Ebiplanation of the tremble_ments. 

4. On the flattements and battemonts. 

Re articulation the reader was referred to the chapter on tonguoing 

in the flute section. 

Method for learning to play the oboo. 

Erplanation of the way of holding the oboet W 

Explanation of the embouchure. 

Explanation of the naturals, 

Explanation of the sharps and flats. 

1, Hedrickp P, J, tHottaterro on the Recorder# The AmericFm Re- 
Corder Vol, VII No. 2 (liew Yorkp 1966) P. 4. 
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(iii) Hotteterres Jacques. LIArt de Pr'b'oluder (Parist 1719) (52) 

1, The degrees of the scale* 

2, Elements of the Prelude, with some variations in the key of Go 

3. Preludes in all keysp different tempos and different moods for 

flutet recorderg oboe eta. 

4- Exercises in all keys. 

5. Preludes for the recorderi 

6. Exercises for the recorder. 

7, On the loading note, and rules o: f modulation which =st be ob- 

served in the Prelude. 

S. Explanation Of trills and their distribution in major scales. I 

9. How to teil which key a piece is written ing with an explan- 

ation of minor and major thirds. 

10, Transpositioni 

11, Different time signatureal with explanation about (in)equality. 

Musical example, 

Prelude in D major,, 
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ýthode de la Fl'u (iv) Correttep Michel. Me *te (Paris, c. 1735) (68) 

1. Principles of r4usic. 

2. Masical examples of Brunettes for one and two parts. 

3. Seven fingering charts. 
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(v) Ilotte-terre, Jacques, PlZthodepour In Masette (Parist 1737) (70) 

1. On the parts of the musette. 

2, Positioning of the bellows, 

3* Fingering for the natural sounas of the largo chanter. 

4. Air with demonstration of bellows tuchnique. 

5. Demonstration of the scale of the small chanter* 

6. Explanation of sharps and flats, and trills on the large chan- 

ter, 

7, Explanation of note values. 

8, Explanation of trill on G* yV and r' sharp. 545 
9, Practice of c on the small chanter. 

10, Explanation of trill on a4 

11. Practice of scale of C minor* 

12* Practice of G major soU-, e. 

13, Practice of G minor scale, 

14., Emplanation Of Ports-de-voixi flattements and battements. 

15, Tuning & the drone. 

16. Observations on the maintenance of the musette, 

Musical examples, 

a 
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l6k- List 

Primary and secondary sources are includedp but generalised wood- 

wind surveys which have often been superce4ded have not. Details 

of the Archive material used have been indicated in the relevant 

chapters. 

Agricolat Johann Friedrich Anleitung zur Singfikunst I 
(Berlin, 1757) 

Agricola, Martin Musics, instrumentalis deudsh (Wittemberg, 1529) 

Babitzt Sol 'Restoring Baroque Inequalit The American Recorder 
Volume IX9 Number 1 

1ý 
(New York, 1968 

Bach 9 C. P. E. Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen 
(Berlin, 1 1753) 

Bang, Betty It, summer in Germany with a one keyed flute' 
American Music Teacher (New York, 19663 

Baines, Anthony Euro-pean and American Musical Instruments 
(London, 196Z) 

Baineaq Anthony 'James Talbot's Ms I- Wind Instruments' 
Galpin Societj Journal Volume I (London, 1948) 

Bainest Anthony Musical Instruments thro! Zh the Mee 
(London, 1961) 

Bainesp Anthony Woodwind Instruments and their History 
(London, 1943) 

Banisterg John Jr.. The Sprightly Companion (Londont 1695) 
Earliest surviving English tutor for the oboe, 

Batet 'Philip The Oboe (London$ 1956) 
Batet Philip The Flute (London, 1969) 
Bergerong Louis Eanuel du Tourneur (Parisq 1816) 

Rare early God-turner's guide. 
Blaikley, D. Acoustics in Relation to Wind Instruments 

(Londont 18905 
Blanakenburgh, Gerbrandt van Onde zino, (Amsterdam, 1654) 

A description of various recorder fingerings, 
Blaze, - Frangois Qhapelle Musique des Rois de France (Paris, 1832) 
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